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ABSTRACT

Present day America is perceived as immersed in a moral crisis due to
certain cultural conditions; that national identity has fractured, resulting in a
pervading sense of uncertainty and anxiety about the future; that public
schools, as institutions charged with preserving the symbols of national identity
and a morality that is the concrete expression of those symbols, have failed
and must be reformed; and finally, that only through “schooling” can America
be saved from this current cultural crisis.
This rhetorical trajectory has a history that extends back to the Puritans
who settled in America during the early seventeenth century and produced
what was to become the New England Way, then Yankee and finally American.
Puritans generated a symbolic narrative that assembled, as well as
constrained, the possible ways of perceiving and embodying the American
identity and a sense of sacred/secular historical mission attached to that
identity. This group also supplied the forms by which this symbolic narrative
would be given to future generations.
The intent of this historical jeremiad is to explicate these elements within
the American psyche by exploring the effects of the symbolism at different
points in American history - Puritans during the 1600s and 1700s; the Gilded
Age, the period beginning after the Civil War and extending to the first part of
the twentieth century when the urban Protestant middle class ascended to
cultural dominance; and the present age. A specific and vital operation will be
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to explore the relationship between the purpose of education (and how this
term has shifted in meaning) and the notion of an American identity and
morality perceived as crucial to the impulse to view America as having a
sacred/secular purpose.
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CHAPTER 1

THE PURITAN GIFT - A SYMBOLIC NARRATIVE OF AMERICA

There is .. . a Latin proverb.. . . : - Nature, expelled with a pitchfork, ever
returns. This proverb is exemplified by the history of symbolism. However, you
may endeavor to expel it, it ever returns. Symbolism is no mere idle fancy or
corrupt degeneration: It is inherent in the very texture of human life.
(Alfred North Whitehead, 1927/1955, p. 61)

This excursion departs with a series of assertions. Each appears
simple, yet expresses a complex constellation of assumptions, perceptions and
concerns of certain Americans: Present day America is perceived as immersed
in a moral crisis due to certain cultural conditions; that national identity has
fractured, resulting in a pervading sense of uncertainty and anxiety about the
future; that public schools, as institutions charged with preserving the symbols
of national identity and a morality that is the concrete expression of those
symbols, have failed and must be reformed; and finally, that only through
“schooling” can America be saved from this current cultural crisis.
This rhetorical trajectory has a history that extends back to the Puritans
who settled in America during the early seventeenth century and produced
what was to become the New England Way, then Yankee W ay and finally
American Way (Bercovitch, 1993). Puritans generated a symbolic narrative

1
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2
that assembled, as well as constrained, the possible ways of perceiving and
embodying the American identity and a sense of sacred/secular historical
mission attached to that identity. This group also supplied the forms by which
this symbolic narrative would be given to future generations.
The intent of this historical jeremiad is to explicate these elements within
the American psyche by exploring the effects of the symbolism at different
points in American history - Puritans during the 1600s and 1700s; the Gilded
Age, the period beginning after the Civil W ar and extending to the first part of
the twentieth century when the urban Protestant middle class ascended to
cultural dominance; and the present age.
A specific and vital operation will be to explore the relationship between
the purpose of education (and how this term has shifted in meaning) and the
notion of an American identity and morality perceived as crucial to the impulse
to view America as having a sacred/secular purpose.
As this investigation is historical in nature, it is necessary to reflect upon
the notion of history, particularly history as practiced in America concerning
America (the symbol). American historians have been greatly interested in
schooling as the guardian of American identity and morality as inherited from a
Puritan symbolic structure (Higham, 1990; Noble, 1965). Those participating in
this discipline have perpetuated a notion of history as the field to construct an
American narrative, a narrative with a central conflict and tension in the plot
line. They view America as a country with a sacred/secular mission continually
threatened by the immoral behavior of its inhabitants. American schools have
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become an expression of this story. This is not surprising due to American
historians’ own historical lineage beginning with the Puritans of New England.
An Intriguing Condition of Writing History in America
Ever since a historical tradition arose from the earliest New England
Puritan writings of the seventeenth century, a peculiar charge of American
historians (historians of education included) has been to engage in the
preservation of a paradox: American history, in terms of American national life,
is about transcending the vagaries and vicissitudes of history and fulfilling
God's teleology; or, in a secularized language that came to dominate in the
late nineteenth century, American history is about underwriting a social Utopia,
a teleological endpoint of Progress (or Spirit), a state of enlightenment in which
all the evils wrought by mankind inside of history would be alleviated.
In effect, the role of the American historian has been to write about
America as an ahistorical symbol that provides each individual with a fund of
cultural identities to be embodied and by which to rise above the earthly "trap"
of history (Noble, 1965; Bercovitch, 1978, 1993; Grob and Billias, 1972). I
quote historian David Noble at length, for he lays out this paradox, as well as
how Americans reconcile it even while fully participating in its irony:
American people believe that their historical experience has been
uniquely timeless and harmonious because they are the descendants of
Puritans who, in rejecting the traditions and institutions of the Old World,
promised never to establish traditions and institutions in the New World.
If history is the record of changing institutions and traditions, then by
definition there can be no history in a nation which by puritanical resolve
refuses to create complexity. And the American historian is the chief
spokesman for this cultural tradition.
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From 1830 to the present, each generation has seen the
emergence of a historian who has become a public philosopher as he
differentiated between the timeless harmony of the real America and the
intrusion of alien patterns from abroad. It is the supreme irony of our
national culture and of our historical writing that, in the name of
American uniqueness and separation from European civilization, we are
preserving.. . the traditions of the first Englishmen who came to
establish a New England. (1965, p, 4-5)
As historian John Higham (1990) indicates, the Puritans were the first
historians of America. These writers, led by Cotton Mather, developed the
constraints or conditions within which later historians would address American
identity. The Puritans transformed the notion of American identity into an
educational process of embodying particular symbols, and transforming that
process into a moral imperative to be preserved.
One way to provide insight into how this unique American condition has
been extended is to suggest a thematic narrative, or better, a metaphor for the
American process of writing history. This metaphor supplies a structure to
better understand how the Puritans developed this paradoxical circumstance
and why it was carried forth by later historians of America, including historians
of American education. The metaphor is history as symbolic gift,1 one wrapped
in irony and ambiguity.
The Gift
The Puritans offered the future a gift: a symbolic identity, America, and a
national purpose, the symbol of the errand into the wilderness. However, in a
style that married the literal and the figural, ambiguity haunts every word
produced by the Puritans, despite the persistent attempt by each Puritan
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individual to interpret from the Bible the exact method by which to attain moral
certitude. The Puritans privileged the written text, with each congregation
expected to sustain a high rate of literacy. The Puritans supplied their cultural
inheritors - the urban Protestant American middle class of the late nineteenth
century - with a host of cultural documents by which to read and embody
Puritan moralistic impulses. However, this present came at a price. Within the
long historical tradition of giving exists a plethora of demands and
responsibilities and expectations of reciprocity. A gift can never be given nor
received in complete freedom or with certainty of meaning.
The Puritan gift was a particular kind of rhetoric of symbolism, even a
symbolic gesture or language constructed from and pointed toward concerns of
morality, interests that compelled later generations to view time and identity in
socially redemptive ways. This gift began the process of American identity
construction and was part of a particular type of economy of exchange.
Through this rhetorical symbol, the past is folded into the present: The gift is
the present, the presentation of the past in a contemporary moment, in which
certain possibilities of future thought and action will be constructed. This
notion of giving, of history as a gift, attempts to operate from several different
recognitions simultaneously. A brief etymological tracing illustrates the
ambiguity of such a notion, of how it functions to construct me even as I attempt
to employ it to construct a history of the gift:
Gift n. about 1250, thing given or a present.. . . Middle Dutch gift
(modem Dutch gift, meaning poison) a n d .. . Old High German aihfte.
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(poison).. . . The meaning of poison, found in modem Dutch and
Germ an... is also a specialization of meaning similar to Late Latin
dosis and Greek dosis. dose of medicine, drug. (Bamhardt Dictionary of
Etymology. 1988, p. 431)
The gift is not only something given, which implies something the other
is pleased to receive, and as such has the curative effect of medicine. But the
gift can also act as a poison that diseases the one receiving the gift. Or
sometimes the medicine heals one ailment, yet in interacting with other
medicines produces other ill effects.
At the same time, the cure of a disease often is an appropriate amount
of the poison. For instance, Jonas Salk injected himself with polio virus and
found that the virus held the components necessary for the cure. Creative and
destructive possibilities exist simultaneously in the notion of the gift.
In terms of the Puritan symbology, the gift operates in this way: Those
who receive the symbol - a uniquely crafted American identity blessed with a
teleology in sacred and secular history - receive a gift rich in cultural sources
and possibilities by which to draw from and live life in America. One can pull
meaning and purpose from the Puritan symbols of America and the errand into
the wilderness. One also must reciprocate. In turn one must agree to embody
America as a sacred/secular representation of the Puritan symbol of the errand
into the wilderness and the particular identities that emerge from this symbol.
One must forsake certain funds of non-American cultural identities and
purposes (i.e., as was expected of immigrants, and of freedmen and
southerners after the Civil War). And, one must be willing to present the gift in
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perpetuity, by infusing children with the intellectual and emotional bonds that
emerged from the symbolic construction.
Within the gift is a demand that we forever return home to the ways of
the giver; to give in to our symbolic progenitor. In the gift is a lesson in how to
go about living one's life so that the gift will be eternalized. It is in this
understanding of the gift that linkages are revealed among public schooling,
national identity and the notion of morality as the mode of operation that would
work through the schools and preserve the gift of American symbols as the
content of national identity open to all who succumb to its hegemonic demands.
This gift not only sets the conditions for understanding national identity
(and so the political act of writing history), but also produces a peculiarly
American impulse to operate along two historical narrative trajectories that are
not mutually exclusive and, in fact, fit within the Puritan impulse. In one the
historian moves toward "saving" the world from its non-American ways by
writing the story of America as a natural outcome of historical, dialectical
forces. In the other, the historian writes to return America, through the lessons
culled from historical scholarship, to an "original" historical intent of America as
a culmination of forces outside history. This America was that of a more
perfect union, an ahistorical symbol that is secure by means of moral behavior
(Bercovitch, 1978,1993). In other words, the historian writes America as either
transcending or attempting to transcend history. For historians of education, or
historians who occasionally write histories of education (e.g. Cremins, 1964;
Curti, 1959; Kliebard, 1986,1992; Spring, 1972,1989; Tanner and Tanner,
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1980; Tanner, L.t 1982; Tanner, D. 1991; Tyack, 1974), schools must train all
Americans in the moral imperative of becoming an American in order to sustain
that moral path, and to preserve a sense of national identity as having a
redemptive purpose, a purpose to which each individual must succumb before
becoming an American,. Few have explored how this sense of national
identity, as generated by a small band of Puritans, affected the beginnings of
mass public education as an entrenched American institution during the late
nineteenth century. Few have explored the significance of the Puritan symbolic
gift of the errand as having any influence in the construction and stated
purpose of schooling in America, a symbol that has provided, in terms of a
hegemonic operation (Wexler and Whitson, 1981), an identifiable contour
sustainable even as it is altered by historical shifts and discontinuities in
America. In fact, symbolism relies on two seemingly opposing forces:
Disruptions and social crisis that emerge in historical times to which symbols
must react and change to survive; and particular national institutions, which at
their core are based on the belief that American institutions stand outside
history and serve as the means by which the symbolic and moral expressions
are spread.
Exploring the Economy of the Gift: Ironic History
This particular exploration has compelled a retreat from the trees for a
better view of the forest, to use an old analogy. Instead of studying the
institution of education as if it arose in some hermetic isolation, separate from
American cultural history, I focus more on relationships among the abstract
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notion America, national identity, individual identity, and public education's
function within this nexus of concepts. From this has emerged an emphasis on
symbolic constructions and the way those living in particular historical eras
cohere around and find value in such cultural symbols to express and make
sense of their condition.
In other words, what Puritan symbols provided the urban middle-class
American Protestants in the late nineteenth century with a framework by which
to address this impulse toward understanding national identity as a reflection of
themselves? In what ways did this belief guide them to construct public
education as the mechanism to preserve the present, and so the future, of the
errand and of national identity? How did these ways function to flatten out and
reduce such symbols to the point that the symbols no longer operate as
intended by the Puritans?
To address the errand one does not begin with the past but with the
present. The questioner, the interpreter, has a responsibility to turn and face
himself or herself and reveal all residue of the gift. For me this exposes an
irony in the very act of asking certain questions. For if the writing of American
history is as presented here, then I, participating in some form of historical
narrative, must also participate in the economy of the symbolic gift. In no way
can I separate from the language and symbols I have inherited, in effect,
forcing my thoughts to operate within its domain. Language is my only means.
And though this language has been constructed by those who came before who in turn were also constructed by the language they inherited — I am not a
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passive receptor. I appropriate language and have the flexibility to produce
meanings as much as reveal meanings, for inherent in language is the
flexibility of ambiguity or multiplicity. In effect, this historical narrative is an
interpretative, rhetorical device by which to participate in the gift of the errand
even while attempting to burrow new paths within the inherited linguistic
sediment in a way that reveals how this unique American symbolic structure
has produced and affected the notion of education.
This interpretation is a negotiation between my own production of
meaning as I write my own tale of American educational history and revealed
meaning, rather than the human science orientation in which meaning is simply
revealed (Scholes, 1989). What has developed consists of something of a
double movement, one that operates from a recognition that there comes a
time when one must again question the inherited symbols and decide whether
to discard or revitalize them, especially in the field of education, a field wholly
wrapped in the assumptions of the errand. Of course, a caveat to such a
statement is the possibility that we really have no control over either; that the
best we can do is to “re-cognize” the whole symbolic structure. One could call
it, as Henry Adams (1918/1974) discovered in his writing of The Education of
Henry Adams, the irony that history holds against the historian.
First, as I began work through the discourse of history, I had a
recognition similar to that of Adams. I came to realize that I am also a child of
that language, a language by its very nature that restricts my expression to
certain syntactical structures. These patterns tend to perpetuate symbolic
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meanings meditated upon even in the process of questioning the value of the
received symbols. The language pre-determines, to a large extent, the
questions asked and the answers given. However, it is crucial that one
questions. There is much irony in this. For example, questioning the current
value of a public school system instituted in the late nineteenth century,
instituted in a way that locked in certain culturally inherited impulses and
assumptions within American psyche, is to engage in a symbolic ritual
developed in the Puritan historical, jeremiadic and autobiographical forms of
writing.
In the jeremiads - a form of writing that exhorted and encouraged even
as it warned and threatened of doom - Puritan clergy implored each
congregation to always question and contemplate the value, the morality, of an
act. In an acknowledgment of the economy of the gift, what takes place in the
following pages is a historical jeremiad questioning the usefulness of the
jeremiad ritual of exhorting Americans ever onward and upward in their errand
into the wilderness. A definition of this ritual is in order. Basically, a jeremiad
is a form of writing, a mix of prophecy, history, biblical and moral excursions
into the difficulty of determining right and wrong. The jeremiad evolved
primarily as a ritualistic discourse to remind individuals and communities that
morality was the root of earthly existence. These writings, which intensified
when a felt crisis was at hand, functioned to translate Puritan identity into a
broader, more abstract, American identity. With such a transcendence firmly in
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his or her mind, the jeremiad writer proceeded to warn of God's wrath if this
connection between God, self, community and the nation ever unraveled.
However, the jeremiad was not just about the probability of impending
doom. I say doom, for the Puritans in their own complex way believed in the
basic depravity of humans; they lived with the disturbing realization that they
would always fall short of any ideal. They lived their lives within the tension of
this paradox. The jeremiads also celebrated the historical and sacred
opportunity believed to be possessed by the Puritans, for they were, as they
continually attested *n in their writings, God’s new chosen. To preserve that
“choseness”, through the act of moral contemplation, meant possible salvation
for those maintaining that identity. The burden of God's plan was upon them
(Bercovitch, 1975,1978; Brumm, 1970; Miller, 1956; Williams, 1977).
For the first American Puritans, those who followed John Winthrop in
1630 on board the Arbella. success of this plan depended upon their ability to
educate their children, and later, as the symbol of the errand into the
wilderness was extended, to educate the rest.
Only through one's ability to read and interpret the Bible could one
reveal, or be enlightened to, the correct moral action - an action that would
first and foremost preserve, if the ecclesiastical authorities had a say (and they
did), the coherence of the community. With the first irony always looking over
my shoulder, I appropriate the words of Bendetto Croce, who wrote "Every true
history is contemporary history" (quoted in Grab and Billias, 1972, p. 1). Within
this is an acknowledgment of the impossibility of getting behind the symbols to
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reveal an essential reality about America or enacting a political policy that
would return America to its “authentic” state of existence as the light of the
world. To reveal a myth as a myth only takes place through the construction of
another myth. As Walker Percy (1991) says, and I paraphrase: W e are
symbol mongerers, for symbols are all that we have. In other words, the
creation and preservation of symbols are human impulses. Symbols allow
human possibilities to become expressed in the world. W e function in the
world through symbolic perception. Early twentieth century philosopher Alfred
North Whitehead identified this human tendency. Whitehead argued in a
series of lectures he gave in 1927 that humanity had to employ symbols to
express itself. Acting upon or producing symbolism is not an idle masquerade
to escape from or ignore some actual truth behind the mask, in which “real” is
hidden. Instead, symbols provide a fluid structure by which meaning can
emerge and be applied by human beings to the world (Whitehead, 1927/1955).
A difference I have with Whitehead’s notion of symbolic operations of
acting in the world is this: It is my contention that though symbols may point to
something much older, and may contain impulses harbored by human kind for
ages, such impulses are not primordial in the sense that they reveal the
essence of all life. They are not the ultimate transcendental signifiers (Caputo,
1987). W e go forth in life without a world full of any deep, underlying truth to
guide us. W e operate, I believe, from a nexus of symbols that can but provide
meaning in a way that enables us to function compassionately2 in a world
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without a priori, transcendental guideposts (Caputo, 1987; Rorty, 1976;
Scholes, 1989).
It is impossible to "know" the past due to the ambiguity and opaqueness
of language; and because of the problem presented by a person experiencing
time and place by way of multiple perspectives. Even by means of a cinema
verite one cannot "know" history, for that relies on a belief that reality is fully in
view if one just had all the angles covered and could locate the "correct"
language by which to pin it down and explain it. This assumption has guided
philosophical thought for centuries (Rorty, 1976). It is thought in which
American educational historians, not to mention those involved with
educational research, theory and practice, have generally participated; an
embedded belief that meaning is universal, continuous and receptive to
language's direct touch. This is problematic; if not just false.
Yet, language is crucial, if not inescapable. Language emerges out of
and provides the contours and necessary inclusions and exclusions of meaning
characterized by each individual's inner-experiences, however they are
structured, as each individual comes in contact with others having their own
grouping of inner experiences and understandings. In other words, language
does not directly represent knowledge; it constructs it (Percy, 1991). Language
supplies an indirect means to communicate these experiences, and allows us
to string together groups of concepts that can provide us meanings that do not
and cannot exist outside engaging in such an activity. Due to th» inherent
opaqueness of language, one must be sensitive to how certain linguistic
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notions emerge and cohere into a symbolic structure. This structure is by no
means solid or stable in a way that makes one think of a foundation built upon
concrete blocks. Instead, it is porous in that it seeps up from a deep deposit of
symbolic possibilities, which congregate within the structure's parameters in a
way that infuses it with the necessary vitality (Wittgenstein, 1973). This
process, both exclusionary and inclusionary, advances through time due to the
very historical disruptions that would threaten the symbolic structure's integrity,
causing it to disperse.
Within the discontinuities of history - those moments of actual social
disruptions and changes that shift the face of America into something
empirically different from what it was before - is preserved a cultural faith in
Progress (in God or Spirit), faith in a historical purpose as generated by the
Puritan symbolism of America. An irony is that even though over time the
Puritans became characterized as fanatical radicals, blamed for all the "bad"
aspects of the American past because of their supposed intolerance, Puritan
symbology has been hard at work. This symbology persevered and even
prospered, while at the same time many Americans in later centuries decried
the Puritans.
From Knowledge to Cultural Indicators: No Escape From the Symbols
To sustain certain symbols, such as America and errand into the
wilderness, the meanings must continually be made current as the material
practices change due to the day-to-day interactions that create new events and
demand new responses.
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The field of American history participates in this renewal ritual, even as it
remains dependent on the provisions of traditional philosophy (the possibility of
a universal knowledge that can reduce inherited symbolism to having one
particular meaning that can be revealed).3 At the turn of the twentieth century,
alternative philosophies of language and knowledge arose but were not
appropriated. These theories describe the workings of language and how
human beings can "understand" each other at a time when a priori knowledge
categories no longer seem to carry such currency. Simply, no two people ever
have the same experience of a phenomena, for each brings to that event a
prior constellation of thoughts, experiences and understandings different from
the other. Whitehead (1927/1955) provides a useful way to explain this
operation:
Also in its flux a symbol will have different meanings for different people.
At any epoch some people have the dominant mentality of the past,
some of the present, others of the future, and others of the many
problematic futures which will never dawn.. . . If two nations speak the
same language, this emotional efficacy of words and phrases will in
general differ for the two.
What is familiar for one nation will be strange for the other nation;
what is charged with intimate associations for the one is empty for the
other. For example, if the two nations are somewhat widely sundered,
with a different fauna and flora, the nature-poetry of one nation will lack
its complete directness of appeal to the other nation, (pp. 63, 67)
Language becomes the necessary means to communicate those
individual understandings, even though language can never directly represent
the experience. Language can only point. Or better, language can only
indicate (Derrida, 1973).4
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Overtime, in communal interaction, these linguistic indications go
through a process of comparison. Out of this process emerges a broad
spectrum of particular types of symbolic - though contingent - structures in the
community. These contingent structures provide the constellations of possible
meanings and understandings in terms of how the community comes to
perceive and identify itself in terms of the cosmos, the earth, the community
and each individual (Wittgenstein, 1973).
The resulting linguistic symbols tend to adhere to other groupings in a
way that produces a symbolic structure for a particular community. This
structure not only falls together in a way that elicits certain responses, actions,
thoughts and meanings, but is malleable in that it shifts its contours and
incorporates new meanings that arise out of peoples' day-to-day interaction
with the world.
Through their material practices and habits of immediate living, people
operate out of certain inherited family resemblances. But when these
resemblances begin to lose the loose coherence that maintain their symbolic
meanings, they must be readjusted and revitalized. This process of
restructuring a new set of possible indications only succeeds when it also
preserves certain functions and impulses that led to the construction of
particular symbols in the first place. Otherwise the symbolic structure
collapses.
This process of preserving symbolic structures - producing again
meanings that arrange around certain indications and assumptions and
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impulses of a community and the community’s sense of itself - could certainly
as well be the process of ritual. It is through the ritual, engaged in by American
historians and institutionalized in public education, that the symbols are
preserved even as the meanings shift and are negotiated. The key here is
symbolism, which deserves something of a definition. Hans-Georg Gadamer
(1993) supplies one:
A symbol is something which has value not only because of its content,
but because it can be produced - i.e. because it is a document by
means of which the members of a community recognize one another;
whether it is a religious symbol or appears in a secular context.. . in
every case the meaning of the symbolism depends on its physical
presence and a representational function only by being shown or
spoken, (pp. 72-73)
An essential activity in the life of symbols is the process of mediation
and interpretation (Stivers, 1994). In the historical narrative that is being
constructed, that is emerging in this text, the Puritans generate the symbolic
structure, as well as the processes and means, through jeremiads (historical
and religious/sermon forms) and education, by which to preserve the symbols.
Again, Whitehead (1927/1955) furnishes a useful statement on how this
hegemonic operation takes place:
[LJanguage binds a nation together by the common emotions which it
elicits, and is yet the instrument whereby freedom of thought and
individual criticism finds its expression.. . . The state depends in a very
particular way upon the prevalence of symbols which combine direction
to some well-known course of action with some deeper reference to the
purpose of state. The self-organization of society depends on commonly
diffused symbols evoking common diffused ideas, and at the same time
indicating commonly understood actions, (pp. 68, 76)
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I make the point of emphasizing the Puritan symbolic form and the
Puritan tendency to value education for several reasons. One of the effects of
the Protestant Reformation was an intensified emphasis placed on the
importance of the written text. A reason for this was John Calvin's insistence
that the individual had a duty to read the Bible for himself or herself to directly
receive God’s wisdom and truth. Education became important in terms of
learning to read the Bible, instead of passively receiving the word as
mysterious missive delivered by a priest. Education became the act of
revealing to one's self the moral path to take in a depraved world. Because it
was recognized that the written word was ambiguous, interpretation became
extremely important for those groups emerging out of the Protestant
Reformation.
Puritans, a Protestant group that emerged out of the Reformation and
adhered to a strict form of Calvinism, were intensely interested in the
development of interpretations. The Puritans became recognized as highly
educated and literate. As such they were viewed as dangerous, if not
overzealous and harsh in their interpretations and their willingness to apply
those interpretations to everyone and all things. Puritans wrote about
everything.
Texts in Western civilization, due to the spread of books, literacy and
the philosophical legacies of truth representation, to a large degree provided
the means through which the ritual of the jeremiad occurred. Hence, texts
became the prime vehicle for public education as a harbinger of curricula.
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Simply, the Puritans were the most literate group to settle in America. They
brought with them a coherent, well-developed sense of who they were and why
they had come to America. They conceived of education and literacy as
absolutely imperative for the development of self and community. Through
extensive textual productions, and especially through the development of
Cotton Mather's historical form (those who supply the narrative of history also
supply the syntax from which meanings can emerge), the Puritans offered later
historians and other public intellectuals concerned with the meaning of America
a deep fund of documents and coherent tales by which to write and interpret
America as a Puritan fantasy.
Often these intellectuals, these political and religious radicals, were not
aware that the methods and symbolic understandings they inherited had a
built-in radar, so to speak, for the Puritan impulse. These writers sought
meanings for America during times of crisis, specifically during times when
Protestant middle-class Americans perceived a distinct absence of security.
The Puritan gift offered them a way that would forever bring their children back
to their own sacred/secular redemptive fantasy.
Puritan Historical Form
The Puritan historical form was unique. It arose out of a disruptive point
in history when new metaphors could emerge that altered the dominant
discourses. During the Protestant Reformation and its after-effects, Europe
experienced a breadth of change that encompassed almost every facet of life
and thought. The Puritans magnified and took advantage of the historical
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variation. They left the European continent, a physical and figural break from
the past, so to speak. They left a "corrupt" civilization for what was given the
metaphor of an empty desert or wilderness (Heimert, 1953).5 The wilderness
was an empty space upon which to inscribe their intentions. But a language is
needed to inscribe. The Puritans recognized this and developed a discourse
suitable for their sense of mission - a language that would guide them through
the uncertainties that tend to erupt in times of great social turmoil and spell out
to others the significance of their acts (Bercovitch, 1993; Brumm, 1970); Miller,
1956).
The Puritans created a language that confounded the formal categories
of rhetoric and history. They produced a symbolically engaged discourse born
of a marriage between sacred and prophetic history and a realist, literal
rendering of human existence popularized by the efforts of those involved with
the Protestant Reformation. The new narrative retained vestiges of each form.
It was not a product of some dialectical transcendence, but a conflation of
scripture and literal historical events presented as "reality" and pre-ordained in
the theological and secular spheres. Historian Sacvan Bercovitch writes about
the hold which the New England Puritan interpretive mode had on later
American historians notion of national identity. He writes of the Puritan’s
complex, sometimes even tortured, logic that relied upon the flexibility of
certain symbols to sustain their habits of thought as representative of the
American culture:
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In short, beginning with America, they recast the whole dead secular
world in their own image. The image required confirmation through what
we would now call symbolic interpretation. The New England colonist
not only had a private vision to convey, he had to convey it in metaphors
that overturned the conventions from which those metaphors arose. He
had to prove the Old World a second Babylon. He had to convince them
of the supernatural quality of the Atlantic.
Most important, he had to demonstrate the eschatological import
of the New World, to create his distinctive desert-garden allegoria from
the details of his landscape. And the demonstration could only
persuade symbolically, not through the shared atemporal significance of
allegory.. . but through a highly personal inference drawn from secular
experience.. . . In retrospect, it seems safe to say that such descriptions
[the Puritan sacred/secular histories] represent the process of the
creation of the symbol of America.
But the theocracy's entire rationale hinged on their being read
hermeneutically, as a record of figural facts rather than as mere
spiritualizations or hyperbole. Early New England rhetoric is a titanic
effort to secularize the traditional images without abandoning the claims
of the exegesis. (1975, p. 13, p. 14)
The Puritans, through their jeremiadic histories had to convince the Old
World that America was the culmination of God's literal and figural plan.
The effect of this Puritan form of "history," or better, symbolic narrative,
characterized by Cotton Mather's Maanalia Christi Americana (1702/1853) was
to invest the founding of New England, a material, historical event, with figural,
biblical import. American identity was linked with sacred identities as
presented in the Bible. This was a soteriological, christological, historical tale.
Soteriological, according to Bercovitch (1978), is the theological doctrine of
salvation effected by Christ (literally meaning to save); christological is the
study of Christ's person and qualities so that one can become a visible saint.
This method of interpretation and narrative presentation constructed a
particular perspective of American identity that gave priority to the Puritan
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impulse to present New England as the core of America. In turn, America was
converted into God's chosen place; the Puritans became God’s elect flock,
chosen to fulfill the earthly prophecy necessary to make possible the day of
God's judgment and the new reign of Christ on earth.6
This figural production of America arises out of the careful rendering of
the life of John Winthrop, the leader of the first generation of New England
Puritans. The effect of such a union was the construction of a series of
relationships that cohered into a loose symbolic pattern and captured the
imagination of future American generations (Bercovitch 1975, 1978). The
relationships, in part, consisted of Mather investing Winthrop with the attributes
of two biblical figures: Christ, speaking to the christological influence on the
Puritan theology; and Adam, the first man (Lewis, 1955). Mather, in one
chapter of his Magnalia. titled Nehemias Americanus, applied to America, the
symbol, the moral attributes of Winthrop. He charged each American with the
moral imperative of embodying these attributes. If each American succeeded
then America, the symbol, would be secure. American could keep its ordained
position as light of the world and as a sacred/secular earthly Utopia - a city
upon the hill, a lofty place that the travails of history could never reach. As
Bercovitch writes, "[T]he logic of Mather’s phrase.. . moves from the personal
to the historical (Nehemiah to the New World) and in doing so, links the biblical
hero, the New England Magistrate, and the enterprise at large in an
emphatically American design" (1975,p. ix). Before an individual can become a
true "individual," he or she must embody the symbolism of the American
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identity as represented by the interlocking of Winthrop, Christ/Adam,
redemption and America.
Such a grand impulse, or even strategy, did not degrade or lose its
potency in the late 1800s even as historical techniques multiplied into a wide
range of variations: Narrative, interpretive, literary histories, such as those
represented by Francis Parkman, who developed a celebratory form of history,
to the so called twentieth-century social scientific histories operating from
wholly "realist" and "literal" evidential forms and methods that formalized the
differentiation between rhetoric and literal historical accounts, two forms that
the Puritans never found need to separate.
While the Puritan language employed to perpetuate the figural sense of
American identity as having sacred/secular redemptive purpose became
submerged by the mid-nineteenth century, the impulse to perceive American
identity along that trajectory did not dissipate. This, as Clifford Geertz (1973)
points out, speaks to the strong influence of the sacred/secular symbolic
marriage even when historians or anthropologists dismiss such symbolism as
not being a "reality" or not affecting the social-structural processes of a culture.
In fact, one could argue that the assumptions compelling Mather's
explicit rendering of America as a New England production became more
dominant after the late 1800s when they became implicit assumptions about
America's national identity and its "natural" position in the world and in world
history. Instead of history as soteriology or christology, nineteenth-century
American writers, when speaking of the American present and future, gazed
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less at the heavens than at the material conditions of the physical landscape as
a way to attain the ideal in the present and not in the future.7 A certain
religious zeal was evident even in such a secular, technological framework.
Instead of Christ coming to reign through the efforts of America as a nation, the
language now presented America as the "light of the world" in terms of its
democracy, its economic status and its military power. Only in America, and
only through American efforts, could earthly social ills find solutions. These
assumptions were provided by the first American historians, the Puritans, with
the effect of embedding in the New England consciousness a faith in the
redemptive purpose of the New World. From these beginning points a whole
constellation of historical thoughts gathered.
Inheriting Puritan History: From Patricians to Professionals
If the seventeenth century saw the emergence of a new function for
historical writing as developed by the Puritans, the eighteenth century saw a
shift from emphasizing the sacred sense of history to a more overtly secular
understanding. History at this time was perceived as another branch of
literature calculated to reach as broad an audience as possible. However, the
Puritan notion of American destiny, and the warnings of what would happen if
America turned away, ran throughout the writings of men such as Francis
Parkman, George Bancroft, Washington Irving and William Prescott.

These

men believed that through the literary technique, inspired by the Romantic era,
they could reveal the general, universal truths that lay beneath a surface
distorted by the flow of history. For the patricians history had an Hegelian
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bent; there was the general assumption by American historians at this time (as
well as by English historians) that history was a grand deterministic, dialectical
and rational operation leading events progressively to a final culminating
Utopia on earth.
This philosophy of history arose out of Hegel’s philosophy of Spirit,
which can be generally called a philosopher's God. Spirit was translated from
the German Geist (spirit, ghost, intellect, mind). This type of history had as its
stated intent the need to explain the essential nature of the historical subject. It
was believed that such an explanation could be arrived at by a particular
method that operated from an assumption: A literal copy of the past through
close inspection of document could be rendered.

This method was

transported from Germany into some of the more prominent American
universities in the last days of the nineteenth century (Novik, 1988). These
assumptions had the effect of revealing the present as natural, predetermined,
and as such an admirable circumstance, or at least a condition, if riddled with
social ills, that would cure itself as the dialectical function of history
progressed. In other words, change equaled progress (Bowers, 1987). The
patricians in America felt it their responsibility to deliver this gospel to all
Americans. As Grob and Billias (1972) write, in many ways these Patricians
carried forward the Puritan torch of destiny:
Running through their writings were three basic themes: the idea of
progress.. . . [T]he movement toward more liberty in world history; and
the idea of mission - that the United States had a special designate to
serve as a model of a free people to the rest of the world in leading the
way to a more perfect life. This last theme, in effect, was nothing more
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than a restatement of the idea of mission first set forth by the Puritan
historians, (p. 5)
From the beginning, the tale that became “history in America"8 has had
the effect of locating historians in a trajectory of thought that has functioned to
preserve institutions. Even radical-minded historians called not for the end of
the institutions that controlled historical thought, but for reform so that the
institutions could "recapture" their former purity (Higham, 1990):
During the seventeenth century th e .. . history was written by Puritan
Clergymen and by lay officials associated with them in creating a new
Zion in the wilderness.. . . Their history was a further extension of
scripture: a chronicle of God's inscrutable will working within their own
community.. . . The professional historian materialized in the guise of a
teacher-specialist. After a long intervening period of free-lance
scholarship, historians again became, as they had been in Puritan New
England, servants of an institution. (Higham, 1990, pp. 4-5)
Other patterns of thought, or possible loose categories, produced or
characterized by assumptions about the nature of history, emerged in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in America. This era saw the advent
of professional historians, and the emergence of history departments within
certain elite universities. Coinciding with this shift in who would write the
histories of America were the kinds of theories that these new historians would
apply. The trajectory of thought remained progressive, but now instead of
finding "truth" and the destiny of America by way of a mixture of theology, the
literary style of the Bible and history as the Puritans did, or by way of the
Romantic inspired literary form of Patricians, these new professionals looked to
the natural sciences - specifically Darwin's theory of evolution - as a way to
explain why America's identity and destiny were a special package. By
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applying evolutionary laws to the history of America, Frederick Jackson Turner,
possibly the most influential twentieth-century historian, was able to justify
westward expansion and the symbol of the American rugged individual:
As remote from Europe as its predecessor, a social evolutionary process
was working to create the American democratic individualist. The
unique characteristics of the American people - their rugged
individualism, egalitarianism, self-reliance, practicality, and materialistic
outlook on life — all resulted from the evolutionary process of adapting to
successive frontier environments. (Grab and Billias, 1972, p. 8)
Another group collecting a large amount of currency in the twentieth
century is the Progressives, who seemed to contradict, on the face of their
arguments, the consensus historical writings that developed out of Turner's
thesis. This group of American historians managed their narratives in terms of
American reform, meaning that history had wrought certain evils, be it
individual actions or ideas that developed into practices, thus distorting the
"original" American purpose and threatening its liberal democratic future. To
protect the future, the Progressive historian had to unearth the "lies" of the past
by digging out the "true" intentions of either the 'founding fathers," or, to go
back even earlier, those first settlers. History became an ideological weapon to
preserve what the historian considered was the original national identity (Grob
and Billias, 1972; Noble, 1965).
The historian then presented to the public evidence of what America
"originally" was, expecting everyone to make "intelligent" structural change in
American society. Sometimes explicitly, sometimes implicitly, the Progressive
historian petitioned Americans to transcend their failing moral and ethical
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existence brought on by the vagaries of history. The logic: If Americans acted
in moral ways inherited by their forebears - moral ways as revealed by the
historian - America could be rescued and placed back on the path of a more
perfect society, which exists outside of history.
This political act attempts to preserve what is often some vague notion
that America has a prescribed calling. In fact, many twentieth-century
Progressive American historians, such as Richard Hofstadter, Charles and
Mary Beard, Arthur Schlesinger, Sr. (and Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.), and Edmund
Morgan, meticulously analyzed what they identified as persistent social ills
frustrating the progress of America's march. They searched for root causes
and self-evident solutions. And more often than not, the solution was for
Americans to enter into more moral and intelligent democratic political action.
Even in the so called radical or left element in the American historical
field, this sense of a true progressive or Utopian impulse pervaded much of the
writing. Sometimes this group is lumped together into the field of social history.
This format tends to study what could be called the downtrodden or the
invisible of American history. Jefferey Weeks writes in Against Nature (1993):
History for the left is either viewed as a lesson, a stressing of learning
from the past in order to understand the present and find guidelines for
the future. History has a heuristic function which sensitizes u s . . . to the
contemporary world.. . . Unfortunately, this assumes a transparent past
whose warnings are clear, and alas, history never moves along a single
tramline: its discontinuities are as evident as its continuities, (p. 159)
A second characteristic of the so called left orientation of history is the
impulse toward "exhortation":
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The chief note here is the advice to the class, or nation, or gender, or
oppressed minority to listen to its past, to find in its buried glories the
moral example and histories of resistance to give us strength in present
difficulties
At its best this strategy can evoke lost worlds of struggle,
investigate hidden byways, reassess the way we see the development of
the present.. . . But at its worst it can provide only a consoling myth, a
false hope, an unrealistic reading of the present based on a false image
of the past and a unrealizable hope for the future, (p. 159)
One who has read a history textbook for elementary or high school or for
most undergraduate college courses for that matter will recognize such
historical tales of America, though it is important to point out that one sees
much more of the consensus or progressive oriented approach than the
radical. Usually what is read in terms of social history is compensatory. In
terms of textbooks, this translates into "token" mentions of ethnic minorities and
women in the "great progress" of American history.
Histories of education more often than not follow these typical
philosophical trajectories. These historians (e.g. Cremins, 1964; Curti, 1959;
Kliebard, 1986,1992; Spring, 1972, 1989;Tanner and Tanner, 1980; Tanner,
L., 1982; Tanner, D. 1991;Tyack, 1974) mostly concentrate, in terms of the
beginnings of the institutionalization of mass public education during the late
nineteenth century, on the specifics of the then current educational practices,
academic theories and specific national leaders who supported those practices
popular in that time period.
In each fiber of the American historical thought, and by no means are
these as coherent and unified as presented here for purposes of explanation,
historians position themselves in a way that has the effect of preserving - or
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attempting to enact - what they believe American identity should and can be.
This engagement with the past is a distinct political and philosophical act,
narrated in a way that offers continual justification of very old cultural
assumptions about America.
This impulse toward American identity as some progressive or key force
in the development of world history, be it secular, sacred or both, emerged in
part from an inherited historical discourse developed by New England Puritan
writers. And this impulse, this way of viewing American identity in relation to
history, emerges in the public discussion with great intensity every time there
develops a sense of crisis. The fear is that understanding America as a symbol
of transcending history - what the Puritans enacted through moral process of
embodying Christ/Adam, John Winthrop - is somehow in danger.
Re-openino the Gift: The Ritual Returns
The ritual has again appeared. W e live in a time of crisis. The historical
ritual tied to a persistent cultural symbology has re-emerged in response by a
segment of the American population, generally labeled middle-class
mainstream, to a crisis over the perceived loss of American identity as
understood by this group. Most generally, this identity, believed to give
America a coherent history and sense of its historical purpose, is thought to be
the product of the categories white, Protestant, nuclear family, middle class,
loyalty to the economic and religious ways of the country as understood by it.
For the most part, this highly charged drama has played itself out in the
form of editorials, popular and academic books and vocal public cries for public
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schools to inculcate students into "traditional American morality." In this a
direct correspondence is made between this notion of American morality as
imparted in the early years of schooling and the preservation of national
identity. In other words, the moral fabric of Americans determines national
identity. What follows from this way of thinking is that if the moral forms as
inherited lose coherence, then the national identity, that of America as holding
a special place in secular and spiritual history, is lost forever.
Two examples can indicate this condition of thought. First, in his first
President's Address of 1996, in the Newsletter of the National Council for the
Social Studies. Michael Hartoonian writes: “There is little disagreement today
that the republic is in trouble. Our collective lives lack moral strength: our infra
structure needs a complete update; our social institutions need nurturing,
renewed purpose, ethical leadership.. . . Above all else, we seem to lack the
courage for rightful behavior" (p. 3-4). A second example comes from the
Wall-Street Journal. In an editorial in November of 1995, Amitai Etzioni,
author of The Spirit of Community, wrote:
Three out of four Americans believe that the country is in a state of
moral decay .. . . [T]he daily barrage of news in the local media leaves
little doubt in the minds of most Americans that crime is rampant, drug
abuse high, and so on down the well-known list of social ills.
Many traditional values have been challenged and few new ones
have evolved.. . . Parents feel defenseless against the smut that engulfs
their children, and the teachings their kids are exposed to in school.
The often repeated refrain that 'one cannot tell right from wrong' any
more should be read as suggesting that many Americans feel others no
longer follow a moral course of action (editorial page).
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Etzioni looks to public education to become the site of explicit moral
encuituration. Just as Etzioni and others tend to place the blame of so called
"moral decay" on the failure of public education, in true jeremiad fashion, they
also hitch all hope of preserving the faith embodied in American symbology to
the same post: public schools. The logic goes like this: Fix public schools by
reviving their "original" charge - the imposition upon the young, understood as
existing within a malleable state that can be manipulated and changed, with a
particular American morality.
The belief is that if such values are taught, even imposed on young
students, that these students will become "good" citizens, which translates into
an act of maneuvering this abstract notion called America back into a more
powerful position in world history (not just economically and militarily, but in the
sense of America presenting itself as the spirit of the times, the light of the
world). This position, many of the same discussants feel, has slipped
dramatically since the 1960s. There is an unease, even a sense of crisis, that
American culture - and again, this vague, slippery notion that has as many
specific definitions as there are Americans - is unraveling.
This is not the first time in the history of America that such an intense
unease, malaise and fear over moral failure, has visited and centered around
the site of public schooling. A similar crisis concerning the moral fabric of the
symbol of America occurred during the Gilded Age, a time after Reconstruction
through the early 1900s, a time when the mostly white, Protestant, middle class
was beginning to find a consistent form, beginning to flex its social power.
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From this nascent group came those who call out for moral imposition:
Confident of its position as the righteous core of American thought and belief,
yet still insecure enough to feel threatened by the socially disruptive forces so
prevalent in the late nineteenth century - industrialization, immigration,
urbanization. The ritual of the jeremiad stirred to life again in the public sphere
and acted as the symbolic form by which the discontinuities could be navigated
and the integrity of the symbol preserved.
This discourse emphasized mass education as the central force to
propagate a particular segment of the American population's sense of morality,
its sense of cultural mission. Public schools were also to incorporate, by force
if necessary, all the so called marginal folk, the mostly southern European
immigrants with somewhat different notions of what it meant to participate in the
American dream; not to mention the persistent tension and ambivalence felt
concerning the recently freed slaves who were attempting to enter mainstream
society. Such anxiety, in part, fostered the institutionalization of mass public
schooling and the appropriation of a language filled with technological and
mechanical metaphors believed best suited to sustain the Puritan impulse and
sense of national destiny. However this new language had the effect of
altering how the impulse would be satisfied.
By looking at the beginnings of the institutionalization of common
schools, one begins to identify a certain Protestant thematic - a kind of mass
belief and assumption, even a mass fantasy, traceable to the Puritan
symbology of the errand into the wilderness. The Puritan symbol of the errand
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into the wilderness and its linguistic tools of preservation, the jeremiad (in all its
forms: historical and as public sermon) for the adults and public education in
terms of moral inculcation for the young, arose out of the Reformation belief
that actions needed to be given words and explanations and that no action or
even idea was self-evident. Obviously, this arises out of the shift in theological
understandings during the Reformation, a time when Protestants decided that
one had to find salvation on one's own through the reading of the scripture and
not rely on the Pope to deliver the message as a mysterious missive from God.
God could be experienced directly through the reading of the Bible. This
reading was a moral imperative and the act of obeying the imperative was
considered education.
During the Gilded Age, a time of great hope and trepidation over the
future of America, over its mission, its purpose and its place in world history,
such a ritual occurred. Jeremiads spilled out from the pens of Emerson and
Hawthorne and Thoreau and Melville; in education from William Torrey Harris
and from the later Progressive era writers Ella Flagg Young, John Dewey and
Jane Addams, to name just a few. No longer was America small enough to
contain any illusion of cultural coherency, something even the Puritans lost
after a century, if not before.
However, a cultural coherency was desired and the loss of the artificial
belief in a coherency was believed to threaten national identity as a certain
segment of the population understood it. Writer after writer knew exactly how
to start this process of preserving the errand: Begin with the very young, as the
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assumption was that children were the most malleable. This idea was given
credibility by the emerging technological discourse. This discourse was
perceived to promise not only control over the individual and the community at
large, something the Puritans sought but whose language and interpretive
processes made impossible, but also linguistic control over meaning. In other
words, technological progress was infused with an almost sacred zeal and
import, though the language employed to express these impulses functioned to
actually limit the symbolic meaning. Clarification for all and the identification of
what sort of behavior was acceptable at all times, and not individual
interpretation, became the process and object of the moral imperative (Stivers,
1994).
There was a faith that such a powerful and regulating discourse would
solidify the new middle class's sense of being the new chosen, in terms of
perpetuating its notions of culture through the future (i.e. children), and so
operate to control any marginal or radicalized beliefs that could not be
incorporated into the errand operation of hegemony. It would also act as an
institution to preserve what many had felt was a society fulfilling at last the
great errand - a great secular Utopia. Again, anxiety and faith and
righteousness were all wrapped up, like so many fibers of a rope, in one
cultural symbol. William Torrey Harris, educational jeremiad writer and one of
the most influential national voices of mass public schooling at the end of the
nineteenth century, spoke gravely of the import of public education:
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[T]he school is obliged to lay more stress upon discipline and to make
far more prominent the moral phase of education. It is obliged to train a
pupil into habits of prompt obedience to his teachers and the practice of
self-control in its various forms, in order that he may be prepared for a
life where-in there is little police-restraint on the part of constituted
authorities. (1874, p.13)
Due to the diversity of America and to great social disruptions felt at the
time, a centralized location, which at the same time each community could
control and dictate its values to, was felt to be necessary. Public schooling
became a moral inculcator, the tool by which the errand into the wilderness
symbology would be inserted, even as the public discourse moved away from
explicit moral language and to the implicit morality of the new technological
discourse.
It was no longer necessary, in the mind of this new urban American
Protestant middle class, to be explicit about what it meant to be an American,
how an American should act, for it already felt it knew. It looked into the mirror
and saw America, that symbolic and imaginative legacy of the Puritans. The
key for the Protestant middle class in the Gilded Age was to identify, control
and insert cultural knowledge into the young. Morality was embedded in this
knowledge and as such, then, the child no longer had to struggle with
individual morality, for the school would tell him or her how to act as well as
how to think about his or her identity in terms of self, community, and most
importantly, nation. In some ways this was an updated form of the Puritan
belief in predestination. For the Puritans, God had already determined whether
an individual was to be a chosen one or not. The individual’s charge, the
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individual’s moral imperative, was to reveal whether or not he or she was
chosen.
In the Gilded Age a secularized version of this moral imperative
emerged and was translated into the delineation of those children who would
and would not benefit most from what wealth and goods society had to offer.
The difference, of course, was that the child was not given an opportunity to
find out for himself or herself except in the most obvious, well-mapped ways.
School was crucial to this transmission and pre-determination for students.
What historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. declared about the present age speaks
to this basic assumption about school as the key to national symbolic identity
and its concrete expression - American morality: “The debate about curriculum
is a debate about what it means to be an American” (Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.,
1991a, p. 17).
To become an individual in this sense was to become what was
presented as the symbolic America. Socialization proceeded in the way in
which a student became an individual only after he or she became an
American, which meant to embody all the moral characteristics felt necessary
to preserve the national identity, the national errand as appropriated and
interpreted by the urban Protestant middle class.
The language employed to express both fear and hope, to fill in the
format of the jeremiad, began to shift as society moved from a wholly
theological/ecclesiastical structure to one that developed into what many
historians and sociologists call a civil/religious aspect, or a secular structure
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that embodied many of the Protestant religious assumptions (Wuthnow, 1989).
In effect, the Protestant middle class reduced all moral questions to
technological problems. To the Protestant middle-class American, especially
after industrialization had altered the urban landscape in profound ways,
technology had solved most of America’s social problems up to that point.
There was no reason to believe that the technological discourse would not do
the same for improving the moral behavior of students, with the expected result
being a perfect America (Stivers, 1994).
The child was now to embody a pre-determined sundry list of morals,
which in turn would have a different effect on each child depending on that
child’s “cultural” history or future status. This apparently was enough for nearly
a century. America, in terms of world power, grew exponentially over the
century, and until recently maintained a sense of identity in terms of its place in
the world. But as stated above, that sense began to diminish during the 1960s.
It has risen to a near fever pitch in the mid 1990s.
With this background of understanding, with this acknowledged irony of
my participation within the ritual of the jeremiad even as I attempt to escape its
effects, I have approached the rest of this project through a particular
trajectory.
In chapter 2 , 1return to the Puritans and the production of the errand in
the wilderness as a crucial moral symbol. I look at how this symbol affected the
Puritan morality and how that moral structure developed a cultural identity that
was extended to a national identity. I also expand my analysis to include the
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ritual of the jeremiad as the pragmatic operation by which the gift of the errand
was perpetuated.
This will set up chapter 3, in which I move to the Gilded Age to first
develop a theme of the social milieu, or its historical condition, which framed
how the American Protestant middle class came to understand a crisis in
national identity, and its turn to mass public education to help attenuate social
anxiety. Crucial here is the adoption (or emergence) of a technological
discourse as the privileged language to be applied to institutional life
throughout America, but specifically to school life. The jeremiads written during
this time, while preserving the Puritan impulse to perceive America as having
universal and historical importance, began to shift from the ambiguous
metaphors employed by the Puritans to those of technological metaphors. In
turn, such language had had a great effect on how the symbols were
interpreted and perpetuated in a way that threatened the ambiguity necessary
for symbols to survive.
In chapter 4, I shift from tracing certain thematic drifts of how the errand
was perpetuated, to focus on an individual who participated in the errand by
calling for schools to assume the role of moral inculcators on a mass scale. I
discuss the life and thought of William Torrey Harris, United States
Commissioner of Education throughout the 1890s. In 1875, he became the
president of the National Education Association; earlier he was the
superintendent of schools in St. Louis, a post he maintained throughout. Harris
provides us with a window to discuss not only the embodiment of the errand
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process, but also how that process fits into his rhetoric of the function of the
public schools as a moral inculcator. Few wrote more than Harris at this crucial
point in American educational history concerning the role of education and its
relation to the national identity and to history. Harris was the embodiment of
the tension and contradictions that existed in the middle-class Protestant
inheritors of the Puritan errand. He left a clear imprint on the discourses that
offered philosophical justification for the development of centralized school
administration (Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery and Taubman, 1995) and its role as
curriculum policy maker.
In chapter 5, I examine how the symbolic gift has again emerged in the
current sense of a national identity crisis and how it operates through the kinds
of jeremiads being written. However, while many of the discussants of the
current sense moral crisis seek solutions to turn American back to its “original"
path, there is a problem not being addressed: Just how far can the errand go
given the current dominance of certain discourses that flatten out the ambiguity
needed to sustain a symbol and allow it to incorporate new meanings? In other
words, has the errand runner finally collapsed from exhaustion, with no
meaning left to give?
Endnotes
1
The idea of an economy of the gift is appropriated from my interpretation
of Jacques Derrida's, Gift of Death (1995). However, in no way does my
rendering of the notion carry his sophistication or complexity.
2
I would have probably been better off to never have put down this word,
due to all its cultural baggage. Nonetheless, compassionate behavior is an
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assumption on my part as a necessary function in human life, despite all the
humanist implications.
3
Many of these philosophical assumptions arise out of interpretations of
Kant. Many interpretations of Kant have him asserting that formalized
knowledge could arise out of our sense experiences of the world: an object
would be received by the eye, understood and then directly represented and
communicated to another through language. A word to express that
experience can be found that all understand in the same way, a word that
touches the essence of the experience. However, this assumes that language
can be formalized and certain meanings of certain words preserved in a way
that could be continuous throughout history. If the meanings become distorted
through common day verbal interactions, the "original" expressions could be
rescued through objective textual analysis (Triche & St. Julien, 1995).
4
Indication is a form of pointing out, a signaling of, without attempting to
explain or render fully. Derrida (1973) employs this term, or at least his
translators have chosen this term, to try and convey his sense that language is
the theater of expression and not the pure representation of some a prior
reality.
5
This is not to say that the Puritans broke off relations or correspondence
with Europe. The Puritans maintained close relations with others back in
Europe, and were intensely interested in the political goings-ons (Heimert,
1953).
6
Munro (1997) states that the father/son construction of written histories
is quite evident and has functioned to erase those - specifically, women, and
minority ethnicities - not fitting into this narrative structure. An irony is that to
work through the symbols I must also appropriate the narrative structure.
7
Miller (1956) argued that in Puritan society, by the second generation,
this transformation was already taking place as fewer and fewer of the Puritans
were having conversion experiences, causing the number of official elect to
dwindle.
8
I say "beginning of history in America" because Europeans brought to
the New World a particular vision of what "history" was, with particular cultural
definitions that made it their linguistic possession. This is not to say that
history did not exist outside of the English speaking world, but that the English
term history has definite connotations and consequences that emerged out of
their experiences that cannot be ignored or re-appropriated by another culture
without recognition of the word’s history in the other culture.
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CHAPTER 2

PURITAN MORAL IMPERATIVE: ERRAND INTO THE WILDERNESS
AND THE JEREMIAD RITUAL

The whole destiny of America is contained in the first Puritan who landed on
these shores as that of the whole human race in the first man.
(Alexis de Tocqueville, 1835/1969, p. 279)

It was the larger, American vision the Puritans bequeathed to culture. This was
their legacy: a system of sacred-secular symbols (New Israel, American
Jerusalem) for a people intent on progress; a set of rituals of anxiety that could
at once encourage and control the energies of free enterprise; a rhetorical
mission so broad in its implications, and so specifically American in its
applications, that it could facilitate the transitions from Puritan to Yankee, and
from errand to manifest destiny and the dream. That these transitions effected
changes in rhetoric and ritual goes without saying. But the capacity to
accommodate change is proof of vitality, in symbolic no less in social systems.
(Sacvan Bercovitch, 1993, p. 34)

They came to the continent of North America in the Great Migration of
1630, not the first immigrants, not the largest in number. Nor did their
population as a distinct and close-knit culture sustain for much more than a
century before dispersing into denominationalism. However, from their pens
flowed a language, a symbolic mode of expression and interpretation bordering
on the poetic, that has long outlasted any physical residue or artifact. These
symbols, lodged in the psyches of later generations, produced the notion of a
unified national identity, that of America, and provided certain of its inhabitants
with a sacred/secular meaning and mission - World redemption. Preservation
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of these symbols depended upon the moral imperative of educating all
Americans to become American.
These religious people were called Puritans. The word Puritan, one
interested in remaining pure to God's intentions, was a derisive term employed
by those in England who viewed this group as dangerous subversives or
farcical zealots - or both. However, there was not just one type of Puritan in
England during this period. Kai Erikson (1966) distinguishes the group that
was to become the American Puritans, or Protestant Congregationalists, led to
America by John Winthrop, who followed in strict fashion the tenets of
Calvinism:
On the right flank were the more conservative Puritans who wanted to
establish a national church on a Presbyterian model; on the left flank
were the impatient Separatists who had carried the logic of their creed to
its furthest conclusion and broke with the church of England entirely.. . ;
and in the center, gathered together on a rather dubious platform, were
a group of people shortly to be known as Congregationalism By and
large.. . the Winthrop party belonged to that middle position.
The Congregationalists were developing two notions which
divided them from their Presbyterian fellows. First, they were beginning
to argue that the church should limit its membership to those “visible
saints” who could demonstrate that they belonged to God’s special elect.
Second, they held that each individual congregation was a separately
constituted unit, making its own covenant with God, choosing its own
ministers, and free from the authority of any central church organization.
. . . Puritans generally took it for granted that the church should be an
instrument of national power and enforce religious uniformity with as
heavy a hand as proved necessary, (pp. 39-40)
For many English Protestants, Puritans of all types too easily replaced
mundane moral transactions with spiritual ones. This was a doctrine most
English Protestants preferred to keep as distinct and separate as possible.
The Puritans were often spoken of as petty and argumentative when harping
on such distinctions (Erikson, 1966).
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However, the Congregationalist Puritans inverted what was intended as
derogatory. They re-appropriated the verbal debasement and bore it as a mark
of faith in their elect status as God's new Israelites. Yet a small band of
Congregationalist Puritans decided to leave England. However, they boarded
the boats not as refugees in retreat from England, away from constant
harassment and abuse, but as men and women who sailed across the Atlantic
upon their own "free will."1 Theirs* was an errand into the wilderness. Their
errand was to redeem the rest of the world by the light of example. They would
construct a “city upon the hill,” a mission to comply with a sacred/secular
biblical prophecy that history would come to an end, and a transcendental,
spiritual age would arise.
It was an errand not only filled with hope, but also with peril and the
threat of desolation by the hand of God.
Puritan leader John Winthrop spoke to his fellow passengers on board
the Arbella of the exacting moral burden of living a vigilant life. This life was to
be persistent in the concern with preparation for the conversion experience, a
life that was to transcend the temporal “chains” of earth. The light of their
example was to convince the rest of the world (Europe) to watch with interest.
Europe was to feel compelled to reform. In what would set the precedent and
tone for the kind of American jeremiads that would later follow,2 Winthrop
instructed those gathered on the deck in their errand for God, an errand that
revealed their elect status and, therefore great opportunities. But with an elect
status came possible calamities that would befall the Puritans if the failed in
their task. I quote the final words of Winthrop's jeremiad, warning of the price
of losing God's map for the wilderness:
[T]he lord make it like that of New England: for wee must consider that
wee shall be as a Citty upon a Hill, the eies of all people are uppon us;
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soe that if wee shall deale falesly with our god in this worke wee have
undertaken and soe cause him to withdrawe his present help from us,
wee shall be made a story and a by-word through the world, wee shall
open the mouthes of eneimes to speake evill of the wayes of god and all
professours for Gods sake; wee shall shame the faces of many of gods
worthy servants, and cause theire prayers to be turned into Cursses
upon us, till wee be consumed out of the good land whither wee are
going. (Winthrop, 1630, printed in Morgan, 1958, pp. 92-93)
Unlike the tales in school told to American children during the twentieth
century, the Puritans were not a small band fleeing England in search of
religious freedom, nor were they interested in engaging in the politics of liberty.
They were not the forefathers [sic] of religious tolerance, of which the
Constitution speaks. They were not escaping persecution. Students are told
about the metaphor of the “city upon the hill,” about the later Puritans’ failure to
live up to their mission, as well as about the Puritans’ “rigid” moral system that
was gloomy and full of doom. The page is turned and the Puritans are gone
and forgotten. Suddenly America has become, students are told, the land of
freedom, liberty, individualism. America possesses an infinite frontier. New
England Puritans are presented as a passing phenomena, in a way, voices in
the wilderness that merely prepared the path for the true arrival of the America
produced by the American Revolution and the “real" forefathers, Thomas
Jefferson, George Washington and the like.
While such an interpretation seems to have found its place within
educational textbooks,3 the existing material and historical interpretations
indicate something much different. American historian Perry Miller, who spent
his career studying Puritan ideologies, found little evidence of the Puritans’
central intent as a desire for religious freedom or quest for economic gain:
Massachusetts Bay was not just an organization seeking.. . opportunity.
It had a positive mission - either it was sent on an errand or it had its
own intention, but in either case the deed was deliberate. It was an act
of will, perhaps of willfulness. These Puritans were not driven out of
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England (thousands of their fellows stayed and fought the Cavaliers) they went on their own accord. (1957, p.4)
To return to Winthrop's own words at the very beginning of his jeremiad,
"Christian Charities, a Modell Hereof," he made it clear to his fellow Puritans
that in no way were they in pursuit of economic redistribution or equality,
egalitarianism, religious tolerance - all Enlightenment ideals: "God Almightie
in his most holy and wise providence hath soe disposed of the Condicion of
mankinde, as in all times some must be rich some poore, some highe and
eminent in power and dignitie; others meane and in subjeccion" (1630; printed
in Morgan, 1958, p.76). Puritans believed in a patriarchal hierarchy ordained
by God, a hierarchy built upon ecclesiastical authority and sustained by a
secular political regime that possessed the power to impose a form of polity,
one that would be vigorous and vigilant in its suppression of heresies.
Puritan intellectuals produced what seemed reasonable interpretive
tools to preserve this moral structure that emerged out of the sacred/secular
symbolism of the errand into the wilderness: Jeremiads. Jeremiads were
sermons of exhortation as well as grave warnings. The jeremiad tradition
produced a unique insistence that all children be "educated," in this sense
meaning that all children had to be able to read and interpret the Bible and the
jeremiads so that the cultural symbol of the errand would remain vital (however,
education has many more implications for the Puritans, to be discussed below).
Before interpreting the symbol of the errand into the wilderness and its
significance on the broader cultural vision of America, from which emerged in
the nineteenth century the belief in public education as a form of social
salvation, we must first look at the form of the jeremiad. Integral to any
comprehension of the jeremiad is its etymology, its content and its connection
to the Puritan understanding of prophetic history. Such an interpretation will
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provide some insight into how it functioned as a means to carry forth the
Puritan spirits hovering over not only mass public education but America as
well.
From Jeremiah to Jeremiads
The term jeremiad is rooted in the Bible. Specifically, jeremiad as a form
of written or spoken dialogue originates with the most effusive of prophets,
Jeremiah. His is the longest and most poetic book in the Bible (von Rad,
1967).
Jeremiah's link to the Puritans lay not only in his form of communication,
but also in the seemingly paradoxical content of his writings, which might be
summed up in the words "eschatological salvation." What was before must
come to an end so that God's planned salvation can progress and eventually
occur at some future date (von Rad, 1967, p. 181). The Puritans took this to
heart and took it upon themselves, as the chosen ones, to enact this
eschatological salvation. A brief sketch of Jeremiah's style and content of
prophecy can supply some insight into the Puritan's understanding of their
sense of election as well as to why the jeremiad suited their temperament so
well.
Jeremiah, unlike most previous prophets in the Bible, rarely delivered a
message from God in a terse, declarative manner. In Jeremiah one finds that
the line between message and messenger is erased. Von Rad, a professor of
theology at Heidelberg University and author of what is considered the seminal
text on the prophets, writes of Jeremiah: "Jeremiah makes much freer use of
divine words spoken in the first person; he makes Yahweh launch forth into
long complaints, and in other places he raises his own voice to utter most
complaint. W e meet in Jeremiah — perhaps for the first time - with what we
today should describe as lyric poetry" (1967, p. 162). Due to this style of
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prophecy Jeremiah did not provide his audience with what would be considered
a self-evident "objective" message. Instead, Jeremiah employed graphic
symbolism to get God's message across, which was usually a long and painful
lament over Jerusalem's rejection of God's annointment. Often the meaning of
the message was within the lamentation without any real reference to what
could be done to solve the problem. In other words, Jeremiah often
transformed God into what one could call a complainer. However, Jeremiah
also spoke of the future and of hope that a new covenant, a second Jerusalem
would arise. Von Rad (1967) writes:
Yet, even although Jeremiah realized that Jerusalem was apparently to
be finally rejected, this did not prevent him from ... speaking as if there
were still hope, as if it were still possible for the nation to be reached, as
though there could still be a decision “before it grows dark, before your
feet stumble on the twilight mountains, while you hope for light; but he
turns it into gloom." (p. 168; Jer. 13:16)
This tension between what probably will be and what is hoped for is
persistent in all of Jeremiah's musings, a tension that Puritans embodied and
continually contemplated. That is why Jeremiah placed so much emphasis on
salvation by way of destroying the conditions that inhibit his people from
engaging in "true" moral activity. Jeremiah is not necessarily calling for the
people to return to a life that was lived before. In fact, he says that is
impossible because once a covenant is broken, it cannot be mended. Instead,
the old morality must be made new again, in a different Jerusalem, in a
different time. For Jeremiah, as for the Puritans some two thousand years
later, the central concern and question was how to do right in a world that has
fallen into iniquity. And in the answer was the continual hope of spiritual
rejuvenation. However, Jeremiah often lapsed into a feared, even certain
inevitability of the abyss that swallows souls and precludes the spirit from
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progressing toward its intended end and new beginning. This also was the
Puritan tendency.
In fact, Jeremiah spends much writing in a conversation with God,
unusual for a prophet, and confesses of an internal darkness within himself that
will not allow him to escape into the light provided by God. However, Jeremiah
acknowledges that his office demands that he engage in just such an
impossibility. Part of this internal darkness of which Jeremiah speaks is the
intense need to not just accept God's will, but to question and understand the
orders. Jeremiah, despite himself, was an intellectual, and his complex thought
subjected him to a life of tension between his role as a prophet and his role as
a man caught up in the concrete moment, a thinker concerned with the
theological problems of the day (von Rad, 1967).
In Jeremiah one can cautiously begin to grasp the paradoxical life and
powerful symbolism and tension-filled writings of many of the New England
Puritans. The Puritans appropriated Jeremiah's expressive form - the
warnings, the inevitabilities, a sense of appointment and of hope, the central
thesis of eschatological salvation, the continual dialogue with God and the
intellectual and spiritual doubt that comes from questioning. However, they
also interpreted his prophecy as applying to them as the people chosen to
engage in a new convenant, to build a New Jerusalem. Such a burden
translated into wedding secular and ecclesiastical authority and laws.
For the Puritans, the process of writing a jeremiad served several
functions. In one sense, it was a ritual, a thematic reminder to each individual - and to the whole community at large - that morality was the root of earthly
existence. As such, it helped the Puritan narrow his or her focus to the
immediate concerns of finding the correct moral action that best served the
sacred/secular purpose. The linguistic structure of the jeremiad produced a
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particular effect. Puritans were reduced to either/or thinking that separated the
human condition and the problems that emerged from such a state into
categories believed identifiable and solvable. However, this does not mean
that the Puritans tended to oversimplify the notion of morality. Again and again
Puritans would, after making a moral judgment, anguish over and pray about
and discuss and question it, despite their confidence that the decision was the
correct one (Bercovitch, 1993; Greven, 1977; Morgan, 1944). Certainty was
never experienced as something to delight in, but an ideal that God expected
all to struggle to achieve.
However, the jeremiad made two cuts simultaneously. In one sense it
cut a mark of optimism in which the individual and communal identity was
connected to particular symbols. This process of connecting had the individual
embody the words employed to express symbolic meanings, in effect producing
a transcendent individual able to function among other transcendent
individuals. When these individuals collected into a unified group, a culture
emerged that surpassed the earthly and entered into the sacred. Through this
act of transcendence the Puritan identity was translated into a broader
American identity, one that provided each individual with the knowledge of
himself or herself as embodying the whole and vice versa. By knowledge I
mean the understanding that this individual- to- group- to individual
transformation was a badge for each of God’s elect to wear. Out of this
process would arise a “city upon the hill,” an event that would sanction the end
of history. America was to be that city. For Puritans, to be God’s elect and to
run God’s errand provided both spiritual and earthly opportunity and reward.
However, another cut was made. This slice revealed an underlying
tension. One was most likely to fail in such a task, due in part to the persistent
linguistic ambiguity in the charge. Every time one exacted another cut to
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interpret and clarify the task, another blade was revealed that again cut two
ways at once.4 This incision exposed the tension between the individual and
the community. This tension emerged from the Puritan intellectual tradition that
emerged out of the Protestant Reformation. During the Reformation a
movement emerged that privileged individual questioning and interpretation of
the Bible (Greven, 1977). This had the effect of generating an antinomy. A
Puritan could justify by rational thought either course of action as correctly
following the moral imperative: Obey the Puritan ecclesiastical office in
general as cultural authority, which knew what was best for the preservation of
the errand; or, pursue the intellectual tradition of individual interpretation and
moral questioning.
Simultaneous certainty and doubt produced an ambiguity in Puritan
existence that had a Jeremiah type of effect. The Puritans found themselves
intensely interested in questioning, clarifying, and expressing their intentions
and doubts concerning the correct moral action. Each Puritan was certain
about the process of transcendence and cultural identity, and about the
universal connections between God, self, community and the nation. However
she or he recognized that such an identity was tenuous and always exposed to
corruption in meaning and purpose. In effect, such an identity had to be
protected at all cost, for to lose it was to fail in an errand that the very jeremiad
tradition sensed was to inevitably fail anyway.
The whole Puritan identity revolved around the success or failure of the
errand - that symbolic construction that served as identity and purpose for the
New England Puritans. In the tradition of Jeremiah, Puritans invested much
sacred and secular capital into symbolic constructions as a way of addressing
moral earthly and heavenly activity. Even as they wrote and wrote again to
clarify moral action, they did so in a way that rendered precise meaning quite
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difficult. They operated from a more poetic form that functioned to construct
symbols in a way that prevented any over determination.
However, at the same time, this poetic form presented each Puritan with
a powerful fund of meaning and purpose to push him or her forward toward
eschatological salvation (Bercovitch, 1975,1978; Brumm, 1970; Williams,
1977). The jeremiad was not just a loud and verbose or poetic complaint the
Puritans employed after the first couple of generations in America failed to live
up to the chosen status. It was also a celebration of the activity of God's
charge that, as Jeremiah understood, humans must attempt to escape the
internal darkness that precludes them from God's light and the final end to
history.
The jeremiad was a reminder of the great opportunity that, in their own
minds, was theirs, that was New England's, that was America's. This
opportunity was symbolized in the jeremiads as the errand into the wilderness.
Miller (1956) identifies this irony in the Puritan jeremiads:
If you read them all through, the total effect, curiously enough, is not at
all depressing: you come to the paradoxical realization that they do not
bespeak a despairing frame of mind. There is something of a ritualistic
incantation about them: whatever they may signify in realm of theology,
in that of psychology they are purgation of the soul; they do not
discourage, but actually encourage the community to persist in its
heinous conduct. The exhortation to a reformation which never
materializes serves as a token payment upon the obligation, and so
liberates the debtors.. . .
Hence, I suggest that under the guise of this mounting wail of
sinfulness.. . the Puritan launched themselves upon the process of
Americanization, (p. 8-9)
Hence, what emerged was an almost schizophrenic sense of the
jeremiad process, of that ritual enacted by those reminding others what it
means to be an American. One wails over the errand, the task being
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disregarded or forgotten. In the next breath comes the smiling celebration over
the greatness and importance of the errand, followed by the ironic sense that
all the sins and backslidings of society, while lamentable and bad, can still be
redeemed in the future.
The jeremiad is a recognition of the paradoxical condition of life, a way
of acknowledging without yet paying the debt incurred by the past, while at the
same time helping to control how the present is viewed and acted upon
(Miller, 1956; Bercovitch, 1975,1978). In other words, the errand is still not run.
It is always in danger; it is always the only hope of salvation.
The symbolic function of the errand emerged as the one great legacy of
the early Puritan culture, a legacy that would supply the consensual basis for
all the seemingly different moral discourses struggling over the future of
America.
In effect, the discourse of the jeremiads used to express the impulse of
the errand settled the boundaries of discussion when it came to defining an
American identity. The errand rhetoric acted as the dialectical force between
those discourses celebrating the current American cultural conditions, and so
considered authentic, and those dissenting and claiming Americans were not
staying true to their errand. The errand rhetoric provided a control operation to
sustain what became this abstract notion of America as something more than
just the physical and political geography of the United States. America was
the last, best and future hope of Western civilization. Writer after writer began
with the same beginning, even passionate assumption - even those that
penned protests against what America had become in their eyes, or better,
what America had lost during its history (Bercovitch, 1993). America had an
errand into the wilderness. This phrase had, and continues to have, a
psychological hold on the American imagination.
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The Wilderness
True to the inherent ambiguity of the English language, the term
wilderness begins in two directions at once. Each meaning saturates the other
despite any attempt to exclude one and value the other.
Wilderness was not only the physical geographical landscape of the
continent itself but also the landscape of the soul, that "heart of darkness" that
lay within each person, that core of depravity threatening to derail the cultural
mission at any moment by tempting an individual into immoral behavior. Even
more ambiguous was the sense that the wilderness was a dark void, something
to be filled or it would consume all. From the void could be formed evil or
good, depending upon one’s moral intentions. For the Puritan form always
controls matter. The correct moral thoughts could arrive at right moral action
and change the terrain of the world - in a literal and figural sense. The void
only produced evil unless each individual Puritan could generate the forms of
moral thought that had the effect of bringing light and goodness to the world.
Again, a dark void was not just the external metaphor for the wilderness
of America, but also for the internal condition of "man." Very much within the
tradition of Jeremiah, the Puritans worried over the constant threat of this
darkness. To carry through with that sense of darkness or void, the metaphor
extended also to the literal American landscape as awaiting in its emptiness,
without form, for the Puritans to exert control and form it into a “city upon the
hill” (Heimert, 1953).
Only after the Puritans arrival did the emptiness begin to receive content
and greater elaboration in terms not only of the actual building of villages, but
in the symbolic writings that began to pour out of New England. The
wilderness was opportunity. In some ways the Puritans desired a more tangled
and complicated wilderness, for such a state of existence was challenging.
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Morality then could receive the attention of a disturbing problem to be analyzed
and fixated upon, something not yet certain and in need of constant written
interpretation and public and private elaboration.
Edmund Morgan (1944) wrote of one particular Puritan, Mr.
Wigglesworth, as representative of this tendency to analyze and write daily
about one’s pilgrimage through novel moral dilemmas that inevitably arose as
one came in contact with the content of the wilderness. "In this trying situation
Wigglesworth did what any good Puritan would have done; he prayed and then
wrote letters," (p. 43) keeping everyone updated on his progress. For the
general Puritan sense, as indicated by the jeremiads, while the wilderness (in
all possible meanings) could be remade, the darkness would return with a
persistence that no Puritan could fight off. The tension was between what was
light for the Puritans, those forms that they desired to inscribe upon or cull from
the wilderness, and what was dark, the internal and external threat of void, of
evil. Each Puritan was to make sense of this tension, to choose between an
irreconcilable either/or proposition that the Puritan form of moral thought
produced.
One must either affirm this reoccurring series of fear and trembling and
redemption in terms of accepting, as Jeremiah did, the paradox of the charge
and the reality of mundane life, or collapse into the void. One must find
purpose and meaning in the tension. For the Puritans the purpose was
provided in terms of a task demanded by God. The task, as understood by the
Puritans, was to face the wilderness head on. The task was the errand, one
that quickly became errant for the next generations of Puritans, one that
provided an impulse toward the development of a mass public education
system in America.
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The Errand
errand: 1. A. A short trip taken to perform a specified task, usually for
another. B. The purpose or object of such a trip. 2. A. A mission; an
embassy. B. a message that has been entrusted to one. (1992,
American Heritage Dictionary of the Enalish LanguageV
The symbol of the errand has proved overtime resilient and flexible
enough to incorporate many different perspectives. No matter what definition
one chooses to explore, what comes through is that to run the errand was a
moral imperative, a process that each individual had to undertake to preserve
its efficacy as a symbol.
As a play off its etymology, it is reasonable to suggest certain
trajectories or paths the errand symbolism could travel. First, though there is
no specific or hierarchical order of interpretation here, the errand indicates the
act of delivering God's living word, understood here as the moral forms of
Calvinism. The Puritan believed that such deliverance would be so powerful it
would reform what had emerged as the ragged content of the wilderness. In
this sense the errand was being run for another: Puritans were messengers,
harbingers of things to come.
Specifically, the Puritans, as a group that ascended after the
Reformation, accepted the notion that the individual had the right and
responsibility to interpret that Bible for him or herself. Such an exercise had
the effect, despite great efforts by Protestant leaders in Europe and later
Puritan leaders in America of providing guidance about how to read the Bible
for the correct meaning, with the creation of a wide array of words and
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subsequent symbols. These individual interpretations, due to the nature of
symbolic structures and the language from which they arise, all differed in the
individual (even internal) space of existence. Due to the need to externalize
these individual understandings and confusing inner experiences, the
difference often became more pronounced in the public discussion of meaning.
By "confusing inner experiences," I mean the complex belief, which led to
anxiety, that each Puritan was a member of the new Israelites whose sacred
secular charge was to reform the New World in their own image by
disseminating their moral forms by way of their prolific writings that emerged
from their symbolism. However they also realized that they were but earthly
beings, cursed with being evil at their root. This evil in the end would most
likely ignite God's wrath.
Another interpretative direction is in order. An errand also indicates the
possibility of an act run by one's self for one's self, on one’s own volition.
Simply, Puritans believed it was their responsibility to set up an ecclesiastical
order - one that would eventually spill back over into Europe, and give them
the power to guide, even control, those elements of secular power throughout
Europe. In this sense, the errand functioned as a control operation in terms of
imposing upon all others the Puritan moral forms and sacred/secular
interpretations.
Ambiguity and multiplicity of meanings of the errand are important for its
preservation. For instance, the errand had a built-in tension: Earthly progress
in terms of the creation and maintenance of a communal authority, which in
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turn would fulfill an earthly promise and evoke the end of the world and
subsequent spiritual regeneration; and secondly, individual salvation. In other
words, the errand's success depended on the morality of each individual and
how that morality expressed itself in some coherent fashion within the
community. Moral vigilance and questioning were not only necessary, but
would also provide the possibility of what was to come - hope and God's
grace, or destruction.
Yet, despite many historians’ tendency to over interpret Puritans as
fixating on the sense of doom due to the difficulty of the errand and its demand
on the individual and the community as a whole, it must be remembered that
the Puritans' sense of faith, of hope for the future, was attached to the errand
into the wilderness from which America would emerge (Bercovitch, 1975, 1978,
1993). To have faith in the errand was to see the world and to understand
one's place at that historical juncture as having a destiny. But for the Puritans,
the errand had to have a greater audience. In the most Shakespearean sense,
the Puritans, as was common for that time period, perceived the world as a
stage. Any good theatrical production needed a rapt audience. Europe was to
be the Puritan's audience. And for the errand to be run in a way that it could
succeed, all eyes had to be upon them. One of the greatest fears was that
Europe would not care. Or Europe would watch then grow bored and
disinterested, a state of affairs some claim happened. This only led to an
increasing production of Puritan jeremiads, not just to themselves, but to
Europe at large (Bercovitch, 1975). The Jeremiah style wailing and
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complaining of Europe forsaking the Puritan example structures sermon after
sermon in later Puritan generations.
The errand also served a counter function. This symbolic structure
allowed for the development of strategies to control radical alternatives that
often appear due to the ideology of individual salvation. This control operation
sustained the Puritan notion of community, enabling New England to present
itself as an earthly example, as a city upon a hill, for the rest of the world. Over
time, the errand would translate into an impulse and discourse of retrieval of
something lost, something encrusted with layers of moral distortions, a sinner's
mind that had a lapse in memory of mankind’s original purpose.
The significance of the errand impulse also arises in its tendency to
produce a form of anxiety that operates within the whole nexus of Puritan
symbols and imageries and social realities. Not only does the errand produce
hope and concern for the future, it also produces fear - fear of a final end to
the errand, an immediate conflagration of the world by God due to mankind's
moral transgressions.
Eschatology for the Puritans was both a burdensome and inspirational
reference about which they often obsessed. Annihilation meant the end. But it
also was a beginning. Only through destruction, made so vivid to the Puritan
by the medieval paintings of God's horrific final act of justice, would
regeneration of the spirit occur (Miller, 1956). However, in this theology
ambiguity and multiplicity abounded. David Leverenz (1980) detected a sense
of doubleness in most all of the Puritan sermons, indicating the ambiguous and
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ambivalent nature of the Puritan historical experience: "Puritan language is
most striking in the doubleness of its appeal. It looks both ways: to radical
voluntarism, yet to utter submission; to absolute authority, yet limited authority,
defined as duties more than power and constrained by mutual obligation from
God on down" (p. 7).
Puritans believed themselves chosen to attain as perfect a society as
possible. Only then would God come and reign. However, at the same time,
God would have to descend to impart judgment because of mankind's moral
transgressions. Puritans, then, understood that man was fallible and could
never achieve earthly perfection. They set up an unattainable ideal that could
only be corrected by God’s moral judgment. Bercovitch (1993) identifies this
gap between fact and ideal as a grave source of anxiety and motivation for the
creators of the great American myth of errand and progress: 'The Puritans’
vision fed on the distance between fact and promise. Anxiety became their
chief means of establishing control. The errand, after all, was by definition a
state of unfulfillment, and only a sense of crisis, properly directed and
controlled, could guarantee the outcome" (p. 34).
At the same time, Puritans constructed themselves as the earthly moral
authority - God's police (Blanke, 1983). Puritans possessed a strong sense of
self-righteousness. A type of indignation emerged that not only functioned to
preserve their heritage in American thought, but also led to disagreements and
disruptions within their own ranks. Historian Edmund Morgan (1958)
demonstrates the tension of understanding one's culture as the end of history
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due to the desire to constitute perfection and represent God's final act, and the
other realization that perfection could not be achieved because of man's
fallibility.
From this tension emerged a vibrant sense of continual moral crisis.
This anxiety, this crisis thinking, sustained the errand, gave it force and
impetus as something alive and powerful in each American's life. Despite all
the social shifts, despite the dispersal of any particular group that can be
identified as Puritan, what survived was a sense of moral burden in which each
individual carried the weight of the errand upon his or her shoulder:
After his [John Winthrop] death the colony did use its independence to
become more and more provincial, more and more tribal.. . ; but the
broader vision that Winthrop stood for could never be wholly subdued.
No Puritan could be a Puritan and remain untouched by it, for it arose
out of the central Puritan dilemma, the problem of doing right in a world
that does wrong. Winthrop was not the last Puritan - or the last
American - to wrestle with the problem or to reach an answer. (Morgan,
1958, p.203)
Because Puritans perceived themselves as earthly exemplars of light,
they tended to extend a sense of crisis into all areas and all dealings with
others. Anytime it was believed the errand was eroding, the Puritans, and
those who would later embody the Puritan moral imperative and impulse - the
Protestant urban middle class of the Gilded Age - would enter into what
Bercovitch (1993) terms a "ritual of consensus" (p. 29). By this is meant that in
American history, Puritans have supplied the symbolic structure and means of
interpreting the symbols so that the impulse will survive. Puritan symbols
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enabled a wide array of diverse communities to exist together within a
geographical space and to claim a piece of this ideal as their own.
Anytime this abstract idea began to lose its conventional form, meaning
here that the symbolic web of possible meanings unraveled in a way that
threatened the errand, a ritual was entered into that sought to sustain the
errand into the wilderness as open to all. However, an implied caveat was
attached: All were welcome as long as each group remained within the
boundaries determined by the meaning of the errand itself. Consensus was not
about particulars but about transcendence, about how a group experienced
embodying the errand. The consensus, which etymologically refers to the
feelings of a group (a group sense and emotion), is what one could call the
poetic, possibly impulsive, act of remembering, retrieving and continuing the
errand. The effect of this ritual, one of interpreting and discussing all its
possible meanings and effects, was the preservation of the American symbol of
the errand into the wilderness as viable and productive.
For the Puritans, the act of the errand, the act of writing the jeremiads,
the act of the ritual of consensus were all moral acts, acts of mediating the
symbols and the morality that emerged as the concrete expression of those
symbols. Moral contemplation and consideration (even fixation) were
necessary due to the lack of certainty, the all encompassing ambiguity that was
life. The Puritans believed in the production of symbols and the persistent
interpretation of those linguistic creations and traditions. This way of living life
generated intense anxiety due to the inherent ambiguity in language and the
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impulse to clarify and know on an individual and communal level. The
tendency to view the world in the value terms of good and evil as the Puritans
did, yet with the recognition of the difficulty of making such a judgment, the
impulse toward moral contemplation yielded a harvest of interesting and
historically influential tendencies toward expressions of crisis.
Puritan Moral Wav
Apparently, without warning or prior clues, Puritan leaders would sense
that the cultural center was slipping away. They would decry a lack of vigilance
on the part of their flock, a kind of backsliding that placed the cultural identity,
and therefore the purpose of the errand, in a precarious position. However,
such crucial points in Puritan history had an interesting effect.
Times of crisis functioned as opportunities for each Puritan to take stock
and, in effect, strengthen his or her resolve to stay the moral course laid out by
the symbols of the errand. The situation at hand was either good or evil ambiguity was not an option, though it was an accepted condition of life.
Decisions had to be made.
During the 1740s, a century after the arrival of the first Puritan ship,
many Puritan preachers rang the moral alarm. Too many of the flock had lost
the internal zeal, that condition of piety, and had fallen too much into the other
Puritan form of thought: Reason. The balance struck by the first American
Puritans had been discarded (Greven, 1977). Puritans had always sought
methods toward morality, reasoned approaches toward certain behavior.
However, it was up to each individual to develop the method through prayer,
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contemplation and biblical interpretation - as long as one eye carefully
attended to the moral conventions of the day.
In some ways, Puritans had become victims of their own cultural
success. Economic and social success, along with ever fewer numbers of
Puritans undergoing, or feeling the need to undergo, conversion experiences,
had the effect of a cultural complacency. The cultural mission was being lost.
Too many of their brethren, it was felt, had joined in the earthly fray and had
forgotten about the greater vision. In fact, this crisis did not emerge out of the
loss of living standards or economic fears, but instead out of the sense that
many Puritans had become too interested in "easing" the suffering in their
lives, and that they were too wrapped up in material luxuries and genteel social
conditions that relied on “reason” and not piety (Greven, 1977).
From this anxiety emerged the Great Awakening and the ringing words
of Puritan minister (an intellectual, theologian, and Enlightenment thinker)
Jonathan Edwards. The sense of crisis propelled Edwards to set aside his
quiet, intellectual life and his involvement with the works of the Enlightenment,
which tended to temper the harsher aspects of Calvinism without erasing the
moral impulse or the secular economic activities. He turned away from rational
understanding to passion and mystery, away from a worldly softness and
willingness not to question one's intent toward great material accumulation. He
wanted to shake his congregation out of the passive state of understanding, a
state concerned less with identifying and struggling against evil than with living
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a comfortable life without suffering. Edwards condemned those who had
dismissed or forgotten the errand into the wilderness.
Edwards aimed at the heart of the Puritan dilemma - doing right in a
world that does wrong so that the end may arrive and the spirit be rejuvenated
(Miller, 1956). While medieval paintings provided visible renditions of the end
of the world and God's final judgment, Edwards, through words, generated
images in the imagination of all the possible terrors to come if his fellow errand
runners continued to engage in moral transgressions. In Sinners in the Hands
of an Anary God, written during the time of the Great Awakening, Edwards
preaches of the ever-looming threat of destruction made necessary by the
existence of evil, a destruction that no amount of rational solutions or control
over the state of nature could arrest:
The expression I have chosen from my text, Their foot shall slide in due
time, seems to imply the following things.. . . 1. That they were always
exposed to destruction; as one that stands or walks in slippery places is
always exposed to fall.. . . 2. It implies, that they were always exposed
to sudden unexpected destruction. As he that walks in slippery places is
every moment liable to fall.. . . There is no want of power in God to cast
wicked men into hell at any moment. (Edwards, 1740, pp. 65-66)
The Puritan notion of good depended on the existence of earthly evil.
The Puritan mind needed an object from which to develop a sense of how to
proceed in a world that each, in his or her innermost feelings, realized was
much more ambiguous than official Puritan theology allowed (Perry, 1944).
This need to categorize the world in dualistic terms, and then to mediate those
terms, an act taking place within the symbol of the errand as well as an act to
perpetuate the beliefs of the errand, arose from this implicit acknowledgment
(Leverenz, 1980) that the world was ambiguous and needed order and
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patterns. Puritans accepted that they lived in the world and must respond to its
offerings. At the same time they developed a form of morality that enabled a
believer not to become swallowed up in physical delights:
Religion is essentially a counsel of perfection and can never correspond
precisely with conditions of life.. . . [However] during the course of
natural life man inhabits a body, and however much he may repudiate
flesh, he must obey its appetites. He also lives in the world, and
however much he condemns it as vain, he must accept the conditions
which it poses. He cannot escape his relations to the state, to the
prevailing economic system and to the other social institutions. (Perry,
1944, p. 85-86)
Important for the Puritan theology and social gospel was the ability of a
person, of a community, to impose upon the world a form, a moral structure. If
one became successful in manipulating (exacting his or her will in such
transactions) social and economic success within the parameters established
by community tradition, it was an exhibition of God's grace. This is why
economic success was by no means considered a representation of evil, as
long as the intent was humble and directed by God's grace. Only when the
community determined that one was accumulating more profit than his or her
rank or position allowed, only then was the person deemed a transgressor of
boundaries. He or she was punished accordingly. However, this was no
guarantee that the punished would privately accept guilt. Many a Puritan
businessman denied error while writing in his diary. It was a rare event, even
upon one’s death bed, that forgiveness was requested (Stavely, 1987).
In effect, evil served as a prime motivation in this struggle to succeed.
All things, the Puritans believed, were naturally depraved, and as such needed
a purifying will to impose goodness upon them. Simply, evil became the object
of purification. Evil became the lowly matter by which the Puritan will would
mold goodness. In some ways, then, Puritans saw themselves as best suited
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to engage in economic activity and accumulate wealth, for they would best
know how to handle and distribute such goods as well as police such activity.
Evil was not to be ignored, eschewed or even feared. It was opportunity.
It gave earthly purpose, an object by which to concentrate the Puritan tendency
to identify and struggle with moral dilemmas. This notion of opportunity, and
the ever-present ambiguity of Puritan thought, was particularly expressed when
discussing children and child raising. Though it was the Calvinist doctrine that
all were bom depraved, a child at the same time was considered a potential
member of the elect. It was the moral obligation of a community to not allow
the child to founder in such a state of nature. Only in later life would a child be
perceived fully in dualistic terms - good or evil — as determined by the
community:
Indeed, intolerance towards oneself left no room for flexibility towards
the back-slidings of others, including one's children. For Puritans such
as these, the status of the newly-bom child was always highly
ambiguous. The logical consequence of the stricter interpretation of the
doctrine of election was that every unformed child must be either a
potential saint or a potential devil. (Staples, 1988, p. 79)
Despite the ambiguities - or possibly because of them - Puritans
tended to collapse every thought into one or two moral categories. Ralph
Barton Perry (1944) writes of the intense dualistic Puritan life-view that
embedded itself into the American psyche, an ideology that needed some evil
or enemy to view as in opposition to the Puritan culture:
If life is to be regulated by a hierarchy of value, the sense of evil must be
quickened. This does not mean that evil itself is to be increased, but that
its existence must be more fully and more vividly realized as the first
condition of its being remedied.. . The first condition of prudence is to
look these remoter and unwelcome evils in the fa ce .. . . The horrors of
hell...; the legend of Satanism peopling the world with evils, and having
through the spiritistic imagination an effect so conducive to superstition
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and so fatal to science — both have a moral root in the need of alarm.
(pp. 228-229)
However, public concern over the threat that evil may disrupt the
cohesion of the community was intertwined with, while at the same time played
counter to, an equal concern — the doctrine of individual salvation. Much
emphasis was placed on the individual, for salvation was experienced as a
direct gift from God. One lived with uncertainty and hand-wringing loneliness
until that moment, always wondering whether conversion would come. An
interesting phenomena, though, made the true separation of the individual from
the community quite impossible. Until the moment of conversion, when one
experienced God's higher law, the Puritan in waiting would tend to follow the
example of those who claimed to have already received election. However,
this Puritan in waiting would continue on his or her own to study and interpret in
careful fashion the Bible to identify moral truths and mediate Puritan symbols.
Once God's grace was experienced, public life was entered with the zeal
of absolute truth marching forward (Perry, 1944). In other words, over time, the
moral culture of a community emerged out of earlier interpretations by those
who had been given certainty about predestination. The logic was circular in
nature: Because God's higher law would be the same for everyone, and
because those who had experienced the divine moment developed the moral
traditions for the community, then once one had the conversion experience he
or she would see the light, so to speak. The experience often convinced one of
the righteousness of the received moral tradition. In other words, what is,
should be.
However, the logic, though a closed one, could not contain the excess of
possible meanings. Juxtaposed to the moral tradition of the community was the
Puritan doctrine that an individual interpret the Bible for himself or herself and
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exercise his or her own wisdom in earthly matters. Radical differences
emerged in interpretations of what was right and what was wrong in the world.
However, for most people, if they wanted to remain in the community, with its
established traditions and hierarchical moral order, more often than not they
gave way to the strong pull to stay the course walked before the conversion
experience.
Usually little changed in an elect Puritan except a certain increase in
cultural authority. An elect Puritan gained the satisfaction that his or her
behavior before the experience was truly in accord with God's will. In other
words, a predisposition to interpret the Bible in particular ways, ways
embedded within the ecclesiastical order of the community, outweighed any
radical interpretations.
An effect of this was intolerance — even to those elect who decided to
repudiate certain traditions edified over time in a community by other elect
(Perry, 1944). One was expected to fall in line with the traditions of the small,
autonomous townships predominant in colonial America:
The theorists of New England thought of society as a unit, bound
together by inviolable ties; they thought of it not as an aggregation of
individuals but as an organism, functioning for a definite purpose, with
all parts subordinate to the whole, all members contributing a definite
share, every person occupying a particular status.. . .
Puritans did not think that the state was merely an umpire,
standing on the side lines of a contest, limited to checking egregious
fouls but otherwise allowing men free play according to their abilities and
the breaks of the game.. . . The state to them was an active instrument
of leadership, discipline, and, wherever necessary, of coercion; it
legislated over any or all aspects of human behavior, it not merely
regulated misconduct but undertook to inspire and direct all conduct.
(Perry, 1944, p. 143)
While the state actively participated in the lives of citizens, for most
Puritans the errand symbols diverted their interpretations of the moral function
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of the ecclesiastical order away from any notion that the individual was being
oppressed. For most Puritans there existed something more than the material
world, more than the individual, something that was represented by the
ecclesiastical authority; or to put it another way, the individual expression
became representative of the community, became an embodied statement of
the community and its tradition of transcending both individual and group. To
join the community was an act of freedom for the Puritans. Freedom was the
freedom to construct and maintain an ordered community (Hackett-Fischer,
1989). Of course, an effect of this was that the notion of freedom applied
differently to those in positions of cultural power, for they determined for the
rest what would constitute freedom.
The metaphor of light, so often a part of any jeremiad, operated in this
very double manner in which the community is within the individual and vice
versa. In part this is another example of the Puritan moral system, which
employed similes as a show of "their hunger for a comprehensive pattern"
(Leverenz, 1980, p.5). For Cotton Mather, the great early Puritan preacher, the
metaphor of light not only signified the lighting of one's own inner sanctum,
one's own house so to speak, but also of a bright light giving sight to others, to
enlighten others by the Puritan example (Blanke, 1983, p. 217).
When Puritan Uriah Oakes, President of Harvard College, gave a
sermon in 1673 about the Puritan mission, his metaphor of light evoked
particular images and emotions in his audience:
As a City upon a hill.. . you have to a considerable Degree enlightened
the world as to the pattern of God's House.. . . This our Commonwealth
seems to exhibit a little model of the Kingdom of Christ upon Earth.. . .
This work of God wet on foot and advanced to a good Degree here, (will
be) spread over the face of the Earth, and perfected to a greater Degree
of Light.. . . You have been as a Candle in the candlestick that giveth
light to the whole House. (1673, pp. 21-23)
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This metaphor spoke to a Puritan charge to find, or be assigned, one’s
place in the whole. Once the social position was located, it was considered
finished business, though the individual’s spiritual work of interpreting the Bible
for moral guidance continued throughout one’s life. The prevailing social order
determined and policed those rankings:
T h e . . . idea of order.. . did not primarily mean "a state of peace and
serenity" as Websters Dictionary defines it, but rather a condition where
everything was put in its proper place and held there by force if
necessary. Order, for the Puritans, meant a condition of organic unity the order that "preserves the whole" in John Norton's definition - a
oneness of the spirit that did not readily admit to internal differences.. . .
John Winthrop spoke of order as the "preservation and good of the
whole."
The Puritan divine Solomon Stoddard explained that a "church is
not a confused body of people; but they that are brought into order, and
each must observe his proper station." (Hackett-Fischer, 1989, p. 189)
In part, moral intolerance that tended to end in punishment and exile
occasionally had a particular effect: The exiled one would found other Calvinist
cults, communities and congregations (Morgan, 1958). From the dialectical
function (the tradition against new interpretations, with intolerance animating
the series and the eventual exile and foundings of new congregations)
emerged a heterogeneity that was American society by the late nineteenth
century. The series of exile and founding of other congregations also
quickened the pace toward denominationalism and a generalized notion of
Protestantism as the American religion. However, within such a dispersal into
denominationalism was a cohering symbol of the errand and the moral
imperative to engage in its process.
The fact that so many exiles and punishments took place indicates not
only the harsh impulse toward authoritarianism of the Puritan culture, but also
the intense resistance by those who repudiated the community's moral order
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and decided to walk against the grain of tradition. These individualistic
tendencies could not be wholly conquered by the earthly structures of the
community because of the very theology that claimed power over the Puritan
(Bercovitch, 1975, 1993; Miller, 1956). Simply, the same theology that
generated the individual's willingness to submit to ecclesiastical authority, as
represented by the town clergy, also produced another possible effect resistance and rebellion.
But the Puritan moral imperative had long become an embodied
constant: That of running an errand. The errand was perpetuated through the
development of intolerance, which had an effect of radical dissent and as such
the movement spread certain general themes of Puritanism. The struggle to do
right in a world that did wrong did not guarantee that all would arrive at the
same conclusion of what it meant to do right. Nor did it guarantee that one
would accept the majority decision on these matters. However, even in dissent
and separatism the impulse to find purpose and meaning in a depraved world,
the essence of the errand, constituted Puritan blood and marrow (Morgan,
1958; Perry, 1944;).
This imperative, expressed in Puritan jeremiads, in Puritan symbols and
images, was about control and imposition of form over matter. The ever
growing numbers of Calvinist cults led to the notion of each church and
community being self-sufficient. In fact, Congregationalists embodied this
notion in explicit ways. Morgan (1958) writes: "The other Puritans, who
ultimately took the name of Congregational ists, had a simpler plan: destroy the
bishops [of the Church of England] and then let each individual church, each
congregation, be sufficient to itself. There was, they said, no church larger
than its congregation"(p. 77). This translated into the dominance of a
pervasive moral inclination; but also into a wide diversity in specific moral
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content and a strong sense of local autonomy as represented by the sect of
Congregationalists so pervasive in New England. Bercovitch contends that
"For the Puritans, Congregationalism was not just another sect; It was the
vanguard of the Protestant movement and Protestantism was not just another
creed, but the last stage of the worldwide work of redemption" (1993, p. 34).
The New England Puritans held dear the notion that moral character,
though not self-evident, could become clear for each individual and community
as the specifics of what the language applied to were worked out (HackettFischer, 1989; Higham, 1990; Perry, 1944; Wiebe, 1967). This does not mean
that morality would ever become clarified, but that the need to interpret the
moral condition was a universal need and so a self-evident impulse. Diversity
in interpretation emerged, making any imposition of one literal translation of
moral values in all cases problematic if not impossible.
Part of the process of clarifying the need to interpret the moral condition
of being a Puritan, something often overlooked by educational historians when
speaking of predecessors of the modem system and how its social purposes
are perceived, was the way Puritan culture characterized and educated its
youth. The errand could not continue without the perpetuation of the
jeremiads, and because the jeremiads were written sermons, one had to be
able to read and write in order to perform the ritual.
The Puritan intellectual tradition of moral questioning and theological
concerns devised a series of institutions, each with their educational element:
Family, school, government, and finally church. Each institution worked in
conjunction with the others to sustain Puritan culture and identity as
represented by the symbol of the errand into the wilderness.
Examining Puritan forms of education will provide some groundwork for
understanding how those engaged in the moral imperative of running the
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errand influenced the perception during the Gilded Age (late 1800s) that mass
public education was necessary to preserve the urban American Protestant
middle-class appropriation of the errand.
This burgeoning, though loosely conceived, Post-Reconstruction group
began to assume the role as inheritors of the moral charge to sustain the
identity of America as world redeemer. Education was not only to perpetuate
that self-perception but also to consolidate social power by inculcating others
into its world view. The Puritans may have dissolved as a specific group, but
their ghosts lingered in the thoughts and impulses and words of the urban
American Protestant middle class, especially in the common faith placed in
education. This is true despite the reality that the Puritans possessed a
broader, more inclusive, notion of just what the term education meant.
Puritan Family and Education
The Puritans ascribed extraordinary power to education, despite their
solid belief in predestination and God's sovereignty - a paradox Puritans never
addressed. Education not only prepared the child for life in the community, by
apprenticing her or him to a tradesman, but more importantly prepared the child
for his or her sacred duty to engage in the moral imperative, that of seeking
salvation and visible sainthood and fighting the wilderness within. For the
Puritans, this was the only true form of piety. Learning the mechanics of
reading, learning a trade or entering the ministry were all pre-conditions pieces of the stmcture of good habits - necessary for the individual to have the
slightest chance for grace to cascade down from God (Erikson, 1966; Morgan,
1944).
Education, in terms of life-preparation, for the early American Puritans
was a serious, legal requirement. A Puritan parent's first and foremost
responsibility was to provide and care for the family under the threat of harsh
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penalty. In 1641 John Cotton wrote of a type of education for children to which
a father had to invest time and money: "According to law every father had to
see that his children were instructed in some honest lawful calling, labour or
employment, either in husbandry, or some other trade profitable for
themselves, and the common-wealth if they will not or cannot train them up in
learning to fit them for higher employments"(p. 439). Puritans tended to
subscribe to the notion that such training created a condition allowing future
generations of family to do the same, in effect insuring the survival of material
and spiritual traditions and communal, economic morals and structures.
To find a life's work and to enter into training was to find one's earthly
calling. This was a spiritual mandate: "God called a man to every right action
that he did" (Morgan, 1944, pp. 30-31). For the Puritans, a right action was to
understand that to enter into a calling was not only an economic, but also a
spiritual endeavor. Every day in the world of work was sacred, every action
divine.
Usually at age 14, a boy or girl was apprenticed to another family. Once
the young adult and the parents made such a decision, to recant, to change
one's mind, was nearly impossible. Due to apprenticeships lasting about seven
years, if a child decided to follow another calling after serving an
apprenticeship, he or she had to endure great hardship because of certain
social realities. The social ramifications could be considered dangerous to the
perpetuation of Puritan population. For, to change callings meant one had to
delay, even forego marriage. An effect was that fewer children would be sired.
However, a child's job training paled in importance to the kind of
education that was text oriented. Salvation came only to the literate. Reading,
the ability to reveal the meaning in what one read, was crucial to Puritan
ideology. To find the correct moral action in the world, one had to read the
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Bible firsthand. Only in that experience of seeing and taking in the words
would the correct moral action be revealed. Morgan (1944) explains the
significance of such a notion:
The Puritans sought knowledge.. . not simply as a polite
accomplishment, nor as a means of advancing material welfare, but
because salvation was impossible without it .. . . They retained through
out the seventeenth century a sublime confidence that man's chief
enemy was ignorance, especially ignorance of the scripture.. . . The
Puritans rested their whole system upon the belief that "every Grace
enters into the soul through understanding;... and since children were
bom without understanding they had to be taught." (1944, p. 46; quotes
Mather, 1702, p. 34)
To understand was to have the weapons necessary to fight evil. To
understand was to have developed a map, a method of interpreting, by which
to guide one’s life on earth. It is no coincidence that Puritans often mentioned
Peter Ramus in their writings. Ramus developed for university education
during the sixteenth century a map that attempted to codify knowledge and
present the reader with a linear process by which to attain that knowledge.
Ramus’ maps were wildly popular in Calvinist universities throughout Europe:
“Hence, there was an affinity between the discipline, order, and control Calvin
felt all Christians should bring to their lives and that which Ramus brought to
pedagogy” (Doll, 1997, p. 11). Puritans loved method, for it emphasized
control. Puritan culture assumed a child could never achieve conversion if
ignorant in the doctrines, in the available “knowledge” of the day as supplied by
philosophy and science, in the moral precepts of the Puritan way. These
assumptions are pertinent, for they indicate how the Puritans viewed the
"natural" state of childhood - depravity.
First, they believed a child was bom without knowledge: Thus, a child
had to learn to read, as the Bible, God's word, contained the only true spiritual
knowledge necessary for conversion. And a child had to understand the word,
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had to interpret it for himself or herself firsthand. A second assumption was
that the child is born without the capacity to attain knowledge on his or her
own. Third, a child was born depraved and ignorant and if left to his or her own
devices would commit sins against God and parents (Morgan, 1944; Greven,
1977). Anne Bradstreet, in her poem "Childhood," describes the state of
infancy:
Stained from birth with Adams sinful fact,
thence I began to sin as soon as act:
a perverse will, a love to what's forbid,
A serpents sting in pleasing face lay hid:
A lying tongue as soon it could speak,
A fifth commandment do daily break. (1867/1980, p. 151)
A fourth supposition about childhood was that education could alleviate
all this. God would not even consider awarding grace upon a Puritan, it was
believed, until the individual did much of the detail work beforehand. And in
the Puritan culture, education began early. John Cotton wrote that education
began in the crib: 'These Babes are flexible and easily bowed, it is far more
easy to train them up to good things now, than in their youth and riper years"
(quoted in Morgan, 1944, p. 52)
Formal education began at the home with the father often reading, in
repetition, Bible passages, insisting that the child memorize each word as well
as the questions and answers provided by the catechisms. Once literate, or
rather able to master the mechanics of reading, the child was expected to study
the catechism and memorize answers by heart.
This indicates a process of instruction in which the child is an empty
receptacle into which the parent pours or drops knowledge, with faith that the
effect would be to temper the beast and allow the rational animal to mature and
dominate (Erikson, 1966; Morgan, 1944). Through this initial preparation, the
child was thought to be molded and readied for the more secular education that
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took place at school. At the communal schoolhouse the dominate source of
information was the New England Primer.
Though both familial and schoolhouse forms of education depended on
initial memorization, this was always followed by elaboration from the teacher
or parent. Not until near the point of deciding a life's calling was he or she
expected to read the Bible for individual revelation. The child had to be
"conditioned" first so that he or she would be predisposed to reading it in
certain ways (Bercovitch, 1993; Miller, 1956; Morgan, 1944). For the most part
secular and familial education lasted until the child was 14 years old, at which
point (unless the male child wanted to enter into the ministry) he or she would
seek a calling and enter into an apprenticeship. At this point the Aristotelian
notion of techne - in which a master schooled a youth in a skill or artful
production of a material thing - would dominate as a mode of public education.
At that juncture, a child was then expected to read for himself or herself and
pray for conversion, that final step in becoming a true Puritan “individual.” It
was in this balance or tension, depending on what perspective one chooses to
approach it from - education as an act of reason or education as an act of
inner piety as one awaited grace - that a Puritan lived.
However, as Puritanism dispersed into denominationalism, meaning the
fragmentation of one Protestant theology into a variety of subtly different ones,
each forming its own group consciousness, but each adhering to certain
generalized Protestant beliefs, the notion of education shifted. A balance
between reason and inner piety was lost, especially by the mid-to-late
nineteenth century, when a national consciousness was believed to have been
defined by a nascent group interested in reforming the social landscape in its
own image - a Puritan impulse (Mead, 1977). However, for the urban
Protestant middle class, which lived mostly in the large Midwest and Northeast
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cities, and most of whom had a direct lineage to old Puritan families, while
education was valued and even expanded to encompass all Americans, the
thread of reason was given precedence over piety. This privileging of reason
was embedded within the general educational discourse when schools were
instituted on a mass scale. Education was still the way to salvation, was still
the means of preserving the errand impulse. But for the urban Protestant
middle class this translated into social salvation and the imposition of a
morality as defined by leaders of their group, who were now participating more
and more in the non-theological discourses gaining popularity at the time.
Anytime it was felt that the errand was losing its coherency, resulting in
a pervasive anxiety over the perceived loss of moral certitude, education as a
means of re-constituting the errand, re-vigorating it, was presented as the only
hope. For, as it was with the Puritans, and for the later urban Protestant middle
class, ambiguity was hated and was feared and had to be reconciled somehow.
Consensus on the moral character and meaning of America itself had to be
achieved. In other words, the errand had to be retrieved by a new generation,
by a new group that could sustain it as the driving ideology and myth that
maintained the United States as America.
This was an essential exercise for Americans. To engage in this
exercise was the meaning of the errand. An effect of these times of intense
social engagement, the times when the social world had become overtly
ambiguous and transitions and transformations and translations of the errand
had become necessary, was a renewal of sorts. Urban middle-class
Protestants again and again appropriated the metaphors of morality by light of
the example and the belief that America was an asvlum for others prepared to
follow that light (Staples, 1988). During the late nineteenth century, Protestant
American, in a persistent ambivalent gesture, opened its arms to immigrants
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who often eagerly adopted the errand symbolism, though with interpretations
unfamiliar to many Protestant Americans. From this emerged a tension and a
push toward mass education to control and preserve the errand identity as
constructed during the Gilded Age.
In other words, education as a spiritual moral pilgrimage was reduced to
formalized schooling in which one was to embody a morality already
constructed and delineated as the correct one. Due to a generalized
pantheism (Dawson, 1984) in which America was still perceived as a Christian
nation with a cultural mission, the urban Protestant middle class now expressed
the errand in ways that concentrated on methods of control, via reason, more
so than personal salvation.
Endnotes
1
Of course this is a play off the paradox that the Puritans engaged in.
For they did not believe in free will, but that God determined all. Yet at the
same time they enthusiastically appropriated Calvin's notion that each
individual rely upon his or her own interpretation and moral decision to act in
the world. The whole discourse of self-reliance later popular in America can be
traced back to this shift in emphasis on individual during the Reformation and
the carrying of it over to America by the Puritans (Bercovitch, 1993; Miller,
1956; Perry, 1944).
2
Jeremiads were not created by the New England Puritans, but they did
emerge as a particular form unique to American Puritans, a form much different
from that in England. The jeremiads indigenous to England spoke mostly to
mundane material, day-to-day secular conditions and the Christian individual's
place within society. These sermons exhorted an individual to follow the
correct moral ways so that society could function and the individual would not
go to Hell.
The New England form, due to its correspondence with the guiding
symbolism of the errand into the wilderness, produced a more transcendent
process of exhortation, one that moved from secular to spiritual in a way that
disrupted any such dichotomy between sacred and profane. The New England
process blended spiritual and secular and so was much more ambiguous and
poetic in style (Bercovitch, 1975).
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tale in the early days of the profession. For the most part, the Puritans were
perceived by historians as either a psychologically defective group that
fortunately faded into the past without much influence on the present (or what
little influence that existed was all that was bad about America), or they were
interpreted as a group of grand experimenters that unfortunately failed, but who
actually provided America with the first forms of democracy - individual
freedom and nascent capitalism.
For a good, though in the end overly critical, discussion on the attitude
toward the Puritans by those involved in historical studies, see Dawson (1984),
The unusable past.
4
The etymology of ambiguous shows that ambiguity refers to an idea or
action that has the effect of one moving in two opposite directions at once.
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CHAPTER 3

INSTITUTIONALIZING THE ERRAND IN THE GILDED AGE: THE URBAN
MIDDLE CLASS TURN TO PUBLIC EDUCATION

For a cultural symbol such as the errand to sustain solidarity and power
over the imagination of a majority of Americans, a periodic recovery1and
renewal of the Puritan gift must take place. When the errand strays from a
common course of understanding, when external hazards, such as the
immigration of unlike cultures, and internal tensions appear to threaten its
cohesiveness of meaning, its linguistic terrain must convert into something
familiar, some gesture able to preserve the passion evoked by the explicit and
implicit renderings of the symbol. Without the ritual of renewal - an act of
communal and individual interpretation - symbolic meaning and the morality
that expresses it would be lost to future generations.
Such a major re-formation came to pass in the Gilded Age. This was a
time in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, after the Civil
W ar and before World W ar I, when urbanization, industrialization and
immigration culminated in a perceived fracture of moral certainty and national
purpose, instigating a general moral reform movement. During this era the
errand impulse was appropriated and acted upon by the emerging American
Protestant urban middle class, which re-defined national identity in ways that
suited its needs and furthered its sense of destiny. This nascent collection of
urban professionals, more skilled and schooled than the majority of Americans,
became the inheritors and guardians of the Puritan/American cultural mission
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and vision (Dawson, 1984; Bercovitch, 1993). They perceived themselves as
the heart, soul and intellect of America. Through this inheritance (possibly
invention), the "will" was mustered to re-member and re-form a cultural identity
and morality during tumultuous times. This emerging urban corpus could think
and act in these ways due to the boundlessness of a symbolic structure, so
suited to a nation grounded in the early stages of free enterprise.
However, for Puritans of the seventeenth century and later urban
middle-class Protestants of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, a symbol
without bounds generated anxiety in terms of what kinds of possible meanings
and moralities might emerge from the errand impulse during the historical
periods of each (Bercovitch, 1993). During each era, a language emerged and
was appropriated by the general population, which functioned to mediate and
attempt to reconcile the paradoxes and anxieties produced when the symbols
and the material conditions came into contact.
The Puritan mode of interpretation placed emphasis on the individual
struggle and lifelong process of moral questioning. In the Puritan moral
process, an outcrop of the errand, an individual had to determine the course of
travel in human affairs,2 though always with one eye on the direction of the
ecclesiastical authority. A sense of sacredness always preceded the secular.
Every action was to construct a kingdom of God on earth.
In the Gilded Age this process was inverted. The Protestant urban
middle class attempted to bypass the individual struggle - even ignore it if you
will - in favor of mapping out for all to follow the object and outcome of the
moral imperative, that of becoming an American. An effect was a decided effort
to erase ambiguity in what it means to embody that national identity and control
the individual and national course to travel (see footnote 2), a master plan for
moral certainty as defined by the Protestant urban middle class. This shift in
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emphasis appeared when a non-theological discourse was embraced,
technocratic in form and filled with mechanistic metaphors (Spring, 1989).
However, the impulse of the errand, of transcendence and re-formation,
remained as an animating spirit and supplied the new language with a religious
zeal and purpose. In fact, both the Puritans and the later Protestant urban
middle class stressed the notion of education as the means by which to
reproduce the morality3 of their respective errands and the impulses associated
with each cultural vision.
However, what education meant for Puritans and what it meant for the
Protestant urban middle class differed in a dramatic way. For Puritans,
education was a life-long process with several layered trajectories, each
concentrating on different aspects of what was considered a valued existence
in secular and spiritual terms. School as a specific institution had a limited
charge: To transmit the mechanics of reading, writing and arithmetic by way of
the Bible and the New England Primer (Morgan, 1944).
In the Gilded Age, the institution of schooling4 retained the secular
function - with emphasis on basic moral inculcation and knowledge
transmission, operations that could be measured and controlled through the
secular technocratic discourse schools came to value over the more indirect
literal/figural Puritan jeremiad language. However, other aspects of the
concept education were separated out and no longer linked in any direct way
(Greven, 1977). Education was now narrowed and restricted to the space and
function of public schools (Bullough, 1984). Control as method and end
product became valued over the Puritan notion of individual spiritual
transcendence (Doll, 1997). In effect, the spiritual transformative aspect of
education privileged by the Puritans, that of the study toward piety, was
excised and placed solely within the institutions of family or church at a time
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when the institutions of family and church were undergoing massive
transformations and the loss of cultural prestige.
An institutional rift opened for public schools to emerge as the dominant
site by which to sustain a national errand felt at this time to nearly have
reached its fullest potential. In effect, America, it was perceived, had matured.
The Protestant urban middle class perceived itself as the “true and rightful”
inheritors of the national spiritual journey; that it represented a kind of national
transcendence whose responsibility was to reproduce itself in others.
What history was left would occur in, through and by Americans as
defined by this body of Protestant middle-class urban dwellers (Greven, 1977).
The errand at this time became the effort to preserve and control what was, to
force life to sustain a middle-class sense of certainty, despite all its ambiguity,
amid a secular, unstable industrialized world. The questioning that the
Puritans considered spiritual was no longer privileged, for the questions were
believed answered.
To embody the symbol of the errand, to become an “individual”
American was still presented as a moral imperative. But what “individual”
meant was strictly limited for most Americans (this will be discussed in full in
chapter 4). However, the Protestant urban middle class in the Gilded Age
distilled a complex morality to an easily digestible, transmittable litany of moral
maxims to be dispensed in schools. At this point, the term school became a
synonym of all of education. A child now had only to memorize morality, not
live it. This condition continues today (Huebner, 1995, 1996).
An Ambivalent Urban Middle Class
Members of the Protestant urban middle-class shared a sense that the
cities, mostly in the Northeast, offered America its last prospect for a “city upon
the hill.” And it was up to the urban Protestant middle-class professionals to
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build it. Though this urban middle-class was not much more than a loose
aggregate, its participants were becoming intently aware of a professional
connectedness from which emerged a unique identity and within which was
harbored shared social impulses:
Covering too wide a range to form a tightly knit group, it divided into two
broad categories. One included those with strong professional
aspirations in such fields as medicine, law, economics, administration,
social work, and architecture. The second comprised specialists in
business, in labor, and in agriculture awakening both to their
distinctiveness and to their ties with similar people in the same
occupation.
In fact, consciousness of unique skills and functions, an
awareness that came to mold much of their lives, characterized all
members of the class. They demonstrated it by a proud identification as
lawyers and teachers, by a determination to improve the contents of
medicine or the procedures of a particular business, bound by an
eagerness to join others like themselves in a craft union, professional
organization, trade organizations, or agricultural cooperative. (Wiebe,
1967, p. 112)
However, at the cusp of the nineteenth century, a pervading sense of
social disruption and transformation provided plenty of moral dilemmas for a
Protestant middle-class mind to mull over. More often than not, a response to
these ruminations was ambivalence, a persistent state of simultaneous hope
and despair, a strong Puritan inheritance.
During the Gilded Age was opportunity and optimism: Rise of cities and
the possibility for economic growth and social influence for the new but
increasingly self-aware professional Protestant urban middle class, believers in
industrialized growth as a natural process of progress; and confidence in their
inheritance of the burden of preserving and broadening America's role as world
redeemer, by way of appropriating the symbolism of the errand for their own
purpose. As this sense of being best suited to steer America into the future
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began to increase in intensity, the old Puritan moral vigor for reform took hold:
"Finally the ability to see how their talents meshed with others in a national
scheme encouraged them to look outward confidently instead of furtively. As
much as any other trait, an earnest desire to remake the world upon their
private models testified to the deep satisfaction accompanying this revolution in
identity" (Wiebe, 1967, p. 113).
The perception was that America had finally transcended to America
(meaning the symbol). The kingdom of God was transformed:
Insofar as the kingdom was conceived in social terms the faith in its
coming was transformed into a belief in progress. The judgment was
really past. It had occurred in a democratic revolution. The life now
lived in the land of promise was regarded as the promised life and not
greater bliss seemed possible for men than was afforded by the
extension of American institutions to all the world.. . .
The self-congratulatory tone appeared even in the youthful
Bushnell, who took it for “granted that complete Protestantism is pure
Christianity,” while Protestantism in its complete form is
Congregationalism and Congregationalism is the author of republicanism.
“W e are the depositories of that light," he cried, “which is to illuminate
the world. (Niebuhr, 1966, p. 245)
It is significant to note again that when the edifice of American public
education was being built, instead of understanding America in the prophetic
terms of the Puritans (and their Calvinist theology) in which America was
something to come, some mythical ideal to guide one's life for future reward,
urban Protestant middle-class reformers perceived the present as the final,
natural condition of the errand. America was finally about to renew a
harmonious relationship with the world and God, who now was translated as
Progress (Noble, 1965). Its historical moment, its understanding of America
was to be the culmination of the original errand (Bercovitch, 1978). Henry
Adams (1918) described this phenomena, this need to answer - and in the end
the belief that all was answered —the moral questions once and for all:
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The religious instinct had vanished, and could not be revived.. . . That
the most powerful emotion of man, next to the sexual, should disappear,
might be a personal defect of his own; but that the most intelligent
society, led by the most intelligent clergy, in the most moral conditions
he ever knew, should have solved all the problems of the universe so
thoroughly as to have quite ceased making itself anxious about the past
or future, and should have persuaded itself that all the problems which
had convulsed human thought from earliest recorded time, were not
worth discussing, seemed to him the most curious social phenomenon
he had to account for in a long life .. . . So one-sided an education could
have been possible in no other country or time. (pp. 34, 35)
To insure that such moral conditions would continue to prevail, the
Protestant urban middle class set out to remake the city by compelling others to
follow an old Puritan maxim, “doing right in a world that does wrong” (Morgan,
1944) - a maxim embedded in a very old cultural assumption, that form
controls matter. The operative word in the phrase for the middle-class became
control - of themselves and of others. The assumption was that if their will,
their sense of morality, could be imposed, then variables that emerge from
historical transformations and from individuals proceeding through moral
questioning could be contained. In other words, their morality could be
instituted. As with most themes in this argument, an idea always cuts two
ways. Such is the notion of institutionalizing, which derives etymologically from
the term institute : To set up, establish, to put into place. In this sense it means
to plant within the institution of education the role of imposing a morality, a
common faith, to transform the act of education into an institutionalized,
formalized one (coming about in and around 1865). But there also is the sense
of confining to an institution, which I extend to confining the common faith, that
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of the errand impulse and symbol and the notion of a national identity, to a
institution intent on mass control, such as schooling (a meaning that gained
credence in the early 1900s). In other words, during the Gilded Age, the sense
of institution as a form of confinement arose and within that meaning emerged
a difference sense of education, one which no longer privileged the
transformation of the individual, a process significant for the Puritans (the
etymologies come from the Bamhardt Dictionary of Etymology [1988], p. 533)
Generally, an effect of something being instituted, as Adams (1918)
described, would be a general forgetfulness. In 1894, King Gillette, inventor
and promoter of the famous Gillette razor, wrote The Human Drift. His vision of
a Utopian society corresponded to the urban middle-class sense of looking into
the crystal ball of America's future and seeing its own reflection. Through the
application of the language and methods of science, in all its different forms, a
discourse gaining more and more credence among the general population,
America would again throw light upon the world:
There are clouds upon the horizon of thought, and the very air we
breathe is pregnant with life that foretells the birth of a wonderful
change. Darkness will cover the whole dome that encircles the earth,
the storm will break, and from the travail of nature reason will have its
birth and assume its sway o'er the minds of men. (Gillette, 1894, Title
page)
For many urban middle-class Protestants, Gillette represented all the
positive moral attributes the merger of Christianity and capitalism could
produce: efficiency, hard work, soberness, business competition skills,
individualistic economic motives that result in the betterment of society, a
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sense of secular endeavors being driven by divine providence and, above all,
self control.
However, for this urban group, equally intense pitfalls and anxieties sat
at the other end of the spectrum and countered much of the optimism: Fears of
material loss due to a boom and bust economy that gripped America
throughout the latter nineteenth century; fears that somehow the cultural
identity of America, as becoming defined by the urban Protestant middle class,
would be forsaken and forgotten if the massive flow of immigrants with
unfamiliar cultural habits and expressions were not socialized into the ways of
its errand; fears that the “traditional” family no longer existed due to
industrialization, with an effect of a generalized push to locate another
institution to incorporate the duties previously held by the family (specifically
the father); fear of the growing conflict between labor and employers, each
claiming the mantle of true American righteousness; fears that the morphology
of cultural existence was shifting faster than the urban middle-class Protestants
could control and direct. Such shifts produced anxiety, a state of being that
indicated a need for clarification and alleviation.
A litany of "ations," immigration, urbanization and industrialization
produced a new wilderness - the city. But this wilderness was not empty as it
was for the Puritans. This wilderness already had content. And in that steady
Puritan logic, content (matter) had two simultaneous possibilities: Something
evil and savage in need of taming and controlling; something good and
hopeful, a place through which progress (the secular word for God's plan, or
sometimes even God itself) could sustain itself. For example, in 1892, Henry
Ling Taylor, a medical authority, surveyed the city and decided that its unrural
like ways of life perpetuated sinful temptations for adults and youths alike. In
an urban jeremiad, written in a discourse in which the interest in technology
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and natural science was becoming evident (re. the city as biological furnace),
Taylor writes that a loss of moral compass in the city chaos would certainly
lead to failing physical and mental health:
Conspicuous factors in modem life are the extreme specialization of
pursuits and occupations, tending to narrow and restrict experience, and
the herding together of dense masses of population in large cities,
toward which the more venturesome and ambitious individuals tend to
gravitate, and where large opportunities are provided, only at the cost of
more strenuous competitions, and in many respects less favorable
hygienic conditions.
Success is paid for, both directly and remotely, in pounds of flesh.
. . . Thus our large cities are a kind of biological furnace, which in the
end consumes the lives supplied to it, in order to obtain the product in
trade, science, and art. (1892, pp. 44-45)
Fear that city dwelling and its sinful temptations could seduce an
otherwise good Protestant middle-class individual presented a rough moral
terrain to navigate. Such complex internal issues functioned to often divert
attention away from this difficulty to other content more easily situated,
imposed upon and contained - immigrants.
Immigrants and the Urban Protestant Middle-Class Response
Immigrants provided the Protestant urban middle class with clearly
identifiable categories from which to differentiate itself and define its own
errand morality. This new wave of immigrants embodied all the characteristics
that would come to constitute immorality. Also, they had no rank, no claims to
an American legacy. In swift fashion, the new immigrants fell with the province
of the Puritan/urban middle-class Protestant impulse to reform.
The welcoming arms of the Statue of Liberty, that symbol of America as
the world's asylum, exacted a price on those accepting her embrace: Leave
your cultural baggage on the ship. The extent of the payment is evident in the
very possible meanings of the word, asylum: "1. An inviolable place of refuge
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and protection.. . . Sanctuary.. . . 4: An institution for the relief or care of the
destitute or afflicted and especially the insane" (Websters New Collegiate
Dictionary, p. 55).
Cotton Mather first introduced the notion of America as an asylum in his
1689 book, Work Upon the Ark. Mather celebrated "New England as a
sanctuary and ship of state which enjoyed special protection and offered
asylum to refugees" (Blanke, p. 221).
For the Puritans, especially near the end of the Colonial Period,
the rhetoric of asylum became very popular.. . because it combined the
religious concern of the Puritans with the political concern of all British
Americans. It allowed them to be sympathetic with persecuted
Protestants everywhere and with revolutionaries. By offering their land
as an asylum, they could advance their mission without getting into
trouble with powerful nations abroad. (Blanke, 1983, p. 221)
However, when these images sunk into the imaginations of those not of
the same cultural stock, mostly non-Protestant southern Europeans, who in the
late 1800s sought to escape hunger, joblessness and hopelessness, the
urban Protestant middle-class American response could be called
schizophrenic. Like a pendulum, it swung back and forth from displaying open
arms to xenophobic cries for legislation to stanch the flow of immigration. The
pristine errand of transforming the wilderness into a sanctuary might prosper
with the addition of more bodies. But it might also collapse due to the invasion
of those perceived as the European afflicted and insane (to incorporate the
double meaning of asylum).
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These immigrants were different than the first wave of the nineteenth
century. Historian John Higham (1984) compares the American urban scene to
a Tower of Babel:
Whereas the First Immigration had been entirely white and
predominantly English-speaking, the Second brought a Babel of tongues
and an array of complexions ranging from the blond Scandinavian
through the swarthy south Italian to the West Indian Negro. And
whereas the First Immigration had been very largely Protestant, the
second was heavily Catholic from the outset; and by the end of the
century it was increasingly Jewish and Eastern Orthodox, (p.21)
Such pronounced differences provided the urban Protestant middleclass with striking phenomenon upon which to focus its moral anxiety. Many
immigrant groups who could not or refused to immediately assimilate supplied
even more urgency to the moral concern. The urban middle-class fully
expected all immigrants to assimilate over time, by force if necessary. This
faith (this willfulness) not only issued forth from the Puritan ideals of morality
and virtue as applicable to all mankind, but also from the general acceptance of
the Enlightenment rationale of plural groups coming to believe and operate
from universal ideals necessary to propagate a free republic.5
However, urban cultural leaders worried that immigrant numbers would
expand to the point of overwhelming the urban middle-class; and in the
process wrestle away control of America's destiny (Tindall, 1988).6 Higham
describes the effect of this on middle-class Protestant Americans:
The mounting sense of danger - even dispossession - among millions
of native-born white Protestants.. . is not hard to understand. A people
whose roots were in the towns and farms of the early republic saw great
cities coming more and more under the control of strangers whose
speech and values were not their own. A people who unconsciously
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identified Protestantism with Americanism saw Catholic voters and urban
bosses gaining control of the industrialized states.. . . In reaction, the
older Americans mounted a cultural counter-offensive through the
prohibition movement, immigration restriction, and a sharpened racism.
(1984, p. 48)
For many the solution to the immigrant “dilemma" was to fall into an
implicit emphasis on the latter meaning of the word asylum. Immigrants could
continue to enter American ports, but they would have to submit their children
to a new identity through the imposition of a prescribed morality as provided by
the institution of public schools. In fact, national educational leaders in the late
1800s such as William Torrey Harris, Charles Eliot and Nicholas Murray Butler,
each drew a direct correlation, through the use of social scientific surveys,
between the lack of schooling and crime. This appealed greatly to the anxious
urban middle-class.
Allan Bloom (1987) writes in Closing of the American Mind of the
expectations of immigrants, and in the process illustrates the power of the
Puritan images of light, of the need for education so that the immigrants, too,
would experience enlightenment in the Protestant moral ways:
The old view [Bloom's favored view] was that, by recognizing and
accepting man's natural rights, men found a fundamental basis of unity
and sameness. Class, race, religion, national origin or culture all
disappear or become dim when bathed in the light of natural rights,
which give men common interest and make them truly brothers. The
immigrant had to put behind him the claims of the Old World in favor of a
new and easily acquired education.. . . There was a tendency, if not a
necessity, to homogenize nature itself, (p.27)
If the immigrant families failed to follow the new compulsory education
laws,7 another regulatory force entered the picture: The city police were found
to be effective in dealing with adult immigrants considered too old to
"educate."8 Despite certain Enlightenment notions, tolerance during the Gilded
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Age was not perceived as necessarily a good thing — indeed a Puritan
inheritance.
This impulse to re-form had the effect of pulling children away from their
parent's zone of influence. A child was to be raised in the ways of the errand
by the force of compulsory laws. Immigrant children, along with urban middleclass Protestant children, were to begin school early and remain there
throughout the adolescent years. This, in part was to satisfy the urban
Protestant middle-class obsession over immigrant children entering directly into
workforce without "proper" moral training or, worse yet, taking to the streets
unsupervised (Wiebe, 1967). Such conditions furnished the urban middle
class with a rationalization to label immigrants and their children as immoral,
uneducated, uncivilized (insane) and, as concrete evidence of the evil effects
of urbanization without firm control of a guiding hand.
A dominant belief during this period was that only certain types of
human behavior could undermine America’s (urban Protestant middle class)
errand into the wilderness, an errand to re-form all that represented nature. It
was not a difficult jump for many urban middle-class Protestant to associate the
immigrants with being caught in a state of nature (and so childlike and
immoral). This condition, as framed by the Puritan symbolic inheritance, also
was identified as existing within each individual upon birth; a condition to be
transcended. This notion lent itself to the interpretation that immigrants were
but wild children who could not achieve moral transcendence on their own.
The immigrants were to embody the moral conventions of the urban middle
class and be re-formed.
The logic was that "man" followed the same clock-like, linear and
“natural” path as the rest of the cosmos; therefore, children were bom in a state
of nature - nature as understood after the fall of Adam and Eve - meaning
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they were depraved, or, at best, a bundle of potential. Only through the
process of each individual becoming “educated,” a process of transcendence
into adulthood, into a harmonious relationship with God and the institutions of
American society, could the ultimate individual, America, complete its errand.
This was to be done at any cost, as many immigrants quickly discovered.
From Depravity to Enlightenment
Puritans perceived the child as an unformed adult, leaning more toward
evil than good if allowed to proceed undirected, more willing to give into man's
state of wild(er)ness caused by Adam and Eve's fall from grace if not trained to
respond to the highest forms of intuition and reason. A child without moral
knowledge would become an adult unable to enter into the process of
becoming a visible saint, one able to mediate and converge spiritual symbols
with his or her earthly moral forms (Hackett-Fischer, 1989).
After the American Revolution, this trajectory of thought persisted in
terms of the ultimate individual or the ultimate child, so to speak, America.
When colonial leaders discussed the need to define a national identity, the first
layer of the foundation was the forging of a more formalized approach to
education. The assumption, of course, was a Puritan one: All transcendence
begins with education. For the colonial leaders, such education was to clarify a
national character, one wholly different than Europe. America was perceived
as an elect nation - even more so now that independence was at hand. In his
first inaugural address, Thomas Jefferson, a Virginian, appropriated this
Puritan sense of historical choseness and attached it to all of America:
America was kindly separated by nature and a wide ocean from the
exterminating havoc of one quarter of the Globe; too high-minded to
endure the degradation's of the others; possessing a chosen country,
with room enough for our descendent to the hundredth and thousandth
generation; entertaining a due sense of our equal right to the use of our
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own faculties, to the acquisition of our industry, to honor and confidence
from our fellow citizens, resulting not from birth but from our actions and
their sense of them; enlightened by a benign religion, professed, indeed,
and practiced in various the love of man; acknowledging and adoring an
overruling Providence, which by all its dispensations proves that it
delights in the happiness of man here and his greater happiness
hereafter. (Quoted in Boorstin, 1948, p. 228)
The key to America's future, that of achieving adulthood (the highest
order of civilization progress could spawn), was to maintain this separation.
However this did not mean that America would relinquish its role, according to
Jefferson, as a beacon, a light cast upon the rest of the world. Separation
would generate resistance against any historical contamination by Europe. In
this discourse, infused with Puritan images and meanings, Europe was sick
and diseased from moral decay, a type of childhood regression (Noble, 1966).
This is another reason for the ambivalence experienced when Americans
accepted more European immigrants in the nineteenth century. While
American rhetoric exalted the notion of asylum, it also vilified depravity. It was
feared by many Protestant Americans that immigrants, as people who inhabited
a morally bankrupt land, would transport this decay and corrupt America.
For Jefferson and others, an accessory to separation was the
development and codification of a language that could specifically be
characterized as American. This language was to have meanings that could be
easily controlled and transmitted to all children, especially those who would
mature into public leadership roles. Noah Webster agreed. He called for and
created the first American dictionary for those reasons. Webster wanted to
produce a uniquely American set of expressions that described what he and
other prominent "men" believed was a national character that represented the
next stage of Progress, meaning the next stage of moral existence, “mankind’s”
harmonious relation with God. Webster insisted that America define itself as a
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nation by formalizing a set of cultural meanings to be transmitted to children so
that they would act and express themselves in ways that would not derail the
ascent of Progress as framed by the errand symbolism. Otherwise, the states
would fall into chaos and conflict, like siblings squabbling over petty desires
(Wood, 1992).
The nation was still an infant, a child, even though it embodied the next
stage of historical progress. And a child needed a strong parental hand, moral
direction and codified purpose to better mature into a civilized adult. Such
were the invocations of most post-Revolutionary thinkers of the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth century.
The infancy to adulthood metaphor, in relation to both new nation and
new American child, was powerful and an extension of the Puritan process of
perpetuating that moral errand, a process of education in which the child
embodied the moral impulses of the American Christ/Adam, John Winthrop
(Lewis, 1955). As discussed in chapter 2, for Puritans, education was the act of
transforming into an American individual (a visible saint) by relating one's self
to the original source (re. the original father/Christ/Adam), a state of being
which bloomed from the seed of the first American.9
For Puritans, to question each circumstance in moral terms was the act
of striving for visible sainthood, a state that could never be achieved. It was
always something to come, something that God would reveal to mortals at a
later date. The moral act, then, was to endeavor. The possible ramifications of
employing such symbolism was not lost on post-Revolutionary thinkers. The
implications were forever being boldly penned as warnings, in the same fashion
as the Puritan jeremiads, of what could happen if moral action was not taken:
An infant, left to its own devices would collapse into savagery and lose his or
her moral imperative, his or her role in history and God's overall plan of
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Progress (Kaestle, 1984). Simply, education of the young meant enlightenment
and the lack of it meant darkness. Thomas Paine summed it up this way: 'The
mind once enlightened cannot again become dark" (quoted in Wood, 1992, p.
190). What one was being enlightened to was nothing less than the correct
morality that suited the social condition, supporting the process of American
maturation.
However, certainty of national character and morality during the Gilded
Age, due to historical slings and arrows such as immigration, urbanization and
industrialization, slipped into anxious ambiguity again. For instance, commonly
held Protestant middle-class values seemed to remain: "[E]qual opportunity for
each man; a test of individual merit; wealth as a reward for virtue; credit for
hard work, frugality, and dedication; a premium upon efficiency; a government
that minded its own business; a belief in society’s progressive improvement"
(Wiebe, 1967, p. 136). But these traditions appeared to be mocked by the
actions of certain wealthy individuals, men (sic) who claimed to live according
to these moral principles even as, to many of the urban middle class, they
transgressed such national community boundaries (Dawson, 1984).
Despite the Puritan moral maxim of a man's material gain as a sign of
God's grace, most Protestant middle-class Americans could no longer blindly
accept one man deserving such abundance. Historian Robert Wiebe summed
up the Protestant middle-class sentiment: "No just God had given Rockefeller
his money, whatever the man said" (1967, p. 134).
However, vexations for the urban middle class's moral indignation arose
from an ironic reality: No one could actually prove the very wealthy did not
possess such values. For, the courts interpreted the acts of aggrandizement
by the letter of the law, which upheld their wealth. And because the urban
middle class had invested much moral capital into the very legal system that
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was supposed to preserve the moral structure of the community, its hands were
tied.
Though this tension never abated (it remains today), it did compel an
intensive exploration of how such questionable excesses of the very discourses
embraced by most Protestants could be contained. In fact, the desire to
“contain" and “direct” provides a clue to what aspect of the Puritan symbolic
inheritance emerged as the guiding mode of moral thought during the Gilded
Age: The old Puritan (as derived from the Reformation) maxim of control. In
other words, a moral adult was one who practiced behavioral control, of himself
or herself and of others when placed in a position of authority. Control had
different effects, as well as demands, which depended not only on one’s
cultural legacy but one’s gender. For schools to be successful in imposing
moral forms, the “natural” male and female tendencies had to be revealed and
explicated. In the Gilded Age, it was accepted that God had given each sex
certain biological differences that affected behavior. How society would decide
to employ those differences to benefit the cultural mission of America, and the
ways in which each individual would come to accept the role that best suited
his or her “natural” attributes, became the function of schools.
The errand was inextricably bound to moral behavior of each individual.
What was and was not moral behavior during the Gilded Age depended upon
one’s gender. And each gender, it was believed, possessed different biological
impulses that dictated the need for different methods and forms of control
Control and Protestant Gender Roles
Anthony Rotundo (1987) identifies three basic masculine models given
currency in the American Protestant discourse: Masculine Achiever, Christian
Gentleman and Masculine Primitive. Rotundo writes that the Masculine
Achiever was naturally active and dynamic. "As one lawyer put it: 'Man is made
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for action and the bustling scenes of moving life, and not the poetry or romance
of existence.' Activity - strong, aggressive action - formed an important part of
the ideal of the Masculine Achiever "(p. 36).
The Masculine Achiever is threaded through the gender discourse of the
late 1800s and early 1900s, part of the network of notions including the liberal
capitalistic self-made man interested in material gain and self improvement, a
state of being necessary for even greater material success and social
prominence. The language of the Masculine Achiever conveyed a need for, at
least in public, a reasoned approach in attaining his desires. One was
expected not to allow certain possible emotional responses, such as
compassion and mercy, to impede his ultimate ends (Rotundo, 1987).
Freedom was self-reliance, even a form of self-containment. In this ideal the
ends justified the means, though the means did have certain parameters:
Certain emotions were considered necessary to express while others needed
dominating and burying.
Presented as an opposition to this was the Christian Gentleman,
categorized as one interested in maintaining communal order due to the
"threat" of economic individualism run amuck (Rotundo, 1987). This ideal
stressed love, kindness and compassion. However, before turning to such
external attributes, a man must first conquer his inner desires. He must
achieve complete control over his body and faculties. "By calling for such total
self-control, the ideal of the Christian Gentleman demanded a conquest of the
inner environment" (Rotundo, 1987, p. 40).
Though the Protestant urban middle class gradually delineated these
categories to set up desirable moral attributes, and in the process developed
the two roles as oppositions, such constructions inevitably returned to the same
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moral point inherited from Puritan thought — the impulse of self-control. Nature
had to be conquered.
Even the Masculine Achiever, driven by the inward desire for external
material and social gain (part of the natural animality of man as understood by
the social Darwinistic discourse of the era [Hofstadter, 1944]), had to subjugate
himself to a structure of reasoned control. On the same continuum, the
Christian Gentleman had to conquer his inward state of depravity before
entering into worldly matters. Though one could argue that the Masculine
Achiever employed reason to justify inner gratification and Christian Gentleman
wanted to conquer inner gratification for a greater purpose, both worked from
the theory of the need to control certain naturalized forces, forces perceived as
wicked if allowed to emerge unfettered.
In other words, as with most constructed oppositions, one does not exist
without the other, and as such is inextricably linked to the other in ways that
make it impossible to separate. Despite their best efforts to separate the ideals
in neat and clean ways by imposing categories and privileging one value over
another, these categories collapsed, when applied to concrete circumstances,
into the common denominator of control.
However, there was another competing ideal that contradicted the
others: Masculine Primitive. The Masculine Primitive reveled in his body and
his aggressiveness. Anger became a possible response where before it was
thoroughly disdained and feared. Self control was ideal for most situations, but
anger, wild furry and passion became perceived as natural inclinations of the
male. Such bodily outbursts were necessary at times, according to this
discourse, a discourse which complemented the “findings” of those
perpetuating social Darwinism as scientific and applicable to all living beings.
This discourse also gave credence to the cultural assumption that man (sic)
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was basically depraved and that men were occupied with a violent nature.
Around this ideal emerged sporting ways that celebrated such violent
possibilities. In fact, collegiate sports grew out of this discourse during the
1850s (Steams, 1987; Rotundo, 1987).
Again, to try and reconcile the seeming disparity in the ideals, the notion
of channeling emotions toward preferred goals was privileged. In other words,
self-discipline is ideal, but because anger had become viewed as a legitimate,
naturalized male way, it had to be routed in an appropriate manner. Peter
Steams (1987) writes that in the late nineteenth century, anger was not
necessarily bad as long as it was sublimated in terms of sport, academic or
economic competition: "For, in men, anger could now be good as well as bad.
Not in raw form, no one pulled back from disapproval of literal displays of
personal temper. But, properly channeled, anger was useful spur. Indeed, its
absence was to be lamented" (Steams, p. 81). Emotion, presented in certain
ways, provided the impetus for higher goods.
The tension between the different ideals of manhood morality could not
be resolved. Ideals did, however, lent them an available context by which to
cope and continue to try and clarify moral matters. In other words, every ideal
had its function for the American Protestant, as each was accepted as a natural
impulse by the Gilded Age. And despite tensions between each ideal, as long
certain moral imperatives of self-control guided an individual, complemented
the accepted notion of progress (from which social salvation emerges), and did
not threaten the existing social system, then most criticisms failed to penetrate
the cultural armor.
In what now appears as tortured logic, males could not be trusted to
preserve the highest moral ideals - the cultural vision of the errand and the
Protestant middle-class identity as American identity - because of their nature.
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Self-control could only maintain the beast, not kill it. As such, the beast proved
to be a constant threat to the higher moral goods as spelled out by the current
social milieu. In what appears as another contradiction, the "natural" forces
that men supposedly harbored within their very souls, the violent forces that
endangered the moral errand, were the very ones that cultural leaders
prescribed as necessary for the formation and the continued progress of the
errand. God ordained that the Puritans inscribe the wilderness, to take it for
their own (conquer) and transform it (a very aggressive, supposedly male
action and process).
For the nineteenth-century middle-class Protestant, the divine order was
not only to spread out across the West but to move into the city and impose his
reflection upon it. This wander-conquer lust, if you will, so dominated the
notions of what constituted male inclinations that many realized the danger in
males losing their self-control, the grip on higher reasoning, so to speak.
“Man” needed tempering beyond self-control. He needed an example by which
to live. He also, the thinking goes, had to have a place in which those
inclinations could not dominate, in which the so called higher moral inclinations
would be given space to grow.
In what seems an incredible advertisement for the logic of polar
oppositions, if men are by nature aggressive, then women are not. If work is
where competition and aggression bubble up, even though for the most part
controlled, then home is a haven away from such pressures.
And if home is such a place, then the home is best suited for the woman,
or even more specifically, the mother. Woman as mother became the keeper
of the hearth, the guardian of all that was opposite to the basic depraved state
of man and that threatened the Protestant existence due to its destructive
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sensibility (even though such a state was necessary to sustain God's plan for
America).
Woman as a category represented the "nurturer," the purifier, the
guardian of the hearth and all ideals embedded in that category. From the
home was to emerge the child who grows into an adult and who, according to
he symbolism of the errand, must embody the identity of America before
completing the process. The mother had to control the moral forms of the
home.
It is noteworthy that the social scientific discourse, despite its claim to
moral neutrality, had the effect of giving credence to the designation of woman
as more moral, more pure, more good than man and so placed the woman in
the position to assume the roles in society that would protect these very
assumptions (Conway, 1971).
By the late 1800s, the obligation of salvation fell heavily upon the mother
as the father spent more and more time outside the home working at factories
or as a professional. The home in the early Puritan era was a place of piety, a
place where both mother, father, daughter and son often worked side by side,
thus maintaining — for good or bad - a family’s sense of work as a form of
piety, an extension of the worship that occurred in the same home. However,
with the advent of industrialization this connectedness changed. The home
became the domain of the mother, not in the sense of the mother having full
authority over the household, but in the sense that the home became the
burden of the mother to maintain and to "nurture":
As men and women drifted father apart in the workplace, the social roles
of the sexes became more distinct. The “cult of true womanhood,” based
on the Victorian understanding of woman as the model of purity, piety,
and domesticity, separated women from men and their world. Women
who hoped to accomplish “masculine” goals such as education or a
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career were limited by social expectations of their feminine nature; and
men were separated from domestic activities because of their different
“character." Although men might continue to consider themselves
patriarchs of the home, they seemed unable to exercise that authority.
Now the mother, according to cultural norms, was expected to nurture
the family. (McDannell, 1986, p.7-8)
Though such expectations bothered those who recognized the limiting
prospect of this gender role, many women found themselves unwilling to resist
because of certain "material" improvements in their lives; "The cost of middleclass domesticity had been a high one, but few Americans, even those most at
the mercy of nineteenth-century capitalism, would be willing to turn away from
the dream of a 'proper home' and family" (McDannell, 1986, p. 10).
However, just as women became the guardian, and so moral leader, of
the family, the family found itself in a precarious position. Its traditional cultural
role weakened. In fact, national educational leaders provided compelling
arguments for the expansion of the role of public schools due, in part, to the
dramatic changes in the family structure during industrialization. These
national figures - such as Nicholas Murray Butler, Charles Eliot and William
Torrey Harris - asserted that public schools could function as the institution
most able to guide a child through the embodiment process. Schools could
preserve the moral imperative. In other words, just as women emerged as the
guardians of the hearth, certain other discourses critiqued this domain as
incapable of inculcating the child into earthly morality. In fact, the home and
family became perceived as prone to spoil the child due to the mother’s more
dominant role there. In effect, the logic put forth was that women were
basically weak and could not control the child without the help of male experts
providing them with strict methods of child rearing (White, 1969).
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Church and Family Fragmentation
By the Gilded Age, America had transformed into a pan sectarian nation,
a broad-based Protestantism that one specific theology could no longer provide
simple answers and arbitrate conflicts. Protestantism was now so broad that it
operated more as a set of cultural assumptions than as anything so specific as
a theology - assumptions that defined the urban middle-class sense of
national identity and its corresponding social order. As Sydney Mead writes:
[D]uring the course of the nineteenth century the denominations.. .
easily came to sanctify the ideals and spirit of the rising industrial,
acquisitive bourgeois society until by the end of the century there was
almost complete identification of Christianity with the “American way of
life" until, as Henry May put it, “In 1876 Protestantism presented a
massive, almost unbroken front in its defense of the social status quo.”
(1977, p. 98)
This is not to say that Americans did not take their religion seriously.
One's cultural community, even in the city, still gave the church central
importance. However, a problem for the American urban middle-class
Protestants at this time was the internal competition between theologies that
emerged during the Reformation (Mead, 1977). American Protestant
theologies ranged from extreme Calvinism, a direct legacy of the Puritans, to
the increasing popularity of Methodism (a much milder Protestant form). In the
public realm of social reform, it became obvious that no one church, in other
words no one theology, at this period in American history was suited to supply
a morality in any formalized manner to either newly arrived immigrant children
or a generation of Anglo-Protestant children (Kaestle, 1984). As discussed in
chapter 2, no one theology could ever assume such a role, for the very nature
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of Protestantism, as it developed in America, was the possibility of local
autonomy and personal interpretation, though each was linked to the unifying
symbolic structure of the errand into the wilderness. No longer did families
center their lives around, or within, for that matter, the church to the extent they
did before. Church was becoming a place to go on Sundays, with only its
rhetorical residue sticking to the urban crowd as they walked to a new haven
that even the church found difficult to control - the home (Cross, 1975).
America as America could not place the day-to-day functions of preserving the
present - as the place and time that history had naturally progressed to - in
the hands of an institution that had such limited access to the child (Cross,
1975).
The quantity of access to a child as somehow in complete correlation
with the worth of an institution as a moral inculcator reveals urban Protestant
middle-class Americans’ general sense of morality as a matter of control: More
time adults spend with children, the more children could be exposed to
culturally accepted adult ways of interacting. Hence, a desired effect was that
children would less likely develop their own ethical mechanisms of interacting
with peers. Children were to be prepared to live as adults, and not to work
through the particulars of confronting the so called moral dilemmas that would
develop in their own unique age group as they aged. The moral problems of
the adult world were considered universal and so applied to the child’s world as
well.
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Such assumptions about the nature of children, about the anxiety of
wanting to sustain a present vision of a desired future by placing the burden
upon the shoulders of the next generation, reveal how another American
institution in transition caught the attention of many Gilded Age thinkers — the
family.
However, the conventional notion of what constituted a family was in
decline. The family, as it was beginning to exist in the Gilded Age, was in no
position to offer any formalized way of preserving the future as re-envisioned
by the nascent urban middle class. Economic realities that emerged out of
industrialization, bolstered by American Protestant religious support of the
institutions that came to be during this historical transformation, tended to
fragment the "traditional" family. Even though social rhetoric constituted by the
symbolic framework of America attached seminal importance to the institution
of the family, it was evident to many that to hand over so much cultural power
to a domain no longer unified and almost wholly associated with what was
defined as feminine was not practical. In effect, to many there was a fear that
the child, under the hand of women for most of the day, would be spoiled and
would lose his “natural” male tendencies. In other words, the logic is that the
boy would become weak.
The family shifted from a community based extended family in which
kinfolk and neighbors participated in the raising of the children in preparation
for rural life, to one of urban disorientation and division of labor. The father left
home for long periods of time to work at an office or factory. The mother
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assumed a multitude of roles that had the effect of actually diverting her away
from the act of nurturing despite the greater emphasis placed on the female as
a natural nurturer, a tension that has still not subsided (Wiebe, 1967;
McDannell, 1986).
Few extended family members could step in to preserve the prior
methods of child rearing for in the city rarely could such a communal network
develop (Bullough, 1974; McDannell, 1986). The Protestant urban middle
class perceived itself as caught in a dangerous state of constant transition,
completely opposite to how rural life was perceived. Rural life was stability and
certainty. Whether such statements actually corresponded with any kind of
statistical reality did not matter. People felt changes in their lives.
From this impulse to control and formulate what would happen in the
future by finding and developing ways that more “accurately” expressed what
the new urban Protestant middle class was experiencing, cultural leaders of the
Gilded Age realized the difficulty, if not impossibility, of locating the moral
burden of America's future in such a transitional and fragmented institution as
the family.
What occurred concerning the family was two-fold. The significance of
the family as the beginning point of education remained. However, the
expectations of the family to be able to fully educate the child were erased.
Many feared that to hand over all rhetoric and cultural educating power to
women would actually stifle those certain natural attributes of men competition, aggressiveness, rage - that in the correct quantities were
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necessary for the progress of the American identity, or better, actually gave the
American identity its distinctiveness and redemptive power (Rotundo, 1987). In
fact, a preponderance of child-rearing magazines and journals began to appear
and supply step-by-step processes, developed by experts, for parents to
elevate the child bom in the state of nature (meaning animality) into an
enlightened state (White, 1969; McDannell, 1986). An interpretation of this is
to name it as an effort to remove from the mother power over the children by
prescribing ahead of time what she could or should do in terms of raising her
children. In one way, the methods appeared to substitute for an absent father.
No longer were parents expected by Gilded Age cultural leaders to
employ their own methods and particularized understandings of their children.
Parental responsibility was now restricted to imposing a set of moral maxims on
the child. However, even this role was beginning to be absorbed by schools.
During this time, due to compulsory attendance laws (Bullough, 1974) and the
growth of kindergartens, schools gained more and more access to a child for
longer periods of time (White, 1969). Kindergartens gained popularity due to
the labors of Susan Blow and her colleague William Torrey Ham's in the late
nineteenth century, both of whom believed the child, the parents, the
community and the nation at large would be better served if schools were given
the authority to direct the moral development of all American children (see
chapter 4 for full discussion on Hams and his educational thought).
More and more educators celebrated, through local politics as well as
through national academic journals, the possibility of public schools
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appropriating a broader cultural role (Troen, 1976). Public schools would
preserve the moral imperative, an imperative translated as the control of and
transmission to the child and not the transformation of the child.
This was in part due to the burgeoning confidence in the belief that
America had in some sense drawn ever more close to the realization of its
cultural mission. The “end” of history was near. Schools now had only to
transmit the correct values. By embodying those values a child would mature
into a moral adult who would behave in an acceptable social manner. To
function as a "normar social being now translated as a state of being defined
by the moral predisposition's of the Protestant urban middle class. The errand
for the urban middle class was to create “normal" human beings - individuals
willing to act in ways that would further guarantee a national identity as defined
by this group.
The logic pursued placed the existing social system within the domain of
God’s intent and, as such, protected it from the vicissitudes of mankind's moral
depravity. All that was left was to identify the morals that corresponded to the
“needs” of the social system and transmit them as a form of knowledge. This
discourse served those urban professionals responsible for regulating and
controlling the quickly expanding public school systems across the nation due
to the great influx of new immigrant children and middle-class Protestant
children; as well as due to the urban middle-class belief that public schools
were to be the bastion of opportunity and the means of perpetuating middleclass habits and ways. This discourse based its effectiveness on the
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assumption that all humans were essentially the same in terms of behavior,
which was perceived as the crux of morality during the Gilded Age. The moral
expressions, as represented by the Protestant urban middle class were to be
imposed on all others. The individual child was obliterated in that the child’s
experience of becoming a “moral individual" was no longer a concern of
education, for such experience could not be measured (Kliebard, 1992). And
during the Gilded Age, if a behavior could be measured, then it could be more
easily categorized and valued and provided a method by which to achieve it.
Education's Function in the Gilded Age
In 1883 an editorial writer for the Philadelphia Press, in the space of two
sentences, expressed the general spirit of the Protestant American urban
middle class. Education was reduced to public schools; and the cultural
function of public schools was reduced to the construction and control of
character in the belief that such moral direction would preserve the Protestant
urban middle-class’ sense of itself as the reflection of America: 'The great end
of education is not information, but personal vigor and character. What makes
the practical man is not the well-informed man, but the alert, disciplined, self
commanded man" (quoted in Linn, 1883, p. 81). Education of the young
became education of the "practical" being. The practical being was moral:
Protestant, one who submits to general economic system by shaping his
behavior according to the needs of industry as tempered by the Puritan formula
of control (specifically self-control); loyal, yet at the same time capable of
aggressive pursuit of economic goals as a way to better provide for family, self
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and society. A moral being understood contexts — the moments when the
different possible character attributes best came into play. In other words, he
(sic) was competitive and boisterous when deemed necessary; silent and
passive and punctual the rest of the time; she was capable of dealing with any
domestic dilemma, though always in a calm and nurturing fashion.
The practical being understood his or her circumstance in a way that did
not question his or her condition within society, much like Puritan leader John
Winthrop intended. But the individual was not to question much else within
himself or herself. In other words, humans were transformed into the matter,
the content, that a certain general discourse or form would regulate. The
Protestant urban middle class, for the most part, participated in this discourse
by submitting to its governing structure. This practical being was celebrated by
educators in a way that sought to reveal, to rediscover and to celebrate the
larger vision of America's historical significance in the great cosmic scheme.
As one educational speaker at the 1889 National Education Association (NEA)
proclaimed, formal education was to become the element linking ail of
American life and institutions together. In her speech Bettie Dutton proclaimed:
The school life, brief as it is, may reasonably be asked to furnish to the
Republic loyal and obedient citizens; to the business world, men with a
courage and a grip that will not too easily let go in the pushing affairs of
trade; to the social life, an ease and grace of manners, a strength of selfreliance, which shall put each in possession of his full powers for his
own up-building and for the advancement for his associates. (1889, p.
487-488)
Such words no longer arose out of a religious theology, though the
religious impulse infused it with evangelical zeal. Instead, salvation by way of
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America was a social theology and the institution of school was to be its
church. Education historian Carl Kaestle describes this phenomenon: "When
educators of the nineteenth century spoke of principles common to all religious
denominations, they meant all Christian denomination, and when they said
Christian, they meant Protestant" (1984, p. 104).
These general principles, infused with a world view passed on for many
generations, were expressed in schools, though not in religious language. In
part this was due to virulent conflicts over the subtle differences between
theological doctrines, and due to the increased popularity of another discourse
by those urban middle-class Protestant professionals participating in the
development and maintenance of mass public schools, a discourse filled with
technological and mechanical metaphors (Stivers, 1994). Bowers and Flinders
(1990) label this pervasive discourse technicist-rationalists, which during the
Gilded Age was driven by the desire for bypassing cultural differences and for
providing a step-by-step process (curriculum) of moving each student up the
ladder to his or her expected social position: A mass production model.
Bowers and Flinders (1990) write:
Thinking of education as like a process of technological production is
clearly revealed in a conceptually limited metaphorical language:
education as “management process," the student as “product,” and
behaviors as expressions o f . . . “competencies," or “outcomes."
This technicist pattern of thinking, with its machine-like analogues,. . .
reflects] the masculine concern with rational control and power. The
basic assumptions of this tradition that are absolutely essential for
supporting the technicist orientation taken in the classroom management
paradigm include (1) a view of the rational process as culturally neutral,
(2) a view of language as a conduit, and (3) a view of learning as
individually centered, (p.9)
As Bowers and Flinders (1990) point out, those participating in the
technicist-rationalist language were intensely concerned with the behavior of
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each child within the classroom. This discourse seemed to provide effective
means by which to categorize, measure and direct a child toward preferred
goals, all the while claiming cultural neutrality.
In general, the effect of the appropriation of technicist-rationalist
discourse supplied a new definition of education, an so a new purpose for
common schools. The institution of mass schooling would now function to
transmit cultural values: soberness, hard work, self-control, silence,
punctuality, competitiveness. These values were presented not as particular
mores that emerged from a particular culture in a particular time, but as
universal and cross-cultural. They were now self-evident, due to the belief that
language was but a conduit and carried within it little need for interpretation.
Interpretation was supplied by the teacher. Education became how well a
student received and retained the correct knowledge, not what the student did
with that knowledge or how the knowledge transformed the student in some
“spiritual” way.
In effect, Protestant America's offspring would now receive these
“virtues” in a formalized way from schools, and schools as such began to
assume a larger share of the child-rearing duties formerly charged to the
family. But schools would also prepare the offspring to assume future
leadership roles by playing upon the inherent either/or structure of middle-class
Protestant morality. In other words, the leaders would be the ones who best
operated in each social context in a way that would secure their images as the
"best and the brightest." A leader, a naturally superior American, the logic
goes, intuitively presented to the world a Janus face. By this is meant that he
(sic) could at the same time be interpreted as acting aggressive, harsh, selfserving and loyal and at the same time compassionate and team oriented.
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These few cultural elite, these "natural" leaders, were charged with
expressing for the rest of America what was necessary for progress, for the
preservation of the errand. In effect, the institutionalization of education
seemed to provide a tenuous cure for the anxiety felt over the uncertain future,
as well as a guarantee to further social aspirations of the various urban middleclass groups.
Historian Merle Curti demonstrates in his study of the social ideas of
American educators how moral education was to function in this way:
It was easier to formulate objectives than to work out concrete methods
by which education was to perpetuate republican institutions. Almost
without exception, however, educational writers pinned their faith to
moral education as the means of effecting that e n d .. . . For most
educational writers an important part of moral training was the
inculcation in the schoolroom of respect for authority in order to prevent
the anarchistic dissolution of republican society.. . . It was the
contention that the maintenance of rigid discipline and authority in the
schoolroom was by far the best means of inculcating respect for law and
order. (1959, pp. 59-60)
On a second front, public common schools would also equip the ever
more organized professional urban middle class with a mass structure to
control and re-form the urban underclass. Such an institution would pull the
children off the streets and out of the factories or away from "suspect"
immigrant parents.
Again, those with natural gifts, no matter what cultural environment they
emerged from, would rise to the top, for they inherently embodied the correct
cultural Protestant attitudes that had become naturalized as America's
essence. However, the criteria by which the gifts were determined began and
ended in an interpretive framework urban middle-class Protestants could
accept and reconcile (Bullough, 1974).
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To transmit morality was to give immigrants and other poor a "fighting”
chance; or better, to further a final acceptance of their "natural" place in
society. These notions move along the metaphorical trajectory of the process
of embodying the first American, John Winthrop. While sailing across the
Atlantic he spoke what would become a deep assumption, a Puritan creed:
some were meant to have social status and wealth and some were not, that
was the way of the world, the will of God. Winthrop told his errand mates that
once in America God's will would be no different.
If a child succeeded in school and actually rose into a status that
seemed beyond his or her station, such behavior was deemed acceptable and
illustrative of the elevating possibilities of formal schooling. Simultaneously, an
expectation was that the "other" would realize that his or her natural place was
to remain on the fringes of mainstream society. Such a "success" satisfied
some of the threads of the discourse of individualism so celebrated by many
professional businessmen - self-reliance, hard work, a competitive edge - that
were all in tension with many of the moral attributes (obedience, silence,
loyalty) so revered and perpetuated through the schools. Again, to rise above
one's station was a moral attribute, as long the effort included a submission to
the constraints and vagaries of the greater cultural mission. However, the
opportunities for such an ascent, when speaking in terms of the poor and of
immigrants, were few.
Schooling was also presented as a way to help those not bom into the
ways of the errand pull themselves out of their "lesser" moral nature. In 1900,
this notion of uplifting the "weaker members of society" was to include not only
the abstract moral principles of the Protestant culture but also the Puritan
obsession with the body, for many immigrants were perceived as dirty.
Immigrants became objects by which to differentiate desirable and undesirable
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attributes. Purity not only meant that of the soul, but of the body. Cleanliness
had now become a sign of the near perfection to which American civilization
had risen. To achieve this health, to maintain such a perfect society, a
"contemporary civil engineer advocated the introduction of 'rain baths' in the
public schools" (White, 1969, p. 175). W.P. Gerhard, an engineer, wrote:
It is only by educating our poorer classes in cleanliness in early life that
we shall make them, as a whole, love it for its own sake, and hate dirt
and those habits which tend to make man lower than the beasts of the
earth — too often now arising from an acquaintance, an intermediate
association, with dirt and dirty homes among the poor. (1900, p. 40)
Beyond the simple constraints constituted by moral maxims, a child
ready to enter into an occupation would pick from that job whatever else was
necessary to maintain his or her "natural" position (White, 1969; Bullough,
1984). From its inception then, education as a mass institution was limited to a
particularized moral function, one which concentrated on the character of a
child, meaning the character that best suited and could be controlled within the
current historical context. As Bullough writes:
Identification of sources of urban problems, in schools or out, focused
increasingly upon the failures of individual character rather than upon
disjunctions emanating from the urban-industrial milieu. Similarly,
remedies proposed for urban educational problems concentrated upon
inculcating the values of self-sacrifice, duty, morality, patriotism,
industry, and thrift rather than upon attacking specific dislocations
underlying slums, poverty, underemployment, and crime in cities. (1984,
p. 84)
So when formalized education is considered a panacea, the implication
is not that the institution will spearhead any great amelioration of human
suffering. For the most part, the panacea notion refers to public education's
supposed ability to inculcate the correct morality into a child in a way that
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prepares that child to understand his or her role within a nation with a teleology
(Perkinson, 1993). This history, then, would reveal itself to the world, would
unfold in a way that would solve or at least resolve any social questions. A
person's social situation may not improve by this movement of history, but
education, the thinking went, would certainly mold that person's mindset into a
moral predisposition to accept and think about what was happening to him or
her in the "correct" fashion.
This expresses in the most general of ways the solid shift of education
as a life activity of the individual engaging in moral questions and culminating
in the possibility of salvation to the preservation of secular conditions in a way
that seeks to control human social behavior without concern for spiritual
transformation.
Again and again in the Journal of Education. Education, and Educational
Review, the most prominent educational journals of the era, one reads of the
desire to condition children into a righteous respect for the law, for authority, for
the present social atmosphere.10 The reward would be that Progress may or
may not improve the child's situation; but at least the child would learn what his
or her "natural" social place would be.
However, this did not minimize the number of jeremiads that poured out
of educational journals and in public speeches by educators who sensed a
great opportunity in schooling. Writer after writer offered poetic ruminations
and exhortations, rationalizing such shifts in the meanings and role of
education through the use of Puritan images. For instance, William Mowry
offered such images in his "Moral instruction in the public schools," given
before the State Teachers' Association in Rhode Island in 1886 and later
published in the Journal of Education:
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The problem before the teachers is this: Given (1) the youth of a nation,
fresh from the hand of nature and given (2) all the surroundings of these
youth just as we find them - good, bad, and indifferent - (3) how shall
we nurture them into true manhood and womanhood so as to produce
the maximum of virtue, usefulness, and happiness, and the minimum of
vice, crime, and misery? The next generation of this nation is to be just
what mothers, and the teachers, the home, and the schools of to-day
make it.
Obedience to parents, obedience to law, truthfulness, honesty,
honor, purity, benevolence, and obedience to conscience as a
paramount duty - all these are to be taught in all schools, at all times,
and in all ways. They are like the actin rays of the sun, intertwined in all
arithmetic, reading, geography, history or botany.
Good manners and good morals like the exhilarating rays of the
balmy spring sunshine, expand the germs of all study, and cause the
roses of chemistry to blossom among the green leaves of natural
philosophy, and the wheat of pure truth in logic and mathematics to
ripen above the choked brambles and briars of skepticism and
falsehood, (p. 75)
From his assertion of the problem to his prescription, Mowry was
wrapped up in the assumption that one began with character, with a moral
posture of how to approach schooling.
This urban middle-class Protestant faith in institutionalized education
was ironic in regard to the issues of morality. For Puritans believed that the
dilemmas of morality were unsolvable and would ultimately lead to the downfall
of mankind. For the Puritan, moral questioning had no end. Nor could such
morality ever be institutionalized in a mass and explicit way. Not only was
moral questioning, the act of interpreting the symbols, for the most part an
individual event, it was also always changing to whatever social conditions
would arise to tempt the vigilant Puritan.
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Despite these institutional and linguistic shifts, the moral imperative
remained steadfast, if foundationally shaky, even in the Gilded Age. As Arthur
Bird writes in Looking Forward (1899):
Each American must preserve his or her cultural identity by defining him
or her self as a production and representative of the United States of
America, - bounded on the north by the North Pole; on the South by the
Anarctic Region; on the east by the first chapter of the Book of Genesis
and on the west by the Day of Judgment.. . . The Supreme Ruler of the
Universe... has marked out the line this nation must follow and our duty
must be done. America is destined to become the Light of the world, (p.
7-8, p. 234, emphasis added)
The process of embodying America remained, but it was quite a different
experience due to the shift from the literal/figural language of the Puritans to
the simply literal, technically operative and impositional language popularized
during the Gilded Age. Most children (i.e. immigrant and poor) were now
expected not to question, for all the pertinent questions were basically
answered, or so it was believed, despite the inherent ambiguity in each
proposed notion of morality. The simple maxims were felt to be operationally
all that a child would need. Many educators spoke of this imposition as
necessary for “transforming” the child into an adult - part of the symbolic
process of embodying America, though the Gilded Age America shed much of
the Puritan foundation. A useful way to explore with more depth the words and
contradictions and struggles in defining the morality of the errand during the
Gilded Age is to examine the life of William Torrey Harris, a celebrator of public
education and of the urban Protestant middle class as rightful guardian of the
errand symbolism. Harris provides a window into the transition between
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Puritan discourse and the technicist-rationalist discourse in terms of what
education came to mean for different populations in the Gilded Age, as well as
how the process of engaging in the moral imperative translated into meanings
for different students. Harris was education’s most prolific jeremiad writer. He
placed within the institution of public, formalized education the future hope of
the errand.
Endnotes
1
By recovery I do not suggest a retrieval of an exact intent or meaning of
the errand as understood and lived by the Puritans. Instead, it indicates a
sense of how a culture appropriates a term to express its own historical
circumstance. As such, meanings of the symbol appropriated will alter to
coordinate with the conditions of the historical moment, though the prior
meanings and understandings will continue as spirits, so to speak, haunting the
present.
2
By using the phrase a "course to travel" I refer to the notion of
curriculum as it emerged in the Reformation era, especially in its relation to
Calvinists. For Calvinists curriculum was a process of developing a method by
which to live one's life. It is intriguing how the notion of curriculum was
transformed during the Gilded Age by urban middle class reformers into a set
body of knowledge by which to be transmitted to a student by a teacher. The
individual had become a receptacle (For excellent insights and research into
the notion of curriculum see Doll, 1997; Hamilton, 1990; Pinar, 1994, Pinar, et
al., 1995).
3
As discussed in chapter 1, the effort to reproduce exact meanings and
sustain those meanings was not wholly possible, leading to a loss of
understanding the symbols, which in turn led to the need to renew them, to
define them again in some publicly shared way. To reproduce the symbols in
children was not to reproduce exact meanings for the Puritans, who understood
that due to the nature of their theology and their educational process of moral
questioning, what was being reproduced was the impulse toward the process of
embodiment of a cultural identity and not moral maxims that would define
cultural notions of what was good in human interaction and what would
preserve the current situations as it was.
4
During this time very few high schools existed. One is thus restricted to
speaking of elementary or common schools. High Schools did not begin to
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capture the imagination of Americans as a reasonable and useful institution
until well into the twentieth century.
5
This is not to separate out the Puritans from the Enlightenment, for many
Puritan intellectuals were involved in finding rational methods by which to best
live one’s life. A difference is that Puritans applied Enlightenment thought for
the most part to the individual search rather than a search to determine the
morality for all.
6
New York City presents a striking, though extreme, example of this: "In
1890 four out of five New Yorkers were foreign-born, a higher proportion than
any other city in the world. New York had twice as many Irish as Dublin, as
many Germans as Hamburg, and half as many Italians as Naples" (Tindall,
1988, p.824).
7
The compulsory laws did not appear overnight as an consensual
element to the control and propagation of the errand symbolism. In fact, there
was much tension over the fact that such compulsory laws would remove
children from the workforce, children who before made enough money to help
the family begin the rise into middle-class status. So compulsory laws had the
effect of also being exclusionary even while they incorporated all, through
common school education, into the cultural habits necessary to perpetuate the
errand.
8
The police, in some ways, emerged not only from a felt need for security
against the unknown - as in protecting the wealthy from the poor - but as a
vehicle for reaching out to reform and purify. In other words, the police not only
protected but also carried forth the moral values of those who controlled the
city, by the means of force if necessary.
In this sense, police was perceived as also helping the neighborhood,
which included poor immigrant families, by helping them to protect themselves
from themselves. The police, then, were the boundaries marking off the extent
in which the differences of the poor and newly arrived immigrants would be
tolerated. Diversity was acceptable, even necessary for the errand symbolism
to survive: but not too much diversity.
9
The metaphorical pun is intended, of course. The Puritan theology was
dominated by a patriarchal sense as interpreted in the Bible by the
Reformation. For a excellent discussion on this sense of each American
having to embody the original errand runner, see Lewis (1955). For Puritans,
each child had to reveal and embody the morality symbolized by John
Winthrop, as depicted by the writings of Cotton Mather, who referred to himself
as an American and to Winthrop as Nehemias Americanus. This process
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emphasized moral questioning that began with simple memorization of moral
maxims as a young child, something continued in the small school houses.
However, at the age of 14, once the youth was old enough to enter into
an apprenticeship, the notion of education shifted to the more complex territory
of personal interpretation and contemplation over the nature of moral action in
terms of how the secular morality affected the spiritual existence of one's soul.
This stage of education translated into an process of questioning, aided by
biblical interpretation, an essential exercise that perpetuated the errand
symbolism. For to engage in the process of questioning was necessary to
embody the spiritual and secular sense of morality as exhibited by the first
American. Every time this act was undertaken, not only would the individual be
renewed (redeemed), but so would the errand in relation to the symbol of
America. In each act of renewal Progress was enabled to move ever closer to
its final teleology, that of the end of history.
10
In fact, in the Journal of Education, between the years 1880 and 1890,
there could be found more than 150 articles explicitly discussing the moral
function of schools
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CHAPTER 4

PUBLIC EDUCATION AS MORAL TRANSCENDENCE:
WILLIAM TORREY HARRIS’S PARADOX

[T]he school is obliged to lay more stress upon discipline and to make far more
prominent the moral phase of education. It is obliged to train pupils into habits
of prompt obedience to his teachers and the practice of self-control in its
various forms, in order that he may be prepared for a life where-in there is little
police-restraint on the part of constituted authorities.
(W. T. Hams, 1874, p. 13)

The basis of all true education must be moral. (W.T. Harris, 1885a, p. 157)

The great advantage of school instruction in morality lies in the fact that the
pupil is made to do and practice these fundamental moral acts of self control.
(W.T. Hams, 1881, p. 226)

Despite commanding the kind of influence few in the field of education
could or would ever claim (Curti, 1959), and despite a life-long, prolific effort to
clarify and explicate his thought, William Torrey Hams produced rhetoric as full
of multiplicity and paradox as his Puritan ancestors and his Gilded Age
contemporaries. Over the span of five decades, Harris wrote more than 500
articles and jeremiads (Lyons, 1964)1on the design, meaning and purpose of
public education in America. He addressed the National Education Association
more times than any one else in its history, founded and edited the first
American philosophical journal, Journal of Speculative Philosophy, and served
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as editor-in-chief for several editions of Websters International Dictionary.
During his administrative career, Harris served as the Superintendent for the
St. Louis Public Schools as well as the United States Commissioner of
Education (1889-1906). From this national pulpit, he presented jeremiads,
sermons that warned of the dangers of not embracing public education as the
institution to best serve America’s errand into the wilderness by preserving and
perpetuating the morality of the current cultural institutions.
Through public education America could achieve its predestined end,
that of earthly perfection. Harris’s sense of predestination was a Puritan
inheritance, though during his career he employed the concepts and
sometimes the specific language of the German philosopher Georg Hegel.
Hegel provided Harris with a non-theological discourse to explore and explain
Harris’s inherited Puritan concerns and notions of history, the need for strong
institutions, the tension between the individual and the needs of such
institutions, as well as the meanings of freedom and responsibility in
institutional life.
Charles Taylor (1975), in his monumental study of Hegel’s philosophy
and life, found similarities of concerns between Hegel’s ruminations and the
earlier Calvinist (Puritan) ones during the Protestant Reformation. In fact,
Taylor writes that Hegel’s philosophy emerged out of the historical Calvinist
formation of the “modem consciousness of objectification” that took place
during the Protestant Reformation, a time when many pulled away from the
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mystical reception of God’s word to an individual hermeneutic interpretation of
the Bible (p. 58). This mode of thought privileged an individual’s ability to
reveal biblical truth rather than just accept received interpretations from the
Vatican. But it also set up a tension between the individual and institutional
structures, which Hegel attempted to reconcile by characterizing state
institutions as representative of Spirits (philosopher’s God) intent upon earth.
The individual was expected to embody institutional ways, though without
losing his or her individuality. Harris appropriated Hegel’s concepts to aid him
in his quest to present public education as the means by which the
reconciliation between individual and institution could occur.
Like most Protestant Americans who shared a new England
Congregationalist cultural heritage, the impulse to define education as an act of
clarifying the moral complexity of life, and to see this individual moral struggle
as crucial while at the same time a danger to the greater cosmic scheme,
guided Harris’s perception of how public education should function as a mass
institution (Lyons, 1964; Curti, 1959). For Harris, education on this scale
necessarily pursued a well-defined trajectory of individual and institutional and
national moral transcendence. It was to begin with the school instructing the
child in how to transcend his or her animal, depraved self (a newborn’s natural
state) by embodying a greater identity, that of the American symbolic self, a
self that escapes the vicissitudes of history and settles into an ideal identity as
produced by American institutions (Ham's, 1901,1902, 1885c).
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However, the American symbolic self in the Gilded Age multiplied in its
possible meanings and effects, often in what appears a contradictory fashion.
There remained the most privileged moral flight, that of transcending to
Cotton’s Mather’s symbolic construction of the first American, Nehemias
Americanus. who possessed a body of virtues that all Puritans had to
internalize to become “true” American individuals (see chapter 1). However,
the symbolic self had to adjust to incorporate a wider, more complex cultural
system in a particular historical place and time marked by wide diversity of
peoples. John Winthrop as Nehemias Americanus. the first American and a
figural Christ/Adam, could serve well as a symbol for a small unified cultural
group which perceived itself as chosen or elected to fulfill God’s biblical
scheme. The power of his moral appeal persisted and continued to symbolize
the ultimate spiritual transcendence and national identity, that of America.
However, no longer could he designate in a singular way an American culture
characterized by a diverse population spread out over a large geographical
space. In other words, this particular process and object of transcendence
(Nehemias Americanus) became unattainable for most Americans. Instead, a
vicarious experience was substituted, that of transcendence to institutional2
servitude, which gave most Americans a sense of participating in the ultimate
self.
What dominated the poor and afflicted and the great flow of immigrants
was deference to and the embodiment of institutional morality, a morality
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represented by those who were given the actual opportunity for “authentic"
individual transcendence. To buck the moral structure, the poor Protestant and
emigre faced police action and jail. Such shifts in the possibilities of
transcendence to a privileged national identity were no more evident than in
the institution of education.
For Harris, whose educational philosophy emerged out of the New
England culture,3 the moral imperative for most students was to integrate with
the American institutions by first submitting to a rudimentary morality as
expressed by these forms:
Each man is mostly a possibility, he has realized but little of what is in
him. But when he looks out upon his community, upon his nation. ..
through the window of history, he beholds his inner self reflected in a
gigantic reality. He learns to know his greater selves - those selves that
are too great in all-sided completeness to be realized in a single life, and
which, therefore, takes on reality through individual combination, thus
forming the great institutions of the race. (Harris, 1885c, p. 449)
Each school was to prepare the child to embrace what had become
representative of the greater symbolic self and to live according to its needs as
a force beyond any individual (Harris, 1901). For Harris the philosopher,
educator and administrator, American institutions represented the divine self on
earth, even though in his own life he favored the moral pilgrimage of
transcending to the figural production of John Winthrop. Harris perceived
himself as an individual above and beyond earthly institutions and so chosen to
participate in regulating and directing them (this indicates the same mentality
and thrust of the Puritan conversion experience - once one experiences God’s
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grace, he or she often assumes an elect status within the community and is
given power). However, by the “normal” individual identifying with the
American institutions he or she is “saved the trouble of trying over again what
has been found in error, and hence is also saved the pain which comes from it”
(Harris, 1901, p. 255). In other words, to preserve the gift that was America — a
symbol that Harris believed represented the highest form of civilization schools must assume the role of imposing on, or evoking from, children the
morals that dominated institutional life. In effect, this means treating children
as abstract categories to be processed, packaged and placed in society as
efficiently as possible. This was the spirit of the times, a spirit that somehow
has outlived its inspiration and purpose but continues to linger in the late
twentieth century.
However, in a paradox that Harris inherited from his Puritan legacy,
schools also shouldered the responsibility to guide certain “elect” students up
the hierarchical ladder from mere obeisance to the existing moral order, a rung
on which Harris anticipated most would be content, to that of the highest
spiritual transcendence to the literal/figural symbol of John Winthrop. For
certain elite or “naturally superior" members of the Protestant American middle
class, transcendence translated into an individualistic act, though one that
preserved the coherence and power structure of the institution. These
individuals would ascend in the social system to become literal and figural
representations (i.e. Ham's in education) of how the morality of institutions
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would be perceived. In other words, these Americans - white and urban
middle-class Protestants4 - were to embody the morals of the institutions as
they grew older. In effect, this activity as delineated by Harris would reward
each with an opportunity to generate for the next generation the meanings of
the moral symbolic structure of America. These would be the “authentic”
Americans.
These fortunate few would represent all that was ideal in institutional life
and would be awarded with the opportunity to participate in and accumulate to
the fullest all the fruits that an industrialized, modem society could offer spiritual and material treasures of which few could fathom. These “meritorious”
students, the “best and the brightest" of the Protestant American middle-class
culture would eventually assume leadership roles within the national
institutions and produce a moral order that would be transmitted as universal to
the mass of other Americans. Their bodies were to merge with the institutions
in a way that their identities would not be separate. They would determine
what moral conventions would be applied and what it meant to be an American
individual.
Schools were charged with controlling the moral process of both
possible American types. How to delineate, even reconcile, these two possible
moral forms was a problem for Harris during his entire career. In effect, Hams
entered into what could be called a repetition of a paradox the Puritans
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understood and struggled against, a paradox that created a tension between
access to individual transcendence and the needs of the institutions.
As discussed in earlier chapters, John Winthrop, in a jeremiad to his
fellow errand passengers on the Arbella. began with a pointed, Calvinist
statement, which I paraphrase here: Each individual has a nature and
predestined position picked out for earthly life. The imperative for each Puritan
is to discover it or have it revealed so that he or she may quickly learn to live
this role according to accepted moral conventions. Some will be poor and some
rich, some influential and some but to exist anonymously and labor for others.
For Puritans, it was crucial to protect this process from radical disruptions from
those either not willing to participate in the moral conventions at all, or from
those, once having undergone a conversion experience, who decide that their
interpretation of the moral symbols fail to correspond to the received meanings
and speak out against them.
For Harris, school was the front line buffers against such radicalism.
Education, then, especially for Harris, was a moral process of each person, as
an abstract representation of a cultural category, finding his or her earthly
dwelling and duty that best suited the needs of society and preserved national
unity (identity) as represented by the present institutions. The schools were to
guide a youth through this process. In effect, a child was to be inculcated into
cultural identity at this location. However, for the Puritans, schools represented
just one site among many to serve the moral imperative (the errand). The
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effect of Harris’s discourse, despite his assertion that schools served
transitional and limited roles (1882), was the valorization of public education as
an all pervasive institution. Beginning in the late nineteenth century, even
before he became the U.S. Commissioner of Education, his language shifted to
a forceful rationalization of public schools’ significance in preserving a moral
cultural identity, specifically in terms of molding the rudimentary moral
character of a child through either explicit or implicit instruction. In other words,
schools began to appropriate the responsibility of sheltering and perpetuating
an inherited symbolism that generated the possible ways of perceiving one’s
relation to national identity (i.e., either as Winthrop or as a servant of the
institution) in the Gilded Age.
Due to the acceptance of moral identity as an either/or, along with the
desire to preserve the moral imperative of embodying certain symbolic
meanings so to become a “true” individual, however defined, Harris and those
of the urban Protestant middle class who perceived their cultural role as
guardians of the errand found themselves in a crisis-oriented predicament that
Puritan jeremiad writers would have recognized. As Harris writes, in his role as
Jeremiah presenting an either/or crisis, either school the child in the moral
imperative of finding his or her correct place (and so identity) within American
society or the symbol of America as errand runner and light of the world will be
lost forever (Ham's, 1883a,b,c).
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These moral dilemmas were not flights of philosophical fancy for Harris.
A brief excursion into his New England cultural legacy5 may provide some
insight into his own pilgrimage toward moral transcendence; from a child
seeking complete physical and intellectual freedom from the past, to one
seeking a “s e lf celebrating for all American “selves" a freedom derived from
his Puritan heritage. This sense of freedom was inextricably linked to the
responsibility to live within bounds of institutions.
His Cultural Connections to the New England Wav
Harris’s New England heritage extended back to 1631. In this year, his
English ancestors arrived onto American soil. They settled in Providence,
Rhode Island. The Harris and Torrey families were heavily involved in the
professional class and “included businessmen, doctors, ministers, and
lawyers,” as well as bankers and large-scale farmers (Lyons, 1964, p. 10). All
were highly educated and pursued the “leisurely” or abstract studies, an activity
that derived from their Puritan New England cultural inheritance. Harris would
later write that his interest in “abstract studies” was a received one: “I suppose
. . . that I had some inherited aptitude for abstract studies, which accounts for
my great delight in grammar as a youth, and for a still keener relish for
philosophic studies in later life” (Harris, 1886, p. 556). In fact, Harris, in an
article discussing his own “education,” spoke of how his religious and regional
background affected his reading of certain classics. He gravitated toward
morality tales such as Milton’s Paradise Lost, “[which I] eagerly studied for its
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view of the world, Calvinist as I was by family and church education" (Harris,
1886, p. 559).
His family was, as most New England families, Congregationalist
(autonomous community churches connected by a tradition of allegiance to the
main Calvinist tenets). His father was, like most of the men in his family, a
deacon in the church, by cultural definition a pillar of the community.
Bom in Connecticut in 1835, Ham's began his formal “education” in a
one-room school house that combined all ages. His aunt Catherine was the
teacher. Harris, with his mother's instruction, had already begun to learn to
read, pouring through his family’s library early on (Leidecker, 1944; Lyons,
1964). In 1844, his family moved to back to their original point of arrival,
Providence, Rhode Island. He would later describe his school experience in
Providence as oppressive to a young boy seeking intellectual and physical
freedom:
I came to detest city schools very bitterly because I loved individual
freedom and hated mere forms as such.. . . Little or no time was spent
on the answers to the questions, and there was no discussion whatever
of the real subject. Moreover, there was frequent corporal punishment,
and sometimes it traced a degree of cruelty that I shudder to remember.
(Harris, 1886, p. 557)
However, Harris excelled in school. And, as most men in his family
before, he set out to attend Yale. He stayed two years. Yale was entrenched
in faculty psychology and “sought to discipline the faculties of reasoning,
memory, and imagination” (Lyons, 1964, p. 13). Despite doing well in his
studies, Harris later wrote that he was “full of dissatisfaction with its [Yale’s]
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course of study, and impatient for the three modems — modem science,
modem literature, and modem history” (1886, p. 560). Ham's never fully
rejected the assumptions behind faculty psychology, the prevailing theory of
psychology that considered the mind as a muscle, meaning that certain
subjects provided the mind with a better “exercise" than others. A strong,
muscular mind, the theory goes, trained by the repetitive memorization of Latin
and Greek, generated more acute, insightful and useful ideas (for further
explanation see Pinar et al., 1995). However, Harris was interested in
exploring other means to arrive at the nature of humanity. He believed that a
wider variety of subject content within the curriculum would make the mind
capable and more engaged with the knowledge of the world.
An effect of this impatient urge to reveal the foundation of things, this
inherited impulse to question and discover *he correct universal morality that
could with certainty guide a life in both spiritual and earthly matters, was his
exodus from Yale. He headed west, taking part in what R.B. Lewis (1955)
called the common journey of the young American male: Leave home, shed
the past and create a new, transcendent “self.” Harris stopped in the booming
Midwestern town of St. Louis. He would later describe his arrival as the first
step in the moral experience of becoming an American individual. It was a
“clearing up which arrives when one breaks away from use and wont, throws off
adherence to blind authority, and begins to think for himself (Harris, 1887, p.
142). The individual was to rise above blind obedience and discover the moral
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truths on his or her own, specifically through a self-reflexive reading and
interpretation of cultural texts. This moral imperative would bump up time and
again against other facets of the discourse of America as applied to the
institution of public education. Harris the individual sought to transcend earthly
moral boundaries. For Harris the social philosopher, administrator and
educator, institutional morals had to be imposed on children at an early age so
that such boundaries would remain steadfast. Such a paradoxical condition he
never reconciled. In his efforts to clarify, he constructed congested avenues of
moral thought rather than clear streets for easy travel.
In St. Louis, after accepting a position to teach in the public schools,
Harris became a member of the St. Louis Literary Society. It was with this
group that Harris began to grapple with certain persistent issues in social life
that had plagued those living after the Reformation, particularly for the New
England Puritans attempting to inscribe a wilderness with their own
interpretations. The problem: How to reconcile the tension between the
sacred need of the individual to transcend and hear God’s world directly, as
opposed to the State’s need for individuals to submit to institutional moral
conventions for the sake of order and the preservation of certain cultural
practices.
In Harris’s intellectual exploration, two simultaneous forces were at play.
He was engaging in the Puritan moral imperative of working to reveal and
transcend his own “self,” and so finding his own place within the American
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errand during the Gilded Age. And secondly, as part of that engagement,
Harris appropriated a formal philosophy to enable him to express this inherited
impulse and try and reconcile this tension. The philosophical concepts were
those of Hegel, who wrote during the early 1800s. Hegel, arising out of
German Enlightenment, found himself attempting to reconcile the Pietistic
thread of the Enlightenment, which tended to “defend the individual, his
convictions and his freely chosen community against the larger official structure
of the state and church which commanded allegiance” (Taylor, 1975, p. 12),
and which emphasized an individual’s “spiritual” or personal experience of
God, with the thread of reason and institutions as the highest expressions of
God - or Spirit - and to which the individual must submit his or her will. The
German Enlightenment had a strong affect on Calvinists in general, the
Puritans in particular (Taylor, 1975).
Most see Harris’s Hegelianism directing his philosophy of schooling (see
Lyons, 1964; Mosier, 1953). There is an alternative perspective, however. It
is suggested here that Harris, as a product of the New England moral
imperative, appropriated the Hegelian philosophy because of its interest in the
same issues Harris had inherited, and due to its language, which provided him
with a non-theological discourse by which to explore these issues and apply his
findings to the institution of schooling (for a detailed discussion on the specifics
of Hegel’s thought in relation to Hegel’s own historical condition, as well as the
connections between Puritanism and Hegel’s thought, see Taylor [1975]. For a
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complete discussion on Hegel’s supposed influence on Harris’s own
philosophy, see Lyons [1964]). Hegel’s notions of historical dialectics and of
Spirit (philosopher’s God; translated from German Geist - mind, intellect,
ghost) as the ultimate cosmic force entering into history to achieve its
teleological end, gave Harris a formalized way of explaining how American
institutions represented Spirit’s accumulations, its current historical condition
and possibly even endpoint. Hegel’s philosophy allowed Harris to re-phrase in
a non-religious language - because of its decreasing popularity as a mode of
cultural expression - what Winthrop and his followers already believed and
expressed in figural/literal language that was geared toward religious
metaphors: That individuals, even after experiencing God’s grace, must
operate within earthly institutions; that in the grand teleology of Spirit, the
preservation of American institutions, as the most divine expression of Spirit’s
presence on earth, is imperative.
This Hegelian philosophical elevation of institutions came at a time in
Harris’s life when he had move away from teaching and into administrating, a
career that often placed him in a rhetorical position of contradicting his own
individualist philosophy of throwing off the oppression of authority to find one’s
own self. As a member of the bureaucratic hierarchy, Harris absorbed the
power to impose upon others on a mass scale certain meanings, rules,
methods of operating, all with a coterie of underlying moral assumptions, all
emerging from the popularized belief that such standardization translated into
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an efficient execution of preserving a large scale institution. Once Harris rose
to such a position, he fully participated in the protection and conservation of the
nascent institution. He presented a powerful voice and rationalization of public
education as the location through which his view of cultural identity and
national mission would be sustained. As historian Merle Curti (1959) points
out, Harris was labeled the “great conservator" for just such reasons.
In fact, Harris’s administrative reports in St. Louis and as U. S.
Commissioner of Education were disseminated as models for how educational
institutions should be perceived, organized, ordered, directed and controlled.
The actual format of Harris’s educational missives were often copied by
administrators around the country struggling to develop and institutionalize a
bureaucracy in local school systems so that mass public education could be
brought to all children in a uniformed manner (Byerly, 1946).
Within 12 years of arriving in St. Louis, he had been chosen as the
superintendent of the St. Louis schools, which provided him a podium to not
only promote the public expenditure of funds for the growth of public schools,
but also to advocate his philosophy of education as a moral imperative. His
words expressed a growing sentiment not only in St. Louis but throughout the
Northeast and Midwest. During his tenure as superintendent the enrollment in
St. Louis schools rose from 17,000 to 55,000, and the first system-wide public
kindergarten was created (Hams, 1903; Blow, 1910). Harris pointed to this
explosion in numbers of children attending school as a sign that he was correct
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in assuming that schools should be the institution of national moral
preservation. In effect, numbers and measurements for Harris, as for so many
urban middle-class Protestants during the Gilded Age, became the prime
indicators of the correctness of their moral certitude. If something could be
measured, it could be understood; and if it could be understood, it could be
controlled and a morality imposed upon it.
Institutions as Expressions of Spirit
For Ham's, the American institutions of family, education, civil society,
state and finally the church - supposedly in that linear, hierarchical order represented the most divine expressions of Spirit,6 or Progress, terms he
employed interchangeably in his educational articles and jeremiads.
He expended a large share of podium time and filled many educational
and philosophical journals with writings that rationalized mass institutions,
despite his own admission that the ill-effects of institutional life visited many
Americans in different ways. Harris maintained a supreme confidence that
Spirit (again, translated from the German Geist: intellect, mind, ghost) would
soon alleviate all such “minor" inconveniences as it settled in near its
dialectical end point - America. This trajectory of thought was embedded
within Harris’s Puritan cultural framework, in which America was God’s New
Israel, “his” new chosen land and the Puritans (the Americans) his chosen
people. As discussed before, Spirit was substituted for God, and carried all of
God’s “Protestant” characteristics.
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As a universal, rational force that by necessity injected itself into history
to seek its fulfillment, a state of absoluteness and perfection, Spirit was to
always progress forward and produce for mankind, the recipient of Spirit’s
intentions, a more complex, rich and powerful form of civilization. The
assumption by Harris and others was twofold: First, the cultural rewards were
worth the possible devastation of any particular peoples, for in the end all those
living in America would reap in some form or fashion at least a modicum of
Spirit’s treasures; second, that any effects rendered by Spirit were “natural,”
necessary and so acceptable - even desirable.
For Harris, late nineteenth-century America characterized the most
sophisticated manifestation of Spirit in history, especially due to its addition of
a mass public educational system as the tie that bound all the other institutions
into an “organic" whole that was America. Harris placed at the pinnacle of the
educational process the realization of and participation within Spirit as the
ultimate abstract force.
Apparently this rationale made it possible for Harris to perceive
American institutions as not burdened with the faults of European institutions
(see foot note 2 to explain the aversion to, then adjustment to American
institutions). In this discourse, Europe was constructed as decayed by the dark
forces of ancient history and deficient in Spirit, a force which had left the Old
World behind in its dialectical climb up the historical, hierarchical, ladder.
Spirit had positioned America near the brink of finishing history. America was
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now poised to peer back over its shoulder at the ravaged historical landscape,
as well as to look ahead at the ever closer possibility of transcendence,
translated at social Utopia.7 However, a paradox existed: Spirit and its
teleological journey was beyond mankind’s control. Yet, Spirit was dependent
on mankind. Spirit had to operate through civilization, particularly within
mankind’s institutional arrangements.
Social problems existed because they should, and resolved themselves
as Spirit propelled itself forward by means of the dialectic, a logical formation of
thought Harris appropriated from Hegel and applied to American national
identity. In short, by way of the dialectic, one posits that a thesis naturally
produces its antithesis. The two polar opposites come in contact, from which a
greater synthesis emerges. In other words, the tension generates a new a
condition in which the two forces are incorporated into a more complex whole.
Spirit was to persistently transcend its current state as it sought its final
dialectical operation, which to Harris would culminate in the perfection of
American institutions. In time, these American institutions were to multiply
across the globe and absorb all people.8 Harris wrote in a blunt way to justify
American imperialism as an expanded errand, not as a brute act of power but
as a “loving” act of saving the people from themselves and educating them in
the ways of western civilization so that they could reap the benefits of Spirit’s
grace in America (Harris, 1899). The stated intention was that Spirit’s progress
was inevitable and other cultures had to be prepared and brought into the
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moral fold so that their immoral behavior would not threaten its mission,
America’s errand. This was a great concern for Harris. For incorrect ethical
behavior could prevent Spirit’s progress. Each individual must behave within
the moral conventions that emerge out of Spirit’s institutional gestures.
Immoral behavior translated for Harris into any action or thought that imperiled
American institutional life.
For Harris, the institution of the state represented the highest material
expression of Spirit. An individual could never transcend himself or herself
and actively participate in the higher reasoning of Spirit without embodying the
moral codes of American institutions (Mosier, 1953). The state’s responsibility
was to organize human interaction in a way that provided the opportunity for
each citizen to experience freedom, another Puritan cultural legacy that Harris
expressed in Hegelian language:
The state possesses the highest amount of rationality and on this basis
has the right to dictate ethical codes. This codification of ethical
observance is the most important function of the s ta te .. . . The state
organizes the world of human passions and desires, of human
arbitrariness and caprice, into a temple of justice wherein the
fragmentary will of each individual is pieced out and complemented by
the organic will of the whole community, and thus made to reflect the
divine will. (Harris, 1901, p. 261)
Immoral behavior would frustrate, possibly even disable, Progress (Spirit).
For one to engage in transcendence, he or she must become a being
able to function according to moral conventions produced by institutional
leaders and the public discourses employed by them. In effect, institutions
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would determine what was ethical and what was not. Public education was to
transmit this “knowledge” (Harris, 1881,18838,6,0):
The student must come to realize that the state is an expression of his
self as it ought to be. To identify with the state is to identify with freedom
since the state is an expression of the highest form of freedom, that is,
freedom realized in the institutional life of people. (Harris, 1902, p. 237).
In turn, each individual had an errand to run - to participate as fully and
wholly in an effort to sustain these nascent institutions, which now included a
certain outcome of industrialization, the American corporation. To affirm and
operate within the industrialized institutions of American civilization was to
experience freedom: “The growth of corporations is the wonder of this
generation; they do what the individual could never do for himself, and yet
needs to have done in order that he may gain freedom from the thralldom of
nature” (Harris, 1883, p. 465).
By embodying the morality of American institutions, a child was to
actually be lifted from his or her bodily constraints. To internalize institutional
codes and to participate was a moral imperative, as well as an educative act in
which one adopted the social order in place of “mere animal caprice” (Harris,
1901, p. 282). In this desire to transcend the “state of nature” through rational
thought and interpretation, Ham's restates the Puritan impulse to master and
control not only one’s external environment so that it may better serve Spirit’s
needs, but also the depraved nature within each individual. Harris embodied
the Puritan intent of willful re-form, as well as the Puritan maxim, form controls
matter. The responsibility for schools in this process was made plain by
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Harris’s definition of education, which he appropriated from Hegel, though it
sounds like another Puritan maxim : Education is “[a] process through which
the individual man [sic] becomes ethical.. . An ethical man is one who
participates in institutions” (1881, p. 215), as opposed to one who disregards
civil life and attempts to enter into what Rousseau called the life of a “noble
savage” (the noble savage expressed complete individual freedom).
The institution of schooling was to supply the student with the “correct”
morality, as dictated by institutional discourses, so he or she could begin to
experience that kind of freedom that expressed itself through the supporting of
and operating within existing cultural institutions. Constraints as generated by
the morality that emerged out of American institutional life were theorized as
necessary conditions of freedom, not impingements (Lyons, 1964). Again,
these constraints were to control the only means by which Spirit’s plan for
America could be threatened - individual immoral behavior.
In the act of transcending the bodily self and embodying the greater
symbolic self, as constituted by the moral identity supplied by American
institutions, one was to receive greater knowledge and power to control the
world around him or her, even though such a notion contradicted the belief that
Spirit (Progress) was a force beyond human control (Harris, 1885a,b). All one
could do was to beseech Spirit to reveal its teleology, as well as its plan for an
individual in earthly life so, that one could with cheer depart on this course as
an act of freedom. In a restatement of the Puritan maxim, form controls matter,
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Harris writes: “With the knowledge of the nature and time and space.. . man
goes forth to take possession of the world and to make things serve his
thoughts” (1885c, p. 447). In effect, freedom emerges out of control. For the
Gilded Age middle-class Protestant, a category that Harris fit in, to acquire this
knowledge meant becoming competent in the kind of discourses believed most
able to produce the kind of control desired.
To take the rightful possession of the material earth, Americans
needed science more so than religion. Religion was a discourse that furnished
a opaque view into the mystery and origins of life and spirit; one was to
experience without really understanding. In effect, religion reminded human
beings of their helplessness. Science unveiled and explained - and so
attempted to direct - the view and the experience. The discourse of science
and its offshoots provided a means to act upon the privileged notion of control.
For Harris, for the urban middle-class Protestant American population at
large, the language previously privileged as the means by which God (Spirit,
Progress) would reveal himself (sic), religious or theological in nature, no
longer provided cultural clarity, especially in a pantheistic society. In part due
to the great social transformations - industrialization, immigration and
urbanization, not to mention the Civil War - many urban middle-class
Protestant Americans sought security and protection against what was
perceived as cultural fragmentation. The vision of the errand was fading. For
Harris, religion still spoke to the “highest” moral values and spiritual concerns.
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But it seemed to produce only more ambiguity in terms of making sense of the
unstable cultural condition so feared by Protestant America. Other discourses
seemed to provide just the opposite - certainty and control. This was an
extreme recovery, in some ways, of the Puritan maxim, form controls matter.
While never releasing completely a sense of religion as the harborer of
the ultimate mystery of the first source, God or Spirit or Progress, Harris began
to turn more and more to the logic and language of science to support his
cultural assumptions, specifically when discussing education. For Harris the
moral imperative remained. However, the means by which the symbols of the
errand and America were to be expressed shifted. Religion no longer could
provide a language of national identity necessary to compel Americans to
behave according to moral conventions, nor could it propel America to its
destiny as determined by Spirit.
Such notions cannot be mistaken as generalized claims that Hams and
his contemporaries dismissed religion and/or spiritual life in America. In fact,
for Harris the reality of the America during the Gilded Age - as a nation
preparing for the end of history and spiritual progress - was a deposit of the
guiding force of religion. Science was but a way of understanding and
expressing God’s (Spirit’s) activity in the physical world. In effect, science was
a child of the Spirit. America was founded as a Christian
(Anglo/Protestant/sectarian) nation and was to remain under the spell of
spiritual mysteries inherent in religious language (Harris, 1881). The Christian
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world view was to sustain its power as beginning source. Science, as
explained in schools, was to be the new discourse by which to explain and help
attain the spiritual transcendence. Despite Harris’s call that all institutions
should abide by constitutional separation, the overarching world view directing
each individual and institution was to be Christian:
It follows from consideration that social culture in the form of the church
and the school as independent institutions becomes possible only as the
basis of the religious world view of Christianity; and that the perennial
continuance of the world view of Christianity, through the special form of
social culture which belongs to the Church is a necessary condition
presupposed by the forms of social culture instructed to the school.
(Harris, 1905, p. 37)
At an earlier date Ham's wrote: “There is no freedom or independence
in these institutions unless they borrow a divine principle revealed in religion
for their organic form" (1881, p. 222). Harris was adamant in his attempt to
clarity such a position: “My theme proceeds from the insight to lay down the
doctrine that the first social culture is religion and that religion is the foundation
of social life in so far as that social life belongs to the history of civilizations"
(Ham's, 1905, p. 18). At the core of every American institution was the seed of
religious origins as well as a mirror of the ultimate self.
As American institutions epitomized the “gigantic self,” then the study of
the self could be translated into the study and the embodiment of institutions.
This indicates not the melding of mind and body into a whole but the refinement
of the mind to gain control over and to direct the body as an affirmation of the
will of the greater symbolic self. For Harris and other idealists during the late
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nineteenth century, transcendence was an act of freedom from the earthly
chains of wants and desires. In effect, the development of civilization, as
illustrated by the building of institutions, transformed into an act of freedom
from nature, defined by Harris as a state of depravity and animality.
Harris’s discourse confirmed the separation of mind and body, despite
his claims to seek organic wholes. To Hams, the mind was the repository of
Spirit within each individual. The mind was capable of periods of perfect
reasoning. The mind harnessed the animating principle (Spirit) and employed
it to gain control over the body, mired down in the thicket of needs and
biological impulses. To transcend one’s body, one’s physical being - in effect
to conquer nature - and to relate to the greater self, as defined by Harris’s and
his contemporaries, was the act of and the purpose of education. Harris wrote
that because his age was one of mechanic invention and productive industry,
the mind was to take precedence over the body, which was more useful for
brute labor. American society in the Gilded Age, Harris proposed, was at a
point in which physical prowess - of the body - should be less privileged than
the mental aptness necessary to pick up industrial and mechanical skills
(Harris, 1 8 8 2 ,1883a,b,c, 1885a). For this to happen, an individual had to first
suppress the animal desires of the body. The mind then would not get bogged
down in mundane biological concerns: “Mind - not the body - is the inventive
power, the directive power that can manage and use machine to advantage. It
is a mental, not physical skill.. . man can make no progress in the conquest of
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nature without mechanic invention” (Harris, 1883b, p. 462). And the conquest
of nature, this errand into the wilderness, underscored the need for Americans
to direct their minds (form) to control not only their own bodies (matter) but the
bodies of those who might possibly place in risk such a first principle: “The
more educated intelligence, the more invention. The more conquest over
nature by inventions, the more aspiration in the mind of the individual.. . .
Perpetual growth in knowledge and wisdom, in the realization of man, to be
discontented with the real, is, ergo, the lesson of civilization” (Harris, 1883b, p.
462; emphasis added).
If schools failed to impose control, which included convincing students to
consent to such measures, then America’s symbol of the errand into the
wilderness, of America as the final production of Spirit, would be at risk. Urban
middle-class students would never transcend themselves. Immigrants and/or
poor children perceived as “naturally” immoral would not be trained in the
needs of American civilization and, therefore would threaten the embodied
meanings of the symbolic structure.
In a jeremiad that betrays Harris’s previous claims that the institution of
public school had limited responsibility to preserve national identity, he places
public education at the pinnacle of hope:
Either educate your people in common schools or your labor will not
compete with other nations whose peoples are educated up to the
capacity of inventing and directing machinery. If you cannot compete
with other peoples in the matter of the use of machinery, you must
recede from the front rank of nations in every respect. (Harris, 1885c, p.
448)
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Again, the institution of school seems to make all other forms of moral
education possible, for it is public schools' role to sustain the framework of
national identity as a symbol of all that is abest,Ball that is privileged as “good”
in western culture. As the thinking goes, without the school’s imposition of
morals upon students at an early age, the other institutions would collapse due
to the lack of a coherent, unified citizenship and/or workforce with a sense of
American vision and mission. Universal education is a must:
[OJnly people with universal education can sustain a republican form of
government.. . . [where it is] necessary that people shall be taught in the
schools so much as will enable them to read and understand those laws.
But where people are to make the laws as well as obey them, what limit
can there be to the school education required except the full preparation
of the individual citizen? ( Harris, 1892, p. 17)
Again and again, Harris extends the boundaries of public schools as a
lesser transitional point between the institutions of family and civil society. In
fact, public education connects all other institutions to each other, while at the
same time allowing them to remain separate:
Whereas civilization develops, there develops the schools, as
supplementary to the family, and propaeduetic to the State, the Church,
and civil society. The more advanced a civilization, the greater the
complexity of its forms and usage’s - the more extended the fabric of
institutions; hence, too, the more important the school, as a special
institution devoted wholly to the work of training the immature individual
for taking part in those complex forms of life. (Harris, 1881, p. 216)
Without universal education, Spirit in the form of self-activity - that final
moral process of transcendence for an individual - could not complete its
teleological struggle:
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Educate toward a knowledge of truth, a love of the beautiful, a habit of
doing good, because only through these forms can self-activity continue
to develop progressively in this universe. These forms - the true, the
beautiful, and the good - will ring the individual into union with his
fellow-men through all eternity, and make him a participator in the
divine-human work of civilization and culture and the perfection of man
in the image of God. (Harris, 1885a, p. 157).
One of the issues educational authorities had to address was to identify
the moral virtues as characterized by institutional life that children must
embody. This early intervention was significant because a certain few elect
children were to later assume their place as cultural, and so moral, leaders and
heads of American institutions. Spirit’s productions had to be protected. In
other words, how would schools help the child overcome his or her “natural
state” of depravity to participate as a rational being in the preservation of
America as spiritual light and leader of the world?
Harris detailed how this morality would be defined and reproduced within
the mass educational system. Each student was to become an individual.
Such a term, however, indicated different processes and ends for different
people. However, for all Americans, excluding the tribal peoples that existed
on the continent before European colonialism,9 the stages of moral
transcendence to the ultimate spiritual self, as represented by those leaders
within American institutions, began with the family.
The Family and the Mother Tongue
Harris’s moral philosophy places the child in the bosom of the family.
Within the structure of the ideal family, despite its problems, the Protestant
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urban middle-class family provided the norm, the child experienced little sense
of him or her self as something individual or separate. During this time the
child was to incorporate the prejudices, habits and behavior of the family
defined within the industrialized, division-of-labor framework so celebrated by
Harris. Harris wrote that the family “furnishes the human being with his bundle
of habits, his forms of behavior toward his superiors and equals; his habit of
personal cleanliness, or proper dress, of proper eating and drinking, and in
short, of the general conduct of life. It gives the child the knowledge of his
mother tongue” (1882, p.2).
The transmission of the mother tongue, in terms of speech and the first
steps of reading printed texts, was the true indicator of a family’s success as an
American family participating in the preservation of a symbolic national identity
(Lyons, 1964). While Harris perceived language as a tool by which to express
the ultimate reality, the ineluctable to be discovered by the self (see chapter 1,
footnote 3 on Kant), at the same time he did make a direct correlation between
the power of language and how one came to understand his or her role in
ethical life (Harris, 1877a). Throughout his educational career, Harris
emphasized a child’s ability to read texts as the supreme test of a successful
school.10 In a Puritan/Calvinist inheritance that settled into a basic assumption
about life, to read is the “primary, indispensable condition for the participation
in the higher world of ideal humanity" (Harris, 1885c, p. 449). If the child
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learned to read the “best” literature offered by each subject in school, the
child’s inner eye would open to the light of his or her culture (Harris, 1901).
A child began with sound but the family was to progress him or her
toward privileging the eye as quickly as possible: “Civilization depends on the
written or presented word. It has long appeared to be a necessity of society
that the child should go to school, just for the sake of becoming eye-minded”
(Harris, 1901, p. 2).
Without general literacy within the whole population, the culture would
be in peril as their existed a belief that only through reading could a child come
in contact with all that was moral and ideal about western culture. The act of
reading was to inspire a child to transcend him or her self and participate in the
ideal treasures of the larger, symbolic self (Harris, 1885). For Harris, reading
to instruct one’s life in the “correct” art of living was the most spiritual of acts.
Harris wrote that schools were successful in teaching literacy, which translated
into teaching morality. Harris presented evidence by way of the social scientific
discourse to substantiate his claim: “It is shown in detail that the illiterate
portion of the population in each State and nation produces from four to fifteen
times as many convicted criminals as an equal number of the population that
can read and write" (1881, p. 227).
This is significant, due to what Harris and his contemporaries worried
was a crisis in American society. Industrialization had taken its toll, producing
what Harris called certain unfortunate effects, one of which was the
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fragmentation of the family. Harris believed that the family, despite its
designation as a cardinal institution (supposedly more precious than public
education) was fragile and failing in health because of the moral crisis
experienced by the urban middle class and the tumultuous social shifts that
emerged from the forces of industrialization. The influx of the “corrupted”
morals of the immigrant families “ignorant" of the American vision compounded
the moral confusion, and presented a greater hazard to America’s moral
superiority and elect status in the educational and social commentaries of
Harris and his contemporaries (Higham, 1984). Harris asserted that public
education functioned to prop up family by assuming much of the “educative”
responsibility (1881,1884).
When Harris became U. S. commissioner of education, his jeremiadic
tone intensified. He warned that Americans must embrace public education as
the institution to transmit the mother tongue to inculcate the children into the
conventional morals and habits of thought previously delegated to the family.
This appeal also applied to all middle-class families. For in many ways, the
urban middle class perceived itself as the builder and reformer of and dominant
participant in public school systems. Urban middle-class social reformers
charged public education with the awesome responsibility of preparing their
children to participate in American culture. Public education also had the
double duty of arranging all others to fit into the urban middle-class Protestant
sense of national identity.
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In effect, urban middle-class Protestant families began to extend into
schools and schools into families. An indication of the popularity of this
phenomenon was the quick growth of kindergartens, in no small part due to
Harris’s and Susan Blow's efforts in St. Louis at developing a system-wide
rationale for sending children to school at an early age. A child of five
attending kindergarten was now, much sooner than before, to engage in the
first “formalized” steps of the moral imperative, beginning with separation. This
placed the child in a kind of social gray area: More creature than individual,
yet no longer just an extension of the family. The animal self, especially that of
willfulness against authority, wielded the kind of biological persuasion that a
child would surrender to unless properly trained by schools (Harris, 1901). The
school was to curb this activity and redirect the child’s energies so that he or
she could apparently separate from the bodily self and begin the process of
embodying the spiritual, or higher reasoning, self. This self was presented
and expressed by the institutions of civil society (economic system), state and,
finally, the church.12 Only then could “true" freedom and individuality progress
to the next stage:
Whatever gives to the mind a larger view increases individuality;
whatever gives to the youth the power of self-control and of inhibiting his
impulses and whims for the sake of combination with his fellows
increases his higher order of individuality and makes him a more worthy
citizen, and in doing these things the common school system performs its
greatest function. (Harris, 1902, p. 237)
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Schooling Toward Individuality: Mechanical and Social Virtues
If a child was but a depraved creature, with the fund of civilized thought
and behavior buried deep inside the mind and waiting to be exposed to the
light of the child’s eye, public school’s first responsibility became the swift
blunting of this animal caprice:
By nature he [mankind] is totally depraved; that is, he is mere animal,
and governed by animal impulses and desires, without ever rising to the
ideas of reason.. . . Out of the savage state man ascends by making
himself new natures, one above the other; he realizes his ideas in
institutions, and finds in these ideal worlds his real home and his true
nature. (Harris, 1871b, pp. 4-5)
During this time, a child was to become aware of his or her capability to
balk at an adult’s command. As such, the child exercised the will, defined by
Harris as an “intentional” force within each human. However, Harris described
the child during this period as immature, without training, under the spell of
dark biological impulses, trapped in a tendency to run amok and make
indiscriminate displays of that impolitic trait - selfishness (Harris, 1901).
Harris declared that all such exhibitions exist outside the categories
constructed as rational and civilized. And due to his acceptance that the
school should function to “civilize" the child, Harris charged the teacher with the
job of obliterating in fast measure the student’s penchant for “irrational”
behavior. Only through an act of control could the child in later life possibly
transcend to a more “reasoned” state in which acts occur due to a logic as
derived from and accorded to institutions.
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However, a teacher was not to treat the child as an savage animal, in
the same way a circus trainer would tame a lion or horse with a whip. One
could not beat the beast out of the child. According to Harris, corporeal
punishment was not to be considered the most enlightened path to control a
child. The child had to willingly engage in the act of self-control:
The school that is strictly disciplined by harsh methods, corporal
punishment and the like, may become poisonous to the higher virtues.
But the school that is governed by laxity, neglecting industry, silence,
and punctuality, is far more deadly in its effects on the character. The
martinet system of discipline is moral in so far as it gives those habits of
prompt combination with one’s fellows, but it is better adapted to galley
slaves and prison convicts than to children of the public schools. (1889,
p. 30)
The teacher was to evoke an inborn or essentialized desire within the
child to inhabit the behavioral boundaries supplied by the school. Though the
teacher began by applying stringent rules of behavior and thought on the
student, it was the child’s responsibility to realize the necessity and value of
wrapping himself or herself within the inward clothing of civilization. In effect,
Harris was evoking a Puritan moral imperative - that the individual was
responsible for not only seeking conversion and individual transcendence but
also for learning how to operate in the material world in an ethical manner as
determined by received moral conventions. Once the child mastered such
rudimentary ethical behavior, “true” moral transcendence could begin: A child
began the process of learning to read. This act was supposed to evoke the
experience and revelation that something greater than him or her self existed —
the symbolic American self as presented in cultural texts (Harris, 1881).
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Harris called the virtues revolving around the overarching theme of selfcontrol the mechanical duties, which a child had to embody so that his or her
“natural depravity” could not interrupt America’s errand:
[l]n a well-disciplined school the pupil is first taught to be regular and
punctual; to be cleanly in person; polite to his fellows; obedient to his
teachers; he is taught to be silent and industrious, attentive and critical
in his mental habits. To sum up all these in one word, he is taught to
subordinate his capricious will and inclinations to the reasonable
conditions under which he may combine with his fellow men, and share
in their labors. (Harris, 1881, p. 226)
Elsewhere, Harris wrote that “the pupil must be silent and refrain from
whispering or talking; he must repress his tendency to prate or chatter; he must
learn to hold back the fierce impulse to utter to himself and wait for reflection to
come to his mind” (1897, p. 62). One can imagine the cliche’s visited upon
each child: “Silence is golden;” “A child is to be seen, not heard." Or, as
provided by that most influential of cultural texts, the Bible: “When I was a
child, I talked like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. When I
became a man, I put childhood ways behind me" (1 Cor. 13:11). The
mechanical duties satisfied the criteria of an economic, state and church
system, in terms of what each hierarchical structure needed to preserve its
cultural power. For Harris, to embody the mechanical duties was the foremost
act for any child in a common school:
[W]e believe that a child can easily leam the lesson of willing obedience
to lawful authority. W e would therefore place him upon the basis upon
which he must stand when he leaves our care; under such
circumstances alone we can predict that those whose school record is
goodwill make useful citizens. (Harris, 1883, p. 65)
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Children had to leam first and foremost how to obey authority and leam
how to play “adult” games. If a child was not silent, if he or she chattered too
much, then no learning took place. A child had to be silent to possibly begin
memorizing the general social habits - how to sit, how to stand, how to speak,
how to take orders.
Another self-evident moral trope for Harris was punctuality. When
Harris could not persuade with philosophical rhetoric, he turned more and more
to that of social science, which was emerging as the most popular method by
which to “prove” one’s point. Harris applied all the statistical knowledge of the
day to make a double correspondence: Tardiness with ill-behavior and poor
performance in school; and punctuality with “moral” behavior and superb
school performance. Also notable was the way Harris extended the training of
the child in punctuality to the child’s home. The parents, too, would be
transformed into more linear, time-oriented individuals, something of which the
growing manufacturing community complained that immigrant and poor workers
lacked (thus diminishing profit):
The number of cases of tardiness has reached the ratio of 52 to 100
pupils enrolled during the year, a number of unprecedented in the
history of the schools of St. Louis, or it may be affirmed, in the history of
the school system in any other large city in this country. It confirms my
remarks last year, to the effect that efforts of our teachers in securing
punctual habits are gradually but surely working a reform in the habits of
the community. (Harris, 1876, p. 17)
External rules constituted the lowest, but possibly most important,
aspect of moral discipline to be rendered. Harris preached that all school
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education must begin this way, for without a sturdy foundation, all other forms
of moral transcendence and freedom will fail to occur later in life. For Harris,
moral transcendence was a linear and hierarchical process with a beginning,
middle and end. The mechanical virtues were the point of departure: “These
simple duties seem mechanical, and are often despised; but they underlie all
higher ethics and make possible all great combinations” (Harris, 1889, p. 131).
The emphasis on control, external and internal, was part of a discourse
that emerged during the Protestant Reformation (Doll, 1997). This cultural
thematic provided the Puritans and their sense of destiny with a means of
directing themselves and others to achieve certain goals and act upon certain
impulses. Control suited Harris’s perception of exactly what American public
education needed in order to develop into a mass organized system. Harris
spoke directly to the needs of administrators struggling to not only institute the
idea of schooling as a mandatory act in each local community, but also to
sustain a hierarchy and division of labor within the school itself in the belief that
it could be more easily controlled and directed for the “common good” (another
favorite notion of the Puritans). Control became for Harris the educational
philosopher, Harris the bureaucratic administrator, Harris the social
philosopher and voice for a unified culture protected by schools, the premium
constituent within the moral imperative of the errand.
Control for Harris was not a negative operation. Control had a positive
function. To embody the rudiments of control would possibly produce good
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tidings to those less fortunate - the common laborer and the poor - in Spirit’s
grand teleology. Both categories included the newly arrived immigrants
(Harris, 1881). For, if schools succeed in imposing self-control, then all that
which threatened America’s symbolic place as the self-and-God chosen light of
the world would be alleviated (Harris, 1881). However, middle-class
Protestant Americans had to be ever vigilant. Immigration headed Harris’s list
of menaces to the culture that was his America. However, he did trust
whatever reality Spirit chose to deposit. He had faith that the great abstract
force of Spirit had brought these “alien” cultures to America as part of its
historical mission. In fact he even pointed to a certain “valuable" effect of
immigration - a greater labor pool necessary for America to build a global
economic powerhouse essential to assume its rightful role as world exemplar.
Harris perceived immigrants as a necessary evil, despite his belief that
they represented a root dilemma reflected in America’s general moral
weakening. Harris warned against schooling such children in any superficial
way and then hoping the “moral problems” of the immigrant families would
dissipate on their own. Progress (a term he substituted for Spirit when writing
for educational or social journals), or any other external force, could not be
blamed for moral problems. Only individuals not operating “authentically”
within cultural institutions could (Haris, 1881). Harris suggested that the
immigrants would not or could not educate themselves into the American
culture on their own. The state must assume that responsibility. A practical
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tact of handling the “immorality” of the immigrants and the poor was to increase
the size of common schools to accommodate the immigrant youth. This had
the effect of removing from the immigrant child too much immigrant family
influence and allowed the Protestant morality to be instilled quickly and deeply:
[Tjhese causes of weakening of morality in our time and country are
causes that cannot be removed, and that it is useless to lam ent.. . . No
moral training will be equal to the emergency unless it gives inner
strength of character such as will enable youth to act right in novel
situations. (Harris, 1884, p. 123)
Harris even waxed poetic at the possibility of seeing a young immigrant
child’s heart beating out the rhythm of western civilization as she or he read
literature:
The soul of the child of the common laborer kindles with aspiration as he
reads burning words of patriotism and the immortal values of
disinterested heroism.. . . He feels inborn divinity as he read s... and
sees in the vision of the poets the lofty ideal of the future yet before
mankind. (1883b, p. 467).
At this point, the process of moral transcendence had the same effect for
all the diverse collections of students, which for Harris included not only the
middle class and the poor and immigrant groups but also all the different races
(Harris, 1881). In fact, if the child was able to master the morality of selfcontrol as defined in terms of obedience, silence, punctuality, etc., he or she,
while still in the domain of common school authority, would “progress" to the
embodiment of what Harris called the social virtues. These were basically
extensions of the mechanical duties: Obedience not only to self but others in
authority; honesty to all; and justice and respect for the law (Harris, 1883a,
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1884). Such virtues, in other words, moved one outside of him or her self into
the realm of social interaction.
Harris stressed that these virtues would provide all other institutions of
America with respectful citizens and employees who understood and accepted
their social and economic lot. In effect, the individual would not longer have to
question the why or wherefore of institutional control. This was because
students came to accept the institution's reasoning and morality as a universal
truth and necessity (Harris, 1883a, 1886). For Ham's, all the moral dilemmas
that the Puritans struggled with and could never fully answer were now
answered.
Ham's and his contemporaries expected all children to master these two
levels of moral transcendence -- mechanical and social. If a child’s schooling
ended at this point, American institutions would be without risk as long as the
school was efficient in its method of imposing a morality. For Harris, efficiency
translated into the standardization of curriculum and administrative control
across the nation’s mass public school systems. In effect, Harris perceived his
charge as justifying the current conditions, despite any obvious social evils. He
believed that through dialectical means, as long as each American embodied
these first two levels of moral duties, Spirit would complete its scheme of
spiritual regeneration of the world through the spread of American institutions
and the American symbolic structure.
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Common schools, then, were moral at the core, despite the fact that
morality as an explicit topic of study or discussion faded during the 1900s. By
the early twentieth century, every act and subject and method of instruction in
part operated from the cultural assumption that American education was about
embodying the identity of national institutions. For most Americans, the task of
education ended there. Each would be instructed in correct behavior, in how
the American institutions were “good,” in how such institutions operated and in
how each student was to participate within them in the most effective and
productive way. To accept and engage in this moral code served as a form of
transcendence for most students. Morality would be introduced into the
curriculum without the student ever contemplating moral issues. This effect
was much different than what emerged from the Puritan discourse of persistent
questioning as the key to the preservation of the moral imperative. But, then
again, such questioning is only possible when cultures are perceived as
coherent and unified and the questions are well established. Such was not the
case for America in the Gilded Age.
However, this was not the end of the moral imperative for certain
students. Only those who continued their efforts beyond the common school
could possibly master the ultimate rationality - the spirituality - indispensable
in the moral process of transcending the animal self to that of an “authentic”
individual (Ham's, 1902). Only then could a man - a woman during this era
rarely moved past the common school ~ receive the complete “wisdom of the
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race” (Harris, 1902, p. 229), a gift that enabled one to engage in the final moral
transcendence, a spiritual gift of more significance than the family, the state,
civil society or the church. These institutions served to organize the whole of
the population. As such ethical interaction of people became a prime
consideration. However, the final stage of transcendence went beyond
institutions and directly to the source. A whole different sense of freedom was
established here (Harris, 1901).
Freedom for most of the American population, those who finished
common school education, translated into duty, or the right to assent to the
demands and needs of the institutions. However, for the individual who was
chosen to transcend to the spiritual realm, institutions possessed no power to
construct bounds.
It is this stage that Harris labeled self-activity, a term lifted from Hegel
and that expressed a sense of ultimate transcendence, a transcendence Harris,
in fact, applied to himself. However, this transcendence and freedom
presented Harris with an irresolvable conflict: What if the institution and such a
“spiritual" individual come in conflict, a condition that would possibly threaten
the whole of the symbolic structure of the errand?
Paradox of Self-Activity
When Ham's considered his own journey of moral transcendence, he felt
that he had achieved its highest point at the age of 50, a time in his life when
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he was reaching the peak in the field of education and enjoying the fruits of his
“self-activity” (Lyons, 1964).
The last level of education, according to Harris, was the realization of
freedom from the constraints of others and freedom to act in accordance with
“world Spirit" as a “true” individual whose intellect and will work in concordance
(Harris, 1883a,b; Harris, 1901). In effect, freedom for Harris, again, meant
different things for different people depending upon an individual’s
circumstance within a given culture.
In article after article, Harris interpreted authentic participation with Spirit
as operating within earthly institutions in a competent manner. And those, like
himself, who achieved such rational existence, were to ascend to roles of
cultural leadership. One who was free was one who understood the constraints
of the institutions and learned how to function within them in a way that bore all
the possible fruit for the individual, and which increased the amount of control
the individual could exercise over an environment.
Even though Harris never stated that immigrants and the poor should
not or could not proceed to such a moral level (for his educational and
philosophical discourse extended in public to all children) in reality, only a few
prominent students continued beyond common school to high school, and
fewer to college. These individuals, according to Harris, were to become the
“spiritual monitors” for the community at large (1905).
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Such a level of education was all but out of the question for the poor or
immigrant children until well into the twentieth century. Industrialization
needed laborers and the immigrants fulfilled this need at very early ages.
Harris’s notion of self-activity failed to reach their ears or eyes except in the
discussion of a particular kind of freedom - the freedom to assent to
institutional moral convention. This type of freedom Harris applied to the mass
of Americans attending common schools (Harris, 1882). Harris placed the
“higher order” of human freedom within the domain of high schools and
universities. In other words, such language was inevitably aimed at a small but
powerful cultural group of middle-class professional Anglo Protestants with a
family history of attending to academics beyond the elementary years and who
were in the process assuming positions of power within American cultural
institutions. These “men" proceeded along a path much different than most
Americans during the Gilded Age: They followed that of Nehemias Americanus
and embodied an individualized “s e lf - a self that would represent the
institutional morality to be received without question or resistance by other less
fortunate Americans.
These elect individuals did not perceive the institutions as antagonistic
to their individuality, but in fact as a merger of one into the other (Harris, 1898).
A student who progressed to that level of rationality was one, Harris wrote, who
was able to express his or her intellect and will, as a combined force, through
the institution (Harris, 1901). In other words, to Harris, little distinction existed
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between those cultural elite individuals and the moral forms of the institutions.
They were one in the same. However, any act by an individual who had
achieved this moral superiority, and so ultimate freedom, must, by definition, be
moral and representative of the institution (Harris, 1901). And therein lay an
unresolvable paradox for Harris.
It was possible, as Harris even advocated, that if “moral freedom is the
ability to choose those alternatives consistent with the needs of society”
(Lyons, 1964, p. 80), then this same self-determined individual could choose
the alternative of negation or could interpret the meaning of the alternatives
quite differently than others. The individual had the potential of acting in ways
counter to convention. There was much room for radicalism by these cultural
elite, who could threaten the moral integrity of the institutions as “conserved” by
Harris through his efforts to propagate a system of mass public schooling.
National institutions sustained viability only through an individual’s willingness
to obey their moral forms. And for public schools, in terms of national identity,
the moral form was represented by Harris. As such, he could not fathom that
anyone reaching the same moral transcendence as himself, the same level of
self-activity and self-determination, could interpret the gift of spiritual insight in
a way that would endanger the very institution he spent his whole adult life
trying to build and preserve.
His assumption concerning moral insight emerged from his belief that
through the philosophical study of the self, one could locate and identify all the
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universal truths of Spirit common to all “minds.” One had to interpret the
revelations of Spirit, but Harris had faith that anyone achieving insight would
interpret in the same way and understand in the same way. He did not confront
the ambiguity at the core of his own thought, the possibility that two individuals
could follow rational trajectories of moral decision making and come to
opposing conclusions, leaving them with an irresolvable antinomy. Harris’s
attempt to clarify actually had the effect of making his position more
ambiguous: “[Mjoral freedom was the ability to choose those alternatives that
are consistent with the needs of the society” (Lyons, 1964, p. 80). Harris fell
back to his institutional stance in which the institutions generated the
alternatives as well as the criteria, and, inevitably, the determination of which
alternatives would be chosen. However, Harris again placed himself in the
middle of a paradox when he also defined self-activity as the realization that
one must be self-determined, which translated into a direct relationship with the
actual form of Spirit and not just its symbolic structure or physical, earthly
manifestations (Harris, 1901).
Inherent in Harris’s notion of self-determination, which the Puritans
interpreted as the religious experience of personal salvation, was the possibility
that the individual might be graced with a state of morality that went beyond the
earthly institutions , a morality whispered by Spirit or by God “himself.” After
this experience, an individual, if possessing other cultural credentials
necessary for legitimization, could claim morality as a guiding force even
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though his or her interpretation opposed the other cultural elite individuals who
accepted institutional life and led the moral way. An individual who
experienced such direct communication with Spirit, and who resided in a
position of power within the culture, concerned many middle-class Americans in
the Gilded Age. One can point to some of the individuals with immense wealth
during this time who were believed to have crossed over the boundaries of
moral convention, even as they claimed morality as his or her directing
imperative (as discussed in chapter 3).
Neither Harris nor his contemporaries had an answer for this. It was a
paradox that public schools could not solve. In fact, schools functioned to
perpetuate it by continuing the effort to serve several different populations in
different ways. At the same time, under the prodding of rhetoric by such
national leaders as Harris, the moral imperative was placed in the domain of
formal schooling for safe keeping. Such was the paradox of Harris’s life.
Throughout his life he spoke passionately and attempted to enact that of
the individual striking out to discover his “self.” And in the process he identified
himself as the individual in education to not only preserve the institution as he
perceived it, but also identified his own “s e lf as that which characterized the
institution of education to be embodied by all other Americans. An indication of
this is the very quantity of moral sermons Harris presented at national
education meetings and published in national education journals.
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What Harris and others like him oversaw was the institutionalization of
the perspective that the process of moral transcendence should be located in
public schools, and that public schools had the responsibility to produce not
only individuals who would engage in the moral imperative as constructed
around the symbolic self of John Winthrop, but also produce, as a form of
limited transcendence, willing servants to industrialization’s cause. Underlying
each possible identity as that which represented part of the corporate body was
the errand into the wilderness - the moral imperative of transcending the self
to the larger self, regardless of which way one defined the larger symbolic self.
The errand, as institutionalized by those middle-class professionals and
cultural elite, pulsed strongly throughout the twentieth century, even while
existing for the most part as an implicit foundation of thought.
However, a century has passed and another crisis has emerged. Again,
jeremiads are filling radio and television waves, as well as the printed page,
replete with warnings from every possible point in America. The echo in recent
years has become stronger and more clear America has lost its moral
compass, has lost its unified cultural identity because of the failure of
education. And only through the reinvigoration of public education can
America be saved again and the errand preserved. The gift has been handed
down.
The question for the next chapter becomes: Do those in the discussion
understand the double nature of the gift and its effect on America’s symbolic
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consciousness in terms of the function and purpose of public education as a
location of moral activity? Or, is this another unconscious repetition of a very
old tradition that, while always changing in content, sustains the symbolic
framework - despite the fact that the manner in which the symbols have been
transmitted by schools has removed a crucial process needed for the symbols
to continue to possess meaning, that of individual interpretation?
Endnotes
1
The number 500 is at best an estimate. In McCluskey (1950), Curti
(1959), Kliebard (1992) and Lyons (1964) the number differs, though not
significantly. In fact, each one suggest that the actual number may run much
higher. All of Harris’s papers, presented to the Smithsonian by his sister, have
never been fully counted.
2
Throughout early American history it was anathema to believe that
America could ever have institutions, for to those such as Thomas Jefferson
America was all about representing a break from the dark forces of history that
enveloped Europe. However, once the Civil War was decided, it became
possible to believe that a new history, that of good and light and of the
spiritually reinvigorated sense, was being bom and putting human perfection
within reach. In effect, history itself was being challenged.
The logic, then, determined that institutions, as constructed as American
institutions, could be nothing but pure and representative of historical
transcendence. In other words, they would have an ideal that the previous
history of institutions could never achieve (Lewis, 1955; Noble, 1965 [see
chapter 1 for a full discussion on this notion of American history as ahistorical]).
3
As discussed before, through the works of New Englanders, beginning
with the Puritans, the notion of education - not only as a moral imperative, but
in terms of the actual organization and system - gave the rest of America
models as well as beginning assumptions about education, especially after the
Civil W ar when mass public education became a reality and each state was
searching for models by which to construct and run efficiently their own school
systems. Also during this time, national educational leadership posts were
dominated by those of New England stock, including Charles Eliot, G. Stanley
Hall, Joseph Rice, Henry Barnard, Horace Mann, etc.
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I do not exclude women from the white and Protestant categories, for in
this instance white Protestant females also participated within this generalized,
thematic framework that I am presenting, especially in terms of social prestige,
class, wealth and race. Harris made it a point to speak specifically about
women’s responsibility to also participate (see Harris, 1901b, 1900).
5
As noted in chapter 1, individual lives provide insight into how particular
discourses can operate on a macro level, even while an individual tends to
weave in and out and often contradict the prevailing system of thought as he or
she operates within and is guided by such a system.
One way to express this is to borrow from quantum physics: While at the
quantum level reality is fluid, ever-changing, colliding and contradicting, on the
macro level certain patterns and tendencies of existence emerge that appear
stable and tangible and that provide a framework of seemingly solid material
that in general sustains itself over a long period of time.
Thus, in an historical sense, Harris’s thought then arose from his
interaction with the world and with his cultural past being ever present due to
the cultural habits of thought he inherited. I picked Harris’s discourse and life
to examine because of the well-developed nature of his writing, as well as the
heavily documented leadership role he played in giving words to what was
taking place in the emergence of education as an institution. Again, though,
his words are not in direct relation to all other thoughts that his contemporaries
had, but act as an excellent indicator, in Derrida’s terms (see chapter 1), to
what were the issues and how education was related to national identity.
6
Harris began to perceive the notion of God as more of an abstract force
and less as a physical or personal being. At this time, science was explaining
its findings in terms offerees and motions rather than in terms of essences.
Harris saw much to be admired in the scientific method and forms of language
to describe the so called empirical observations. He attempted later to pattern
his administrative writings and organizations, as well as his educational
philosophy within this framework, which as discussed in chapter 1 had the
effect of restricting the very symbols he was attempting to preserve.
7
It is interesting to note that late in life, Harris actually believed Spirit had
one more dialectical push to make for earthly society - internationalism. Of
course, the international government or body would look very much like the
American form and be dominated by Americans. In fact, not too many years
later, President Woodrow Wilson attempted to take the first steps toward such
an institutional creation when he proposed the League of Nations.
8
This was a popular thought at the time in many areas of American life.
American troops were beginning to move throughout the world to spread
“democracy.” In fact, between 1898 and 1902, American troops assumed
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control of the Philippines and remained stationed there for some 50 years.
Other forays fed by the desire of a global empire were frequent. For a very
famous speech in Congress calling for America to march across the world to
spread its light, see Albert J. Beveridge’s Senate speech in the 56th
Congressional Record, first session, 1899. Beveridge prophesied that America
was to create outposts all over the world through imperial methods. This was a
move away from the Puritan notion of leading others by the light of example. In
the late 1800s, Americans became much more inclined to force the light upon
others, following the thematic of Manifest Destiny.
9
I do include African-Americans within this discourse, despite the fact that
their attempts to participate in this American framework were constantly
thwarted. Harris believed the African-American was to be included in the moral
imperative (Harris, 1892)
10
It is no small indication of Harris’s belief in the importance of language
that he served as editor-in-chief for Websters New International Dictionary, a
dictionary in which Noah Webster expressed his intention of developing and
controlling the meanings of American lexicon so to preserve the unique
American identity.
12
The church as the highest level of spirituality presented a dilemma for
Ham's that he never fully addressed. The paradox at the heart of this notion is
that while in the end the individual must embody the institutions as the highest
forms of spiritual expression of Spirit, the individual is also expected to engage
in self-activity in which he or she, if having reached the highest stage, is in a
position to listen to no authority except that which comes directly from God
(Spirit). This is obviously problematic for institutions that exist and persist only
through obedience from all individuals within its cultural domain.
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CHAPTER 5

MORAL CRISIS OF AMERICA AND ITS SCHOOLS: CURRENT JEREMIADS
AND A LOSS OF SYMBOLIC MEANING

When we say we will put America first, we mean also that our Judeo-Christian
values are going to be preserved, and our Western heritage is going to be
handed down to future generations, not dumped onto some landfill called
multiculturalism.
(Pat Buchanan, 1992, p. 21)
Technology, at an advanced level,. . . makes shared experiences and
traditions irrelevant. Deep symbolic meaning - the meaning of life and the
meaning of history - is used to interpret such experiences and traditions.
When symbolic meaning loses its practical import, it survives only as nostalgia
or as a game.
(Richard Stivers, 1994, p. x)

History is a weapon. Who controls the meaning and understanding of a
nation’s history controls the future.
(Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., 1991a, p. 52)

Complaints of an American moral crisis in the present age project into a
familiar thematic pattern, one embedded in passionate, jeremiad rhetoric: The
inherited moral imperative is dying a slow death and depravity darkens the
American soul; cultural identity is fractured and moral certainty is collapsing.
Mainstream middle-class1 optimism and its faith in the notion of Progress (God,
Spirit), a state of transcendence dependent upon each American embodying
the moral imperative provided by the institution of school, has diminished.
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Historian Michael Zuckerman identifies the unease in the middle-class psyche:
“And since our sense of history as always hinged on our heady assurance of
bigger and better things to come, we now find ourselves adrift on uncertain
seas, doubting divine direction of our mysterious voyage” (1988, p. 13). The
terms “mysterious voyage” and “divine direction” indicate an attempt by
Zuckerman to evoke an emotional response. He is firmly within the lineage of
Puritan historical and jeremiad writing (see chapter 1). He laments this sense
of a vision or metanarrative gone awry. For Zuckerman, the thicket of the dark
wilderness is winning the moral battle.
Another effect of this modem jeremiadic repetition is to blame the
institutions chosen to protect American symbols and the morality that gives the
symbols concrete expression - education, or more accurately, public schools.
More than a century ago, schools interpreted that charge as a task to control
children’s moral behavior and to infuse each child with the correct cultural
predisposition under the guise of transmitting knowledge through a so called
neutral, or non-ideological, discourse. This interpretation was instituted and
remains embedded to this day despite persistent critiques (see Pinar, et al.,
1995, for a thorough guide through and explanation of most of the discourses
critiquing the institution and its curriculum). Most of the current jeremiads
describe in detail public schools’ failure in this charge. Yet, at the same time,
they seek to perpetuate public school as the institution most suitable to satisfy
these national needs. According to many modem jeremiads, children no longer
are pushed through the process of moral transcendence as developed during
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the Gilded Age, a state in which each child comes to understand and accept
his or her role in society and fulfills this prescribed destiny in a carefully
measured manner.
In a nostalgic twist of the Puritan jeremiad impulse,2 the call is not to
disassemble public schools in favor of a future alternative, but to return them to
their “original” and “ideal” institutional state. The assumption is that only
through schooling (a term beginning in the late nineteenth century that
supplanted the broader notion of education) can America not dim as the
redeeming light of the world. This discourse produced a clear threat:
America’s sense of being chosen - by God, Progress or Spirit, depending on
what one chooses to label a universal or teleological force - represented by
world military strength, conceit of moral authority over global matters and
economic prowess, will wither and a divine guiding hand will snatch away the
inherited gift and the grace of moral certainty within its wrappings.
However, a distinct difference exists between the culturally powerful
jeremiadic form and language employed by the Puritans, which functioned to
mediate an understanding of the symbols that applied to that specific time and
place, and the present age jeremiads, which function to mediate nothing
because the assumption is that there is nothing there to mediate, that all is selfevident, that morality is ahistorical.
The Puritan jeremiadic form operated simultaneously within both literal
and figural, sacred and secular spaces. The reader or listener had to
continually interpret, to find or produce meaning within the symbols to fit that
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particular point in time. A symbol’s continual existence depended upon that
intellectual habit. This symbolic flexibility and multiplicity of meaning provided
an infinite space by which symbols could grow and adjust to the social
conditions of a time and place. As went the Puritan cultural practices, so, too,
went the symbols, always maintaining a sense of the spiritual in every human
activity.
However, in the present age, while some seem compelled to engage in
the jeremiad form and write down the symbols in hope that such colorful
depictions will move the populace, a crucial element of the jeremiadic ritual has
been lost (Stivers, 1994). As discussed in chapter 3, during the Gilded Age a
general shift took place that privileged the so called literal over the figural,
disrupting the delicate balance managed by the Puritans. Due to historical
circumstances, particularly the felt need to control the environment, a form of
writing and thinking that employed mechanical and technological metaphors
emerged and captured the American imagination.
This language, and the unique faith placed in it - that its form could
control matter in a direct way — was applied throughout institutional life. It was
an extreme and powerful recovery of the Puritan maxim, form controls matter,
but more dangerous than Puritans could ever dream due to the nature of the
emerging “technicist" discourse. C. H. Bowers and David Flinders (1990)
explain how this pattern of thought operates, specifically in terms of how it
overemphasizes classroom control instead of individual intellectual and
spiritual growth:
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[W]e . . . use the label of “technicist” to communicate the growing
importance given to reducing every aspect of experience, including the
dynamics of the classroom, to technique that can be rationally
formulated for the purpose of improving prediction, control, and
efficiency.. . .
The technicist pattern of thinking, with its machine-like analogues.. .
[assumes] (1) a view of the rational process as culturally neutral, (2) a
view of language as a conduit, and (3) a view of learning as individually
centered [as opposed to cooperatively], (p. 5, p. 9)
Such assumptions have gradually eroded the habits of interpretation
crucial to the vitality of the Puritan gift of a symbolic structure perpetuated by
the ritual of the jeremiad. “Technicist” discourse acknowledges no ambiguity,
allows for no multiple meanings. Language is not perceived to point to “inner”
experiences, but instead becomes a clear representation of reality. In effect,
interpretation becomes unnecessary. The Puritan moral imperative of an
individual responsible for interpreting the symbols presented in a jeremiadic
ritual was forgotten by the institution of school, the location with the most
access to American youth. An effect of this forgetting or devaluing is clear:
When social conditions change, producing a need for shifts in the symbolic
meanings, such adjustments fail due to the lack of a flexible language to
mediate the symbols for the new time and place (Stivers, 1994). The institution
of schooling, instead of adjusting to the fluctuations and disruptions of time,
has in fact reduced the meanings of the symbols down to simple moral maxims
to be transmitted to and memorized by the student (Tyack, 1993). While the
jeremiad remains the American middle-class model by which to express a
sense of cultural crisis, its usefulness as a tool to evoke emotion and action in
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others has been rendered obsolete due to the technicist discourse that controls
the schools.
In other words, the object and target of jeremiads - American youth are no longer capable of mediating the symbols. A student can only mimic the
words without understanding or providing new meanings to suit the current
historical context. Students believe that the American symbol of freedom has
transformed into something either beyond their grasp and no longer applicable,
or nothing more than a cynical chase for money and power.3
Yet, students continue to engage in a restless, disturbed use of the
language that expresses such symbols as America and the moral imperative of
the errand into the wilderness. This rupture between the impulse to mediate
symbols and the lack of a language to do so produces a state of high anxiety.
As Whitehead (1927) points out, humans operate in the world in meaningful
ways only through a symbolic structure. However, symbols must be
interpreted, not just repeated, to sustain meaning and flexibility. What has
become a game of nostalgia for those employing the jeremiad forms (Stivers,
1994, see quote at beginning of chapter), for the young it is a game that makes
no sense, for they possess no knowledge of its purpose or its rules. The gift
was not delivered. Or rather, the gift was delivered by schools, but in a
language that is non-flexible, direct and so detrimental to the ambiguity
symbols must have to survive. Simply, the gift was badly mishandled and
damaged upon delivery.
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Before developing the lack of symbolic mediation any further, it is
necessary to more carefully report the content of current jeremiads as far as
they concern American culture and public education’s entangled existence with
the symbolic function of such an identity.
The Storv of America Unravels
“And though I can only look up and at a very steep angle, to Washington and
Lincoln, let me remind you of their concern for the sometimes delicate unity of
the people. The notion that we are and should be one people rather than
’peoples’ of the United States seems so self-evident and obvious that it is hard
for me to imagine that I must defend it” (Bob Dole, 1996, p. 2).
In the last few years, something of a mantra has emerged in public
jeremiads over the perception of a modern moral crisis in and of America: The
American story has fragmented. The once seamless plot of America as a
country elected by a touch of divine grace and given the errand of
sacred/secular progress has lost its narrator. The fear is that the deep
celebratory voice has multiplied into many voices, mostly shrill, each with its
own interest and story line. The book has lost a cohesive symbolic structure by
which to maintain the linear nature of the story of the nation. Certain groups in
America are scrambling to erase these seemingly “tangential” chapters and
return to the central theme of an elect nation moving forward as long as its
citizens stay true to the moral path. Historian Gary Nash indicates a deepseeded impulse to control and create a narrative coherence, part of the Puritan
cultural gift handed down through the ages:
Of course, the old coherence of the old overarching themes were those
derived from studying mostly the experience of only one group of people
in American society or in grounding all the mega historical constructs in
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the Western experience.. . . By showing that different groups
experience a particular era of movement in starkly different ways, such
terms as “The Jacksonian Age of the Common Man,” “The Westward
Movement,".. . or the past 1945 years as the “Affluent Society,” become
only tall-tale labels of narrowly conceived history. (1993, p. 254, p.256)
An eloquent partisan4 of the American story as clear, progressive and
unified, even as its constituents are diverse, is historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.
In the early 1990s, Schlesinger sat on a multicultural commission whose
charge was to rewrite the New York State curriculum in an effort to take into
greater account the diverse populations of the state. Schlesinger was troubled
by the path of the commission, which he believed sought to broaden the scope
of history in social studies to the point of disrupting any notion that America has
had an identity, meaning and history worth celebrating. He complained that
America as a narrative created out of a symbol was transformed by the
commission into a cacophony of voices, each singing its own historical story
without concern for how the piece works as a whole (Schlesinger, 1991b).
Schlesinger penned a response of dissent against the commission’s decisions.
His polemic was published as a book, The Disuniting of America (1991a), with
excerpts published as an article the same year.
Schlesinger argues that while diversity is a fact of American life, a
national identity with a common history still generates a means to manufacture
and transmit the symbolic narrative and its moral constituents to children.
Otherwise, Schlesinger claims, the only effect will be violence:
What happens when people of different ethnic origins, speaking different
languages and professing different religions, settle in the same
geographical locality and live under the same political sovereignty?
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Unless a common purpose binds them together, tribal hostilities will
drive them apart.. . . They [immigrant Europeans] expected to become
Americans. . . . They saw America as a transforming nation, banishing
dismal memories and developing a unique national character based on
common political ideals and shared experience. The point of America
was not to preserve old culture, but to forge a new American culture.
(Schlesinger, 1991a, p. 10, p. 13).
Schlesinger asserts that those who wrap themselves in the label
multiculturalists are ravaging the national identity of America even as they
claim to merely be redressing past sins and including forgotten voices:
Unfortunately a cult of ethnicity has arisen both among non-Anglo whites
and among non-white minorities to denounce the idea of a melting pot,
to challenge the concept of “one people" and to protect, promote and
perpetuate separate ethnic and racial communities.. . . Its [ethnic
gospel] is that America is not a nation of individuals at all but a nation of
groups, that ethnicity is the defining experience for most Americans and
that ethnic ties are permanent and indelible and that division into ethnic
communities establishes the basic structure of American society and the
basic meaning of American history.. . . Multi-ethnic dogma abandons
historic purpose.. . . It belittles unum and glorifies plurabus.
(Schlesinger 1991a, p. 15, p. 16).
Schlesinger indicts those sitting on the multicultural commission with
attempting to change and control the future meaning of America by rewriting
history curriculum in terms of ethnic groups and not as one people with a
common vision and mission. Schlesinger admits that the notion of an American
synthesis inherently has an Anglo-Saxon cast to it, but such a story is not an
act of Anglo-Saxon domination:
The republic embodies ideals that transcend ethnic, religious, and
political lines. It is an experiment reasonably successful for a while, in
creating the common identity for people of diverse races, religions,
language, cultures. But the experiment can continue only so long as
Americans continue to believe in its goal. If the republic now turns away
from Washington’s old goal of “one people," what is its future? -
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disintegration of the national community, apartheid, Balkanization,
tribalization? (Schlesinger, 1991a, p. 118)
Schlesinger in no way disputes the necessity to rewrite the social
studies curriculum into something more inclusive. However, he believes that
for the “book of America" to be successful, individuals must conform to an epic
narrative structure dependent on easily identifiable characters. For
Schlesinger, the “struggle to redefine national identity” (1991b, p. 14) has been
recast by many on the commission into an effort to dispose of any coherent
vestiges of a common purpose in favor of ethnic fragmentation, none having
anything in common except the oppression by white males (Schlesinger,
1991b).
However, Schlesinger appears not to recognize that certain aspects of
the discourse employed by many of the multiculturalists harbors many of his
same grand impulses. In part, this is due to his strategy of isolating the most
extreme parties in the multicultural debate, specifically the Afro-centrists,
whose claims hinge upon whether the ethnic origin of Western civilization is
“black” or “white.”5 While much of the mainstream multicultural discourse
revolves around acknowledging ethnic differences, with the hope that toleration
and understanding will actually lead to cooperation and a better social future
for all, Schlesinger fails to appreciate the similarities between he and they.
Both reside within the same inherited symbolic framework.
Multiculturalists still attempt to preserve this symbol called America, they
still believe it has a mission, an errand. A faith remains that their approach to
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transmitting the symbols of the nation is the authentic one. Charles Willie
(1992) writes that mainstream multiculturalism is concerned with saving
America and Americans, not destroying it:
[Multiculturalism seeks to bring] together individuals and groups with
different histories and customs so they may mutually enhance each
other.. .[and that] institutions are obligated to seek new members who
are unlike those present. They do this not because it is nice to do so,
but because diversity is essential to their creativity and problem-solving.
It is necessary for their world — and their survival, (p. 71)
An issue for those employing a multicultural discourse is that a single
powerful cultural group - white, male, middle class - has distorted and
corrupted America’s origins and ideals. For mainstream multiculturalists, there
is such a thing as an American story as well as an esteemed symbol of
America that deserves to be preserved and perpetuated. James Banks, noted
for his work in education and multiculturalism, claims a national identity must
still exist, an American identity not formed from just one dominant cultural
cluster but from all cultures that call the terrain within America’s boundaries
home:
National identification and related citizenship competencies are
important for all citizens, regardless of their ethnic group membership
and ethnic affiliations. National identification should be acknowledged
and promoted in all educational programs related to ethnicity and
education.
However, individuals can have a wide range of cultural and
linguistic traits and characteristics and still be reflective and effective
citizens of their nation-states.. . . Individuals can have ethnic
allegiances and characteristics and yet endorse overarching and shared
national values and ideals as long as their ethnic values and behaviors
do not violate or contradict democratic values and ideals. (Banks, 1988,
pp. 44-45).
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Banks is explicit about an effect of multiculturalism. Even as it identifies
and “respects” differences, what often occurs is a recognition of similarities
upon which communication can be grounded: “However, sociologically they
[the different American ethnic groups] have many of the same traits and
characteristics of other ethnic groups, such as a sense of peoplehood, unique
behavioral values and norms, and unique ways of perceiving the world"
(Banks, 1988, p. 45).
However, due to the lack of moral and ethical behavior by some implied within the call for understanding, cooperation and toleration - America
has suffered and strayed from its original intent of a more perfect society. For
many multiculturalists, such a society should be measured and defined by its
rhetoric of justice, freedom, tolerance and the social “good” (Banks, 1988;
Willie, 1992). In other words, the symbolic rhetoric extends to all those who
call themselves American and who are willing to embody its democratic
institutions and ways.
Again, moral behavior is crucial for the symbol to sustain authenticity.
And, no matter which side one takes, a common consensus is that America has
fallen into a dangerous, iniquitous moral dilemma. Moral vision has been lost.
Schlesinger and others who participate in this discourse believe the truth and
power of American symbols lay in transmitting to the young the notion of unum
and a blindness to ethnic distinction. Those participating in a multiculturalists
interpretation, in effect, put their faith in the future of America in plurabus, in the
recognition of ethnicities as long as those ethnicities do not engage in
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disposing of the overarching national identity, which is necessary for a
democratic society to function. From the perspective of both positions, the
story of America does not deserve to be erased from what little American
memory exists. For the perception is that without historical understanding,
America will fail to survive its “dark” moment - its modem moral crisis.
The Light Dims: America in Dark Time
“And yet the genius of the American people is being stifled. Our economy is
growing at the slowest pace of recovery of any period in the century. Income of
the working men and women in America is dropping or stagnant. There’s kind
of a gnawing feeling throughout the nation that in some way, for some reason,
there’s just something wrong” (Jack Kemp, 1996, p.3).
In late 1995 at a small Missouri university, sociologist Robert Bellah,
author of Habits of the Heart f1985V delivered a modem day jeremiad to rival
any given by Puritan clergy Cotton Mather or Jonathan Edwards. Bellah
distilled the whole of his assumptions about the current state of modern
American life down to seven words that served as a title: “The Moral Crisis in
American Public Life." The issue for Bellah in his speech was not whether a
moral crisis actually existed. Instead Bellah’s dilemma was to determine what
constitutes the current crisis, what are its effects and what can rectify it.
In true jeremiadic tradition, Bellah’s proposals hinge upon the recovery
of a Puritan gift forgotten somewhere along the national ascending trail:
Americans have to muster the will. Again, the Puritan intellectual maxim
compels its employer - form controls matter. If Americans will it to happen, if
Americans retrieve their lost moral forms, if they carry the correct spiritual
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rather than scientific rationale to interpret these forms, then the symbols of
America and the errand will be saved. Otherwise all is lost.
Bellah begins his jeremiad with a series of questions, each a rhetorical
satellite orbiting a moral center point: “How ought we live together?” (p.1):
In seeking an answer to this question, can society exclude moral truth
and moral reasoning? Can the biblical wisdom which played such a
formative part in the very founding of your country be excluded from that
debate? Would not doing so mean that America’s founding documents
no longer have any meaning, but are only the formal dressing of
changing opinion? (1995, p.1)
Bellah weighs these questions with urgency. No less than the vaulted
gift of American freedom is at stake. He seizes upon the logic that places
“freedom” within a particular moral structure, which is Puritan in disposition.
This situates Bellah within a rhetorical trajectory of making necessary the
return to and retrieval of an “original” Puritan intent concerning freedom:
Surely it is important for America that the moral truths which made
freedom possible should be passed on to each new generation. Every
generation of Americans needs to know that freedom — freedom that
consists not in doing what we like, but in having the right to do what we
ought. That startling idea... takes us right back to the very beginning of
the American project.
John Winthrop, first governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony,
said something very similar in the seventeenth century. Winthrop
distinguished between “natural liberty." that is the liberty to do what you
list, we would say to do what you want, and true liberty, what he called
“moral freedom in reference to the covenant between God and man" which is a liberty “to do only which is good, just and honest.” (p. 1-2)
Bellah diagnoses Americans with an addiction to “natural” freedom. He
describes a litany of moral failures due to Americans’ embrace of the depraved
and self-absorbed sense of freedom and morality. He asserts that this moral
darkening is the worst kind of disease, for it begins with American leaders, the
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very ones to exemplify the highest moral transcendence to individuality. This is
a dilemma that even William Torrey Harris’s (see chapter 4) moral remedies
could not solve. Harris could not deny that such moral transcendence also has
the possible effect of an individual dismissing any other moral authority but him
or her self. Bellah has recognized this effect. As such, one’s acts may prove
to run counter to moral conventions of the day and threaten the very institutions
they were chosen to guard and lead. Bellah provides examples of those
leaders who did not given in to their depravity.
His list of moral giants includes John Winthrop, Abraham Lincoln and
Franklin Roosevelt. For Bellah, these men embodied the highest form of what
it meant to be American. They were the light of America. However, in the fire
below he places modem politicians, whose glib remarks glide without
resistance through surface expressions of morality. They rarely get burned.
He gives the example of an Associated Press story on former Louisiana
Governor Buddy Roemer. Bellah quotes the article: “Although Roemer was a
moderate on social programs while in office, he has turned hard to the right and
is now pushing for a return to chain gangs in Louisiana and backing much of
[David] Duke’s ’91 platform” (quoted in Bellah, 1995, p. 2). Roemer responded
in the article that he was only doing what the people wanted. Bellah charges
that Roemer illustrates the lack of any moral compass in American leaders,
each willing to shift with the prevailing winds of mood or opinion, each willing to
be carried along rather than to face the surge head on and risk ridicule.
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Bellah’s jeremiad contends that due to an absence of leadership, the
darkness lodged deep within the soul of each American crawls out unimpeded.
The social environment suffers: Race relations remain tense; immigration
again is a serious issue; the gap between poor and wealthy grows wider each
year; “The shrinking middle class [has become] increasingly anxious about its
future" (Bellah, 1995, p.3); the powerful and wealthy “overclass” (Bellah, p.4)
has forsaken the “social covenant” in favor of increasing “natural” freedoms.
This “overclass" encourages the mainstream middle class to follow its example.
In this discourse, the set of freedoms translate into the demand to pay
less or no taxes, to sheer away government regulation, to reduce government
itself except in areas such as military armament and crime prevention. Military
because the wealthy benefit economically from America’s intrusions into other
countries to control the market economy; and crime because more money to
“fight” crime equates into more police protection from the poor, with the effect
of diverting attention away from the immorality of those with wealth (Bellah,
1995).
Bellah asserts that the discourse of the wealthy, designed to alleviate an
anxiety or guilt over any act that might oppress another human, systematically
constructs a social paradigm in which the poor have no one to blame but
themselves. The middle class responds with ambivalence and finds itself
hampered by a difficult either/or: Follow the lead of the rich in the expansion of
natural freedoms, forsaking the inherited middle-class moral structure and its
spiritual cast at the possible cost of losing a coherent national identity; or return
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to the project of “what they ought,” to preserve the moral symbolism defined by
the impulse to spread its social gospel to all and sustain clear, if not exhausted,
national boundaries. The tension between the two does not function to
paralyze the middle class, but instead develops a pendulum motion in which
most Americans swing back and forth between having faith in the discourse of
self-reliance and self-control and having faith in the discourse of community
control.
Embedded in the psyche of the American middle class is a tendency to
engage in a discourse that possibly emerged from the Puritan notion of
individual moral conversion and transcendence (see chapter 2). During the
Gilded Age, this discourse gave rise to the notion of an autonomous, rugged,
individual responsible for “his” own well-being and actions. This translated into
the maxim that if one works hard enough, grounds his or her actions in strong
moral principles, then he or she will achieve the American dream of the present
age, the visible signs of one being “right with God” - money, home, family and
security against the world’s vicissitudes.
The impoverished represent everything that the middle class wants to
escape. For the middle class, which has experienced a real drop in net income
and a perceived loss of spiritual purpose, the poor provide an object by which
to define itself against (see chapter 3). The sense of uneasiness resonates in
part due to the recognition of just how close many middle-class families find
themselves to a precarious financial position, closer to the realities of economic
poverty than most like to admit.
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A crucial psychological aspect to this is that the mainstream American
middle class6 inherited from Puritans (the Puritan gift) a sense of being God’s
chosen and an impulse to assume the role of guardian, producers of America’s
sacred/secular symbolic structure. However, overtime, the sacred sense of the
gift was transformed by material practices and habits of Protestant middle-class
Americans, with an effect of elevating certain tangible signs of electness: A
“good” income, a home, a steady job, a family. In other words, the secular
expressions tended to swallow up the sacred.
Such signs became ends in themseives and not signs of something far
greater in spiritual terms (Stivers, 1994; Bercovitch, 1993; Zuckerman, 1988).
In the present age, such material rewards seem out of reach for many
American middle-class families. This economic reality produces a pressing
fear that America itself is under siege, that as guardians it (the middle class)
has failed in its task, its errand. And, that the symbolic discourse of the
individual transcending to something greater, to a national identity, has
somehow become distorted into the individual interested in satisfying only his
or her immediate needs with no notions of transcending, by engaging in self
control, such concerns for greater rewards later. Self-reliance, however, still
reverberates through the thoughts and actions of the American middle class,
many of whom cling to the notion that one just has to engage in hard work to
raise him or herself up to the such a position in the world.
At the same time, the American middle class also has placed faith in its
(America’s) future into a kind of national affair of social engineering so as to
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transmit its notions of American morality to all others, both rich and poor. The
location by which to transmit this dream of controlling the present and the
future by regulating the extreme elements of American society, this fantasy of
middle class for all and all for the middle class, became the institution of
schooling. Many middle-class individuals suspect that the wealthy represent
how a life without boundaries and focused solely on desires of the self
generates immoral extremes. Such a condition is the worst possibility of the
discourse of individuality. But its pull in this day and age is powerful (Bellah,
1995; Zuckerman, 1988).
In some ways, the notion of mass public schools became a way of
reconciling the individual self versus social imposition antinomy (see chapters
3 and 4). Or, if not a reconciliation, at least a form of temperance, of balance.
The schools would encourage the development of an individual able to rely on
his or her self, but the extremes that emerge when one concentrates solely on
one’s own wants would be tempered by the imposition of a moral structure to
which the middle class as a whole could comply. Again, if one just learned to
embody the moral errand, defined in the late nineteenth century by the middle
class and institutionalized in the schools in terms of self control at a young age,
then the extremes of depravity brought by massive wealth or lowly poverty
would be alleviated.
The consequence of this, of course, is that America is now in a moral
crisis not only due to the anxiety of the middle class over its own existence,
over just what it means to identify oneself as an American, but by the failing of
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a particular institution in its national task of transmitting to students a moral
symbolic structure for each to embody. Individual calls to return to the original
American morality will inevitably fail, according to Bellah, whose jeremiadic
discourse exemplifies the general middle-class sense of moral crisis: “As long
as we are divided into overclass, underclass and anxious class most of us live
under the threat of homelessness and despair. The other condition is that we
repair our civic culture and strengthen our. . . national and global identities”
(Bellah, 1995, p. 9). In other words, something must be done on a national
scale or America as the light of the world will dim.
One of the predominant claims of and reactions to ritualized jeremiads
such as Bellah’s is the call to reform public schools. Instead of calling for a
complete end to schooling, as understood in the present age, the response is
to repeat a century-old rhetorical motion: Return to a time when schools
“worked” and America was certain of its identity. Americans refuse to let go of
the symbols or of education as the location charged with preserving the
symbols and their meanings - a thoroughly Puritan impulse. However, in the
present day few can agree on what discourse is best suited to proceed with this
nostalgic inclination.
Many groups compete for the right to impose their language and
meanings that will describe and shape school reform. Some argue for a return
to a “traditional" school curriculum, with emphasis on competition, efficiency,
academic excellence, back- to-basics, and national standards. In effect, these
“traditionalists” seek an institution that dispatches cultural knowledge in a way
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that can be measured against other societies (though they would claim the
knowledge being transmitted is culturally neutral and so applicable to all).
Others who share Bellah's vision seek reform by retrieving the broader
Puritan notion of education (as something more than schooling). This reform
discourse privileges the inclusion of moral and spiritual pilgrimages directed
within the classroom by a teacher. The claim by this reform faction is that such
spiritual/moral language provides a better means by which to mediate the
symbols and save America from decay and fragmentation.
I will begin with the “traditionalists."
Back to the Basics
“And in no arena is a n . .. overriding national identity more crucial than
in our system of education.. . . Our public schools in particular have been the
great instrument of assimilation and the great means of forming an American
identity” (Schlesinger, Jr., 1991a, p. 17).
For the so called conservative wing of American culture, the crux of the
present condition is that the institution of school has forsaken its “traditional"
role of transmitting a basic core fund of cultural (presented as empirical)
knowledge. William Bennett (1992), Allan Bloom (1987), Chester Finn (1991),
E.D. Hirsch (1987) and Diane Ravitch (1985) and, to name but a few,
developed such jeremiadic critiques during the 1980s.
Inherent in each polemic is a “back-to-basics” or “back-to-the-canon”
mentality lauded by many national educational groups concerned that
America’s “center" (i.e. mainstream middle class that supports public
education) has become morally corrupted by external cultural influences. The
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“center" needs reminding, so to speak, of the moral imperative involved in living
“right,” translated as living as particular type of American life. The sentiment of
this tight-knit conservative cluster is that American schools have lost a vision
and have become fragmented and diffused in an effort to respect and respond
to every minority interest demand and heritage (not very different from
Schlesinger, Jr., who has worn the label of liberal with pride). According to this
discourse, schools must step outside of cultural politics and retrench to a
system of political neutrality. This is supposed to constitute a non-partisan
stance that carefully delineates and dictates all subject boundaries, space and
time in a measurable way with clear, concise, direct language as derived from
empirical science techniques. This indicates certain major assumptions, all
connected, all dating to the nineteenth century when schooling was
institutionalized and the scientific discourse was appropriated by mainstream
America: That knowledge could be directly dispatched through language; that
it was culturally neutral; that it could be employed to control the environment.
The notion of cultural neutrality is ironic, particularly due to the
expectations of the effects knowledge will have on each student. Those
participating in this “traditionalist” discourse assume that each student will
internalize a morality upon the transmission of knowledge, even though
knowledge is supposedly without moral constituents. American values,
according to this discourse, are natural and self-evident (and so in the category
of universal knowledge). Simply, America (Protestant middle class) is
knowledge. Students are expected, if given the “correct” information in the
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most “efficient” manner, to transform into skilled economic producers and
“virtuous” citizens participating in a social system presented as representing
the “good” and the “just." In effect, students will embody these values as long
as they are imparted the “right" kind of knowledge in the most efficient, direct
and clear way possible. In some ways, these privileged notions of directness,
clarity and efficiency function within the old Puritan metaphor of light. And the
desire by the traditionalists is that public school must keep the flame - an
American identity dependent upon global military and economic strength and
moral authority - lit. Light will prevail as long as schools impart a coherent
national identity in the form of a carefully controlled and measurable
curriculum.
One manner of interpreting this “traditionalists” point of view, in terms of
the Puritan historical framework provided here, is to recognize how closely it
follows the Puritan notion of schooling. Puritans schools were for transmission
(see chapter 2). Education, though, was a different, much broader matter.
However, the “traditionalists” have reduced education to schooling, claiming
that all other explicit instruction in morality or spirituality must take place
elsewhere. A tension re-appears. While schools must return to transmitting
so-called culturally neutral knowledge to achieve academic excellence as
measured by empirical means, at the same time the schools are responsible for
clearing America’s moral fog.
Even mainstream educational publications, which collect in their fold
both liberal and conservative factions, perpetuate the notion that public
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education must dictate the policies by which America will retrieve a clear moral
imperative. For instance, Michael Hartoonian, in his 1996 president's address
to the National Council of Social Studies, states that the Republic is under
siege, that only moral discretion as determined by educational leaders and
administrators will bring back America from the brink of destruction. The words
are filled with a theatrical, almost melodramatic flair for crisis thinking.
To spare American children from certain future disaster (the loss of a
national identity in terms of world power and economic status tinged with a
spiritual residue) educational leaders must peel away all the "fat” in the
curriculum. Hartoonian retrenches in nostalgia: Schools must again produce
students with skills to compete in a global market. Again, one can recognize a
tension-filled juxtaposition of technicist language and methods with the impulse
to give America a spiritual cast, a teleological purpose. A recent publication by
the National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future (September,
1996) performs a service for the “traditionalists." It supports nostalgic pleas (in
the guise of moving forward in time) and technocratic assumptions within the
mainstream duty of schooling.
The book length report warns that without “basic” skills taught in
schools, one cannot achieve economic success, which translates into each
individual not joining the effort to perpetuate a “good” society. The view here is
that in a “good” society, if an individual does not progress up the economic
ladder and add to the wealth of a nation, then this individual cannot be happy.
The report functions to remind Americans that they have forgotten how to be
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happy in their pursuit of property because they are not receiving the tools
necessary to engage in this moral imperative, this material hunt. The report,
“What Matters Most: Teaching for America’s Future," repeats the process of
trivializing and restricting the process of education. Education becomes but a
form of schooling. And according to this report, a direct correlation exists
between the economic health of a nation and schools:
Today’s society has little room for those who cannot read, write, and
compute proficiently
The economy of high-wage jobs for low-skilled
workers is fast disappearing. In contrast to only 20 years ago,
individuals who do not succeed in school have little chance of finding a
job or contributing to society - and societies that do not succeed at
education have little chance of success in a global economy.. . .
Business leaders announced their commitment to support employees’
involvement in their children’s education, to require evidence of
academic achievement for hiring, and to make states’ education
standards a key factor in business location. (Sept. 1996, p.3)
A shared stated intention is the need for a more efficient transmission of
the basic skills of reading, writing and arithmetic. Attached to this academic
core curriculum is a form of “good citizenship" for the lower grades (social
studies for the secondary) that places at its center a middle-class moral proviso
that all children should be taught to value hard work, loyalty to God and country
(which translates as one in the same), a nuclear family, church on Sunday and
economic security through merit. The belief is that if schools develop high
standards as determined by national test measurements, spend more time
imparting a “basic” curriculum, construct better and more instrumentally
attainable outcomes to better hold teachers and students accountable (and so
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sorted out [Spring, 1989]), then the symbolic structure as understood by the
American middle class will be sheltered.
Simple “self-evident* maxims spoken to young children, and dressed in
more sophisticated language for older students, mostly in the form of
governmental studies, function as all the explicit moral training necessary. In
the discourse of “back-to-basics” or “academic excellence” (both presumed to
have existed in some prior era), the concept of education, including its sense of
transcendence (see chapter 4), has narrow boundaries of meaning due to the
language expressing it. In this discourse, the student is but an empty
receptacle waiting for knowledge to be imparted. The student is to recognize
the self-evident moral imperative embedded within that cultural knowledge; and
the student must accept that education takes place, for the most part, in a
classroom. All other forms of education are reduced to minor problems of other
institutions, though in fact the public schools have, over time, assumed a
certain amount of responsibility for those forms also (see chapter 3).7
However, in none of these mainstream discourses of educational reform
(e.g. Bennett, 1992; Hirsch, 1987; Ravitch, 1985) is the notion of a broader
inherited Puritan function of education as a spiritual quest seriously discussed.
Instead, a generalized Protestantism is implied, understood and lived as a
synthesis of democratic capitalism and sacred and spiritual notions (Stivers,
1994). This does not mean that such discussion is lacking in education. Since
the 1960s the field of curriculum theory has explored such realms, though
without much impact on the institution of schooling in the public realm.
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However, other voices have emerged to counter the prevailing view of
education, a perspective that sees education, in effect, as a technical and
behavioral problem in how to best transmit knowledge and produce a sense of
self control in students that will conform to moral conventions. For curriculum
theorists participating in a very old discourse, retrieved in part from a Puritan
heritage, the topic of morality and spirituality in relation to the purpose of
American schools has become an overriding concern in need of public
exploration. For Dwayne Huebner (1995,1996) and David Purpel (1976, 1989),
two who have written extensively on this subject, the discussion is to amplify
again the notion of education as a moral and spiritual activity. And, in effect,
they both understand the necessity to “retrieve” a different non-technical
language by which to discuss these aspects of education as originally given by
the Puritans. However, both also place their faith in perpetuating the moral
imperative and the symbols that constitute America and America’s vision - the
errand into the wilderness - within the boundaries of schools.
Education as Spiritual Quest: Recovering a Puritan
Echo to Save America
Purpel, in his jeremiads on education, society and morality, detects two
competing clamors in America’s present age: “I speak of two roars - the first
has to do with the enormity of our present cultural, political, and economic
crisis, and with it the incipient possibility of catastrophe. The second general
realm of energy and excitement is in the world of ideas, which is bursting with
ever increasing vitality and brilliance" (1989, p. ix).
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At the center of this cultural maelstrom is the institution of school. For
Purpel, the logic is simple and linear How goes schooling goes America:
W e are, I believe, very much in a cultural, political, and moral crisis, and
hence, ipso facto, in an educational crisis..., I share the view that we as
a culture, nation, a people.. . confront enormous and awesome threats
to our most cherished notions of life.. . . [Education possesses a] broad
responsibility for the state of the culture.. . .
The failure of educational system is both cause and effect of a
crisis in the culture’s capacity to synthesize a coherent moral and
spiritual order. (Purpel, 1989, p. 1, p. 28)
Purpel places in the hands of public schools the power, as well as the
burden, to perform the ritual of exorcising the evil buried in the American spirit:
“I continue to have faith that education can indeed help us to overcome the
demons.. . . What this means is obviously that when we talk about education,
the stakes are very high - we are talking ultimately about the basic and most
important questions of human existence” (1989, p. xi, p. 10).
That portion of America that must come to grips with this responsibility is
none other than the “middle class, in part because... the middle class has both
political and economic power and increased educational potential, i.e., is in the
position to inform its power with a moral and religious vision” (Purpel, 1989, p.
x). Neither Purpel nor Huebner (1995, 1996) stray from the dominant
“traditionalists” assumption that schools are the ultimate battleground for
cultural survival. However, Purpel’s and Huebner*s visions veer from the
“traditionalists” in one significant way. Huebner and Purpel share a distinct
sensitivity to how language creates meaning, a recognition that interpretation is
crucial to preserve the symbols infusing America with imaginative power. In
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fact, Purpel (1989) and Huebner (1995,1996) appropriate the term education in
a different light, situating it outside (even prior to) the modem sense of
schooling as it came to be understood in the late nineteenth century. Instead,
each revives a Puritan sense of education as a moral and spiritual journey
pursued by an individual to transcend his or her current state and capture a
sense of “moreness" (Huebner, 1995, p. 16). An individual who agrees to
depart on this moral pilgrimage goes a long way to sustain a symbolic structure
infused with the power of imagination and narrative coherency. This view of
education is guided by an impulse to retrieve America’s original religious
symbols co-opted during the nineteenth century by those celebrating the
scientific discourse for secular ends and meanings.
Huebner (1995) writes that schools discarded the notion of education as
a journey of a self moving along a path with other selves, each seeking
transcendence, in favor of treating students as objects easily modified and
processed along a hierarchical ladder of knowledge. Current educational
language is not capable of providing for or expressing experiences of
“moreness,” a sense of relating to something more significant than any one
individual, a sense of what William Torrey Harris (Huebner as well) called
Spirit. Without this experience, one is not inspired to further his or her thinking
and engage in the act of interpretation:
The bewitching language of psychology and the behavioral sciences has
skewed our view of education. The language of ends and objectives,
which guides educational practice and decision making, is used to
depict a future state of affairs.
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The process whereby an individual moves from one state of being
to another and develops new capacities or competencies is identified as
“learning" - a term so much a part of the coin of the realm that it blocks
the imagination
“Learning” too quickly explains and simplifies that
movement or journey (Huebner, 1995, p. 17).
Purpel agrees. He writes that the language of the technicists and
behaviorists diminishes the process of education: “When I speak of
trivialization, I refer to two major phenomena of educational discourse - its
evasion or neglect of larger, more critical topics and the stress on technical
rather than on social, political and moral issues” (1989, p. 23). Huebner has
identified this tendency for schools to reduce moral discussion to technical
problems (if discussed at all), a framework in which the problem is parceled out
into discrete bits to be analyzed and altered. The solution is always
predetermined by the very logic of the educational language that frames the
questions. The effect is that the notion of morality, its meanings and
complexities, is not discussed at all. The ends have already been fixed:
Another educational end is set, and another task imposed upon
teachers.. . .The basic structures of the educational enterprise are not
brought under question. By focusing upon the teaching of moral and
ethical values, the conversation fails to identify the moral and ethical
problems created by the structures of schooling.. . . Teachers are often
blind to the moral dimension of their practice because educational
language tends to call attention only to those problems that can be
solved technically. (1995, p.1)
The privileging of technical language affected the meanings of individuality and
freedom as understood and furthered by the institution of public schools.
For the Puritans, such concepts provided a tension upon which to
contemplate. Each individual was to come to understand that freedom not only
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meant a capability to do what one “wanted," but also the responsibility to do
what one should as determined by moral precedent of the community or by
God’s silent conversation with the individual (see Bellah above, and chapter 2).
However, Purpel finds that the nature of individuality and freedom was
appropriated by the American urban Protestant middle class during the late
nineteenth century in a way that such concepts were transformed. The moral
imperative was still to become a free individual. But such a state of being was
conditioned upon an individual’s capability to compete against others.
Success against others translated into the freedom to do what one
wanted depending on one’s position of authority, in a sense the position to
control not only one’s own self but one’s own environment as well (see chapter
3). The school, when institutionalized, operated from this beginning premise,
that its function was to produce citizens who could compete for the reward of
freedom and individuality. An individual who wins is deemed successful.
Success means one is free from environmental fetters. At the same time, one
is given power to create and institute an environment for others. This freedom
signals the arrival of an individual who has transcended into total self-hood and
self-reliance. The moral structure of competition - of sorting out individuals
who deserve freedom and the privilege of making rules for others, and those
who deserve to defer and willingly follow the rules - was instituted and
perpetuated by schools. “Freedom has come to mean license for the powerful
rather than liberation of the weak; quality is seen as the privilege of competing
rather than the right to dignity” (Purpel, 1989, p. 16).
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In a paradoxical twist identified by Purpel (1989), a culture of “natural
freedoms” is actually constructed upon a conformist sensibility. An individual
must compete against others (and be measured and accounted for) or he or
she can never achieve the freedom of autonomous self hood. Purpel writes:
“The stress on individuality is by no means free of its conformist aspect —
indeed the culture demands that individuals compete, that they strive for
winning over and beating others; and that achievement in a broad but
ultimately bounded realm constitutes success” (1989, p. 32).
A moral imperative of competition for success has had broad
implications for schools. In America, Purpel writes, a morality passed along
within the curriculum does not have to be stated. Students figure out the
reward systems and requirements early on: “Students learn very quickly that
the rewards that schools provide - grades, honors, recognition, affection — are
conditioned upon achievement and certain behaviors of respect, obedience
and docility” (p. 35). To master this reward system of expectation and reward
provides the student with the opportunity for the acquisition of material
property, that of “feeling good” and a individual sense of achievement and
success. The system of schooling has had the effect of making it impossible
for a student to function in a cooperative manner with other students.
According to Purpel, due to the lack of reward for this kind of behavior, a
student is in effect taught to accentuate the natural freedom aspect of
individuality without an internal check on his or her desires and actions to
satisfy those desires: “Individualism has come to mean greed rather than
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moral autonomy and community has come to be oriented around the terms of
class rather than terms of humanity” (Purpel, p. 16). The notion of a common
vision, of a common purpose and identity, has dissolved into individuals
competing for the right to consume whatever they are told is valuable.
For Purpel and others participating in this discourse, an answer to such
a fragmented and dangerous condition lay within the boundaries of public
schools. Education must be broadened by all school leaders, including
teachers, in a way that resurrects forgotten notions of an early American
discourse in which the sacred infuses the secular with meaning and provides a
cohering vision for all living within its geographical and symbolic boundaries.
These symbols are to provide not only the possibility of action, hence the moral
imperative of engaging in the spiritual pilgrimage, but also the boundaries, the
internal and external checks on an individual accentuating too much natural
freedom. Purpel does not drift far from the beliefs and concerns of nineteenthcentury educator William Torrey Harris, who inherited from his New England
ancestors a moral world view. In what appears as a repetition of Harris, Purpel
writes that only the schools can assume the task. The family can no longer
shoulder the burden of education in modem society. Purpel (1976) writes:
The modem American family is smaller, more isolated and more
fragmented than its counterpart fifty years a g o . . . . [Opportunity for
parents to influence moral attitudes and thinking of their children is
reduced . . .church attendance has dropped.. . . It would appear that at
a time of great need for strong values and the capacity for moral
thought, the institutions traditionally supporting the moral code are in a
weakened position, (p.7, p.8)
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In fact, not just the school is responsible, but one very specific location
and authority most of all - classroom and teacher. For Purpel, and one sees
this in Huebner's writing as well, the teacher places on the robes of a prophet
and practices prophetic education. This is an act in which a teacher, with
persistence, reminds students of the purpose of education - the quest for the
sacred: “Education communities must mediate on the question of what it
means to be sacred and how an education might facilitate the quest for what is
holy “ (Purpel, 1989, p. 78). This (re)mindful posture assumes the
characteristics of a Puritan favorite, the prophet Jeremiah (see chapter 2), who
was the predecessor to the literary form of the jeremiad: “It is important to
remember that the prophetic voice is one that speaks not only to criticism, it is
also a voice of transformation.. . . He begins with a message of doom; he
concludes with a message of hope.. . .The prophetic imagination is concerned
with an alternative society, one with sacred dimensions” (1989, p.81, p.85).
Huebner (1996) appeals to teachers to become moral exemplars who
are willing to question the morality of the current institutional system of
schooling and become politically active in reforming it. Huebner seems to
expect students not to just embody whatever moral sensibility that may spill out
of the curriculum. Instead, the student is to bring such silent assumptions into
the light and examine them with the guidance of the teacher. Otherwise,
teachers are powerless over the effect of the curriculum on the students, who in
turn will be diminished in their ability to act morally, which is a state of
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existence that will guarantee the destruction of the American identity and its
historical mission:
As long as the teacher is not enabled to deal with moral and ethical
issues that he or she faces, as long as the feelings of teachers caused
by the bad fit between the student and the environment is suppressed,
as long as the teacher’s imagination continues to be impoverished by a
limited technical educational language, as long as the teacher does not
participate in the rhetorical and political struggle over the shaping of the
educational environment, for that long young people can be expected to
continue to suffer from inadequately developed moral and ethical
sensibilities. (Huebner, 1996, p. 6)
Purpel and Huebner, as did William Torrey Harris, seek to situate the
schools within a Puritan context: Education is not only a classroom activity in
which social values and knowledge are taught, but is also a sacred quest by
the individual to transcend the material to the spiritual. However, a significant
difference resides in the Puritan forms. Schools had very limited function: To
teach a child skills to read, write and perform mathematical problems. Little
more was expected or even encouraged.
However, the urge or impulse to view the institution of school as the
location by which the moral imperative must be preserved or resurrected
(depending on one’s perspective) is so strong that almost all of the competing
discourses struggling for control over educational reform perceive no
alternative.8 All the discussion on reform, no matter the discourse, the
intentions, the beliefs, all carry one particular kernel of hope, part and parcel
again of the jeremiadic tradition: That a moral imperative can be transmitted to
students, be it directly or through guidance and the creation of appropriate
environmental conditions. In each of these jeremiads the hope is that the
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symbols and moral structures still resonate with students in a profound way,
that such language can evoke emotional and intellectual responses from the
students so that they will take up the role of preserving America’s symbolic
narrative.
While this may have been true at one time, it is now questionable. The
inherited symbols are spoken but the visceral response and the profound
understanding by way of intensive interpretation of those symbols seem to
have been lost along the way of institution building. Student’s faces stare back
with indifference when such ideas are presented.
Questions are raised: Has the public discussion on schools by the
traditionalists and by these “Neo-Puritans’’ (Huebner, Bellah, Purpel) missed
the point? Are the symbols actually dead? Is America just waiting for them to
finally be buried so that new ones can emerge, with the social effect being that
a whole generation will slip away and forget the errand? Or is it possible for
any new symbols to emerge and fit within the institution of education due to the
technological language institutionalized in schools more than a century ago.
Once a language is institutionalized, it frames all aspects of that institution and
will not go away until the institution itself crumbles (see chapter 3 discussion on
the etymology of institution).
The Words Remain, the Meanings Do Not: Death of a Symbol?
Puritans had a great impulse toward method, toward finding the one best
system by which each individual could best engage in the moral imperative of
the errand and integrate with his or her community. However, this impulse was
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associated with and directed to the experience of the subjective individual.
Puritans did not possess a language of technique that limited interpretation to a
literalized function, in which the meanings of the symbols, and the communal
morality that made the symbols concrete, are unambiguous, direct and clear. A
community was always a gathering of individuals and so open to multiple
interpretations, as long as the meanings that emerged from those
interpretations cohered around their sense of the harmony between sacred and
secular.
This is not to claim that Puritans did not seek direct and clear
understandings of moral dilemmas. However, they acknowledged that when
language was involved, it inherently produced ambiguity. Language could only
point to what God was saying. However, language for the Puritans also
generated a poetic sense of the moral imperative and symbolic existence (what
Huebner called “moreness"), which sustained an ultimate sense of mystery
(Bercovitch, 1993). Only in the individual conversion experience, in the pure
subjectivity of the individual, did language fall away and the symbols no longer
become necessary to mediate understanding.
Technical language that captured the imagination of Americans during
the nineteenth century, and was instituted in schools as the valued form of
communicating knowledge, still operated off the Puritan cultural catalyst of
“form controlling matter." The symbols did not fade away at all, for this new
discourse emerged out of an overemphasis of one aspect of the discourse.
However, the technical discourse had the effect of submerging and devaluing
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the multiple forms of mediation and interpretation of those symbols, forms that
previously allowed all possible meanings of “freedom” and “individuality” to
exist. The individual was charged with the activity of reconciling the meanings
(Stivers, 1994; Bellah, 1996).
The irony of the technicist linguistic structure is that it only became
possible after the Protestant Reformation, when interpretation of the Bible
shifted from mainly a metaphorical/symbolic activity, to a literal activity of one
to one correspondence. This form of literal reading was appropriated as a
mainstream “natural” manner by which to view and understand the world. In
America, while Puritans provided a interpretive symbolic structure that
depended upon sustaining a synthesis of the literal and figural, during the
Gilded Age, a shift to the literal transpired. The literal was linked to technical
and mechanical metaphors as the criteria for what was real and true. While the
Puritan discourse functioned to produce and/or retrieve meaning by a
combination of indirect and direct interpretations, with every act ultimately
pointing toward an experience of the sacred, the discourse of literalness that
entered the mainstream consciousness during the nineteenth actually
functioned to flatten and limit meaning.
Paradoxically, even though this discourse seemed to circumvent a
sense of life as a metaphorical activity, at the same time it produced new wildly
popular metaphors, particularly mechanical ones dependent upon certain
prescribed meanings of technique. Stivers identifies how the notion of
technique was appropriated and transformed by bureaucratic organizations
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during the nineteenth century. Technique had historically translated into a
means by which to deal with the problems that arose in material existence, a
tool and not an end in itself. God and the desire for attaining visible sainthood
were the ends. In the nineteenth century technique became “a sense of
efficiency," in other words, an end in itself (Stivers, 1994, p. 72). I quote
Stivers at length on the effects of operating from this meaning of technique:
Human technique as a set of objective rules and procedures reduces its
recipient to an abstraction; it denies the individuality of its object.
Human technique makes everyone equal by ignoring individual
difference.. . . At the same time human technique denies the subjectivity
of its object, it suppresses that of the subject as well. In depending upon
technical procedure instead of personal experiences, one is denying
one’s own subjectivity. Technique respects the individuality of neither
user nor recipient.. . . Finally, human technique destroys meaning.
Technique, as we have seen, is preoccupied with efficiency, with
the most effective means. In other words, technique is exclusively a
means of power, autonomous, with respect to moral end. Insofar as
meaning arises from the collective attempt to limit and symbolize power,
technique thus lacks meaning. All attempts to infuse technique with
meaning are futile, for technique is not integrated into the larger culture;
rather it suppresses culture, rendering symbols ephemeral. (Stivers,
1994, p.73)
Many educators in the present age (as they did in the Gilded Age)
continue to follow the Puritan impulse to speak of moral imperatives, of the
need for the perpetuation and maintenance of an American national identity.
However, the language put into practice in schools has strangled the ambiguity
necessary to sustain the symbols as meaningful. The process of the moral
imperative engaged by each individual following a path of intensive
interpretation at some point converted into an instrumental motion of providing
the individual with predetermined norms and goals and the universal means by
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which to attain those goals. Symbols and the moral practices that tied the
symbols to cultural identities became ghosts. An outline of what existed
remains, but its body is transparent and without substantiation. In other words,
the symbols are now ephemeral.
This condition was given concreteness after several discussions with
current college and high school students. The symbols came out of their
mouths and their pens, but, for the most part, there was no sense of a visceral,
emotional response. Nor was there any indication of any one engaging in an
interpretive turn, the kind of response and process that sustained the life of
symbols for the Puritans. Students in the present age seem to possess no way
of interpreting the symbols even though they mimicked the words. Or, their
interpretations, if one could call them that, in no way reflected the conditions of
their lives or the life of the communities within which they dwell.
Students repeated with reverence the morality of success, of freedom
and individuality, of America as the best nation, and of the American dream.
But they had no sense of how any of it related to them as individuals except in
the most crass ways of being able to “do what they wanted to do when they
wanted to do it."9 So many years of a schooling technique bent on reducing all
symbols to easily digestible fragments, with no expectation of mediation and
personal understanding, has diminished the students’ sense of what Huebner
calls “moreness" (1995, p. 15).
When the students are pushed to interpret the symbols rather than
repeating them as self-evident tropes, their language falters. American
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national identity is important for schools to teach, they say, though in the next
breath they agree, for the most part, that such notions as one country, unified,
is not a reasonable ideal in this present age. As said before, the symbols are
but ghosts without any link to these students’ material world.
To a large degree, the students believe that such matters as determining
meaning in the world, how one should live in this world, is best left up to others
to confront. Whitson and Stanley (1992) describe this condition that many
youth, and adults for that matter, appear to exist within:
More and more we have adjusted to a culture dominated by expert
opinion while our confidence in our own abilities to make complex social
judgments continues to erode. As social beings, we are often reduced
to what Lasch called the “minimal” self, a self preoccupied with its own
survival on a daily basis and obsessed with the need to find ways to
improve self-image as an end. Life appears so complex that the
average person abandons political action for personal development and
survival.
But these efforts are doomed to failure as only the views of
significant others (experts) are deemed worth considering. A culture
racked with such self-doubt, anxiety, and insecurity is unlikely to
promote political competence. Citizenship is reduced to surviving,
following rules, and occasionally voting. (1992, p.58).
Answers to such a cultural dilemma proposed by political leaders seem
vacuous and not applicable to their (the youth’s) existence. The moment many
students begin to contemplate meanings and effects of these symbols, their
uneasiness magnifies; yet they continue with the linguistic motion — as if
caught in a cavernous mountain echo. The need to continue to work within a
symbolic structure, is so great that the students admit to a disturbing sense of
fatalism. As one student finally said in an exasperated tone: “W e have no
other way of talking about these things.”
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Where does this leave students sitting in classrooms, waiting to be
imparted information that they no longer see as applicable to their lives, waiting
for the words of America’s vision to be given to them, while at the same time
realizing that such symbols no longer speak to their social condition? From
one perspective, one could speculate that these students are caught in a time
transition that, for better or worse (probably both), may be taking place in
America. Once symbols no longer speak to their most important target, the
youth, the ones who must appropriate and give new meanings to the symbols
so that such meaning producing structures continue to supply a culture(s) with
possibilities of identity, then a period of rupture and confusion incurs.
The current circumstance, a rupture in time, points to a Shakespearean
metaphor, one that offers but discomfort to those who possess faith that
educational, cultural and institutional change can be engineered: Hamlet’s
father, the dead king of Denmark, returns as a spirit, a revenant warning that
something is terribly wrong, that all lives are about to change forever. His
words tremble and speak of revenge. Yet these words serve but to baffle and
mystify. Hamlet hears but has no context by which to interpret and understand
and act. Instead, Hamlet is left to listen and watch and wait and reflect. When
form no longer controls matter, when a symbolic structure and the morality it
produces can no longer render a visceral response from the young, and when
the interpretive turn is no longer considered natural or useful, one is left to
listen, watch, reflect and wait for new meaningful symbols to emerge — if they
emerge at all.
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Endnotes
1
I employ the term mainstream rather than urban and Protestant for
several reasons. One, the middle class over the last 50 years has left the city
for suburbia for security and to shop in strip malls. Secondly I leave out the
word Protestant, because by now Catholics in America also have embodied the
American Dream. For the most part, Catholics have appropriated the belief in
progress and the economic, material meanings of that term. In both cases,
Protestant and Catholic, America as a sacred/secular place is acceptable,
meaning that each believe that America is a God-loving country that offers
great wealth in its system of democratic capitalism. In other words both in the
last 30 years have allied together to preserve what could be called the
American dream and so do not in any national identity way disagree on the
moral purpose (Kaestle, 1984).
2
I say nostalgic due to the fact that the Puritan jeremiads always looked
to the future, always exhorted the individual and the community onward and
upward, even, in some ways, appealed to people to celebrate their failures.
New England Puritans understood the impossibility of perfection even as they
understood their charge as living in perfection. It was their paradox. The
current jeremiad writers look backwards to a time when they believed schools
succeeded, and as a result society operated smoothly. There is no indication
that such a time ever existed.
3
My conclusions, speculative at best on this account, derive from my
readings of surveys of American youth, as well as discussions with both
university level students and high school level students in schools in Baton
Rouge. Obviously, then, in no way are these speculations substantiated in any
social scientific way. I employ them as indicators, pointers.
4
Partisan carries many different subtle nuances in meaning, specifically
in terms of temperament. In this instance the notion of a warped zealot, one of
its possible meanings, does not fit except from a perspective intending to
overstate. Instead, sympathizer or adamant supporter, one who is willing to act
upon his or her beliefs applies much better to Schlesinger. Of course,
depending on one’s perspective, any one willing to act upon his or her belief
could be considered a warped zealot.
5
I do not include Afro-centrists within mainstream multiculturalism, even
though they sat on the commission. For the most part while their voice is quite
fervent, their claims have created barely a blip in mainstream discourses of
education. In some ways this has allowed Schlesinger to not acknowledge the
sibling aspect of his discourse to the multiculturalists.
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As discussed, the American middle-class Catholics have allied with
middle-class Protestants in a way that they both share in this social role.
7
Such so-called extra curricular elements of elementary and secondary
schools include health, family, sports, music (instrument and vocal), and so on.
8
Of course, an exception emerged and was given a political voice by Pat
Buchanan — representing mostly Anglo, highly conservative, fundamentalist in
religious beliefs. Buchanan was quite strident in his view
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